


WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY PRODUCTS 
SPRING PLANTING 

I acres of the most fertile ground under cultivation we grow the most complete collection of ornamental stock 

for the effective planting of grounds and gardens ever offered in the United States. We invite every prospective pur- 

haser of planting material to visit our Nursery. A personal inspection is the most satisfactory way in which to buy 

as the stock can be seen growing. Visitors will quickly recognize the fact that our facilities for filling orders are unex- 

celled, that we have everything we advertise, and therefore are in a position to complete all orders and plantings un- 

dertaken by us. In addition to the extensive stock we grow, we import plants and nursery products from all parts of 
11 the world, and carry these at all times ready for shipment The quality of our products is a guarantee of the highest 

satisfaction, and the prices are consistently low, 

tlere are a few suggestions for Sprin ylanting I 

Roses—We have thousands consisting of all the most suitable varieties for American soil and climate. Rhodo- 
dendron aximum, Cataw biense and English Hardy Hybrids—Quantities of handsome hardy specimens are grow- 
ng r Nursery Evergreens and Conifers—Many acres of our Nursery are planted with the most attractive 
ap P ever produced, Pines—In all popular varieties. A Pinetum is an attractive, healthful necessity of every 
} Hardy Herbaceous Plants—For New and Old Fashioned Flower Gardens, Beds and Borders. We have the 
large yuantity and the most complete collection in the country Ornamental Shade, Weeping and Standard 
Trees— Thousands of handsome straight stemmed trees in all varieties and sizes are growing in our Nursery. Flower- 
ing Shrubs and Hedge Plants—in many acres of our Nursery are cultivated useful and attractive varieties Trained, 
Dwart and Ordinary Pruit Trees and Small Pruits—We carry at all times age quantities of the best varieties. 
Hardy Trailing aud Climbing Vines—In all varieties for every place and pergo! Boxwood and Bay Trees—We 
ave a large quantity of these attractive decorative trees in all forms and sizes Decorative Plants—We grow in our 

100, feet of greenhouses Bulbs and Roots—For Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter flowering. Lawa Grass 
Seed—B. & A. Rutherford Park Evergreen Mixture. 7Tubs—We manufacture them in all shapes and sizes. Ask for 
price list. Our Hlustrated General Catalogue No. 18 wil] be a helpful guide to intending purchasers. It describes 

ach article, giving prices. Will be sent upon request 

The general supervision of public grounds and private estates a specialty. We plan and plant grounds and 
gardens everywhere Visstors to our Nurseries are always welcome. 

We are located thirty minutes from the New York City Hall, via Erie Railroad. 

Automobile road runs direct from West 42d Street, New York, to our Nursery situated on the Paterson Plank Road. 

OFFICE AND NURSERIES, RUTHERFORD, N. J. 
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NURSERY Mount Hope Nurseries Rochester, N. Y. 

Box 733 Biltmore, N.C. Ww 4) 
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((((t HE things warm 

If some one is late to the meal, you can keep the food 
warm, or you can keep nice and hot those plates and dishes 
that must be served so, to be tasteful and relishable, by 

Efficiency placing in your dining-room one of our oven-radiators. 
, . are the highest achievement in house warming 

in Locks and Hardware 1S depend- ME ICAN DEAL and domestic economy. IDEAL Boilers save 

ent upon the durability and service- \ the cost of the entire outfit in a few years and 

ability of these articles. As they RADIATORS BOILERS AMERICAN Radiators distribute Florida 
? . weather throughout the house. Anyone can 

are for every-day use, their selection care for an IDEAL Boiler. It is automatic and absolutely safe. AMERICAN 
deserves more than a superficial Radiators supply a gentle warmth without the dust and dirt of hot-air furnace, 

. . . stove or open fire. They are designed as a part of the general scheme of home 
attention. When considering these comfort, economy, and beauty and so made as to collect no 

Ty yey, dust. The oven-radiator is but one of many kinds designed 
*. to add comfort to the home and decrease labor. 

ADVANTAGE 16: Air must be supplied under the grate to the fuel in 
the fire-pot, in addition to a proper amount through the fire-door slide 
over the top or face of the fire to mix with the flame and free fuel-gases, 

and thus to cause good, sharp, complete combustion. In proportion as 
the right amount of air is supplied, at right points, the right economy in 
fuel is secured. The air-burning features of IDEAL Boilers are as fully 
developed as in the highest forms of modern gas and oil burners. Ask for 

items, the question is not howcheap, ‘| 

but how good theyshould be. You 
can always depend upon 

A Mo. Woes IDEAL. Belierend se = our free catalog, “Ideal Heating,” which tells all the advantages. 

costing the owner $2465, were used Do not wait to build a new home, but enjoy comfort and content in the 
/ sath y+ conpuaticaaglisii2 a sie present one. No tearing up nor disturbing occupants or old heating equip- 

Ar ht ofens rertatic romectese ment. Sizes for all classes of buildings—smallest to largest—in town or 
a ogg net, tnctnde cost of country. Our free book, “ Ideal Heating Investments,” tells much that it 
installation is extraand variesaccord. Will pay you well to know. Write us today kind and size of building you 
ing to climatic and other conditions. wish to heat. Prices are now most favorable. 

, 

‘Showrooms in all AMERIC AN RADIATOR COMPANY — wes 12 deve. 
large cities Chicago 

HARDWARE 
MANUFACTURED BY 

P. & F. CORBIN INTERIOR DECORATORS Bungalows and American Homes 
Color Schemes Planned and Executed 

MAKERS OF Stencil Work ny Applique Work 
Samples and Estimates on Request 

lg sai st ste io ao oem eae te eee a wh a at 

ing i : ’ ” BOWDOIN & MANLEY “Eve ng in Builders’ Hardware 
eythi 8 546 Fifth Avenue New York 

N. W. Cor. Eighth & Arch Sts., - PhiladlhhinQ —————— - —<$§_— = 

106-108-110 Lafayette St., : New York 

50 West Sith St. , : ; . New York E U G E N E P I i; O U ® J re Design No. 2, Built in California and lowa—Cost $2800 

104-106 Lake St., . ° Chicago Civil Engineer and Landscape Architect Our Handsome 112 page, 8x11 book of Bungalows, Mission, Colo- 
: : ° . d truct- nial, English timbered and Concrete houses for 1910 shows inte- 

Designs and estimates for improving and cons ~ riors, exteriors, and floor plans and actual cost to build, ranging 

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES: ing the grounds of city and suburban properties. from $1,000 10 $10,000. These designs are photos of structures 
. : we have built throughout the country—not theoretical pen pic- 

NEW BRITAIN, CONN Ornamental Fixtures Furnished tures. Special specifications and details of construction made to 

‘ ‘ 229 Broadway, New York suit any climate. Price of book $1.00 prepaid. Sample leaves free. 

D iotive Literat t Telephone, 6084 Barclay BROWN BROS., Architects, 917 Security Bank Bidg., Coder Rapids, lows 
escriptive Literature on reques 

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN. 



he Real Estate Department of House 

This service is given without charge. 
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The ¢ Solas furnished Estate Homes, 

with 16 bedroome 

tenis 
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Possess a Nice 
Country Place 

and one you can readily get to 

from New York City, at 

Greenwich, Conn. 
Belle Haven, Brookridge, 
Rockridge or Vicinities 

FOR SALE:—Very high amd 5 bath 

urt, extensive garden. 

athias beach: will rent for price is the figure 

Garden will be glad to advise its readers in regard 

ent estate surrounded by water on three sides, 

Address Real Estate 

20 Acres Near Golf Club 
ground, splendid views over sound and country; 

st beautiful sites for a choice country place in this entize section. 
© pla ed on adjoining property. - 

this is one of the 
The asking 

12,000 Only 

25 Acres on Sound 
The dwelling con- 

tains 8 master’s bedrooms, and 7 for servants, 7 bathrooms, 10 open fire places, large 
ind tool house; private dock, bathing beach, bath houses, et Anchorage $225,000 

One Acre and Artistic Home 

FOR SALE A magnific 
ind guruge YY) reomes in 

1 shrubbery most artiasth stable, garage 

$75, 000 

FOR SALE Beautifully located 
ping reome bath re rooms, Grounds 

'$: 85 ‘000 half mile from Greenwich station 

A charming modern house containing 7 bedrooms, 3 bath- 

adorned with beautiful trees, shrubs and brook—about one- 

Price : : ‘ . $17,000 

Residences and Cottages to Rent for 

LAURENCE TIMMONS 
opposite Station Telephone 4506 GREENWICH, CONN. 

- 

GENTLEMAN'S FARM NEAR POUGHKEEPSIE 

Stone end trame ho ll roome baths. steam heat, 325 
acres, (UD apple tr large brook, If burldings 

pert knowledge a whe m arrangement of buslJengs, metal 
lation of farm machinery, building of roads and water supply 

BARGAIN AT $25,000 

CRAIG F. R. DRAKE 8 East 54th St., New York 

HARRISON, N. Y. 
An estate of over 100 acres of beautiful land 

within twenty miles of New York; magnificent 
frontage on Long Island Sound; several islands; 
modern dwelling, 16 rooms. 

H. E. DANN & SON, Inc., 500 Fifth Ave., New York 

A GENTLEMAN’S COUNTRY ESTATE of 222 acres in Mary- 
land, ¢ of a mile frontage on Potomac river which is salt 
water and affords fine fishing, bathing, boating, crabbing 
and in the fall and winter months wild duck and goose 
shooting; within 60 miles of Washington, D. C., by rail. 
Near station. Large frame dwelling of 11 rooms situated 
so as to give a beautiful view of the river and surrounding 
country for miles. Many farm buildings. Price, $16,500 

Virginia Farms, Colonial Homes, Stock Farms, Hunting 
Preserves and Water Front properties, 

C, H. HARRISON, FREDERICKSBURG, VA. 

Country Property 

Bungalows 

Farms, Estates 

Acreage 

McVICKAR, GAILLARD 
REALTY CO. 

489 Fifth Ave., at 42d St., N. ¥. C. 

AT SCARSD ALE, Westchester County. 

Our "Edgemont Estate” presents the ideal realization of out of 

town living. It retains the charms of the country; carefully pre- 
serves the social environment, and is to be made the Company's most 
signihcant development, Providing an all year round home with full 
improvements, immediately at the station, 19 miles from New 
York on the Harlem Electric Division of the New York Central Railroad. 

SCARSDALE COMPANY, Scarsdale,N.Y. 503 Fifth Ave., New York: 



roperly 
and Rent 

to the purchase, sa'e or rental of country and suburban real estate in all parts of the country. 
Department, House & Garden, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York City. 

* 

Main Lodge Room Boat-house and Landing 

FOR SALE 
EAGLE ISLAND (Upper Saranac Lake) 

One of the most complete and attractive 

An Ideal Summer Home CAMPS in the Adirondacks 
A®ouT 20 ACRES. Consisting of 3 Cabins, 2 Cottages, Lodge, Onin. -room Building with Kitchen, Pantry, and separate Children’s 

Piazza Overlooking Lake 

Beautifully situated at Barnstable, Mass., on Cape Cod Dining-room ; Boat-house with Landing and Ample Living Quarters, oer Launch, St. Lawrence Skiffls and Row-boats; 3 Large 
Tents, Built on Platforms, with Living Quarters, etc. ; Cold Storage House, Guides’ House, Bathing Beach, Tennis Courts, Power-house 

For Rent or Sale for Supply of Electricity, and a number of other buildings that are necessary in a camp of this kind. eso deomely and completely furnished 
with every requisite, including Linen and Silver. No expense was spared in the endeavor to make this one of the most delightful and lux- 

House contains 15 rooms, completely furnished, urious camps in the Adirondacks. Can be purchased at nominal figure. For further particulars, maps, photos, etc., apply to 

high location, bordering on lake, and five 

. minutes walk from salt water. FREDERICK ZITTEL & SONS 

Grounds have large shade trees, well water, barn. Broadway and 79th Street Phone 9700 Schuyler NEW YORK CITY 

i xcellent Sailing, Fishing and Bathing 

House y= ady for occupancy at any time. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 
Rent for entire season, $350. 

Westchester County 
For selling price and further particulars address iS YOUR COUNTRY PLACE FOR SALE? 

Mrs. M ; Nye, If so you can bring it before 25,000 possible 
79 HAMILTON PLACE - NEW YORK CITY buyers through the Real Estate Department of 

HOUSE & GARDEN. A special low rate is 
made in this section and the price of space in- 
cludes the cost of making a half-tone cut of 
your property for illustration from any photo- 

of Mount Vernon, N. Y. Telephone 249 graph you send us. 

Offers three of the best “yor in new houses on 
easy terms. Offices, City Hall Building, Depot Place. Space $5.00 per inch, single column 

Best List oF Houses To Let ; 
For examples: 

(~ o A 2-inch advertisement the size of Pease 
& Elliman on this page costs. . . $10.00 

Wi. S Meany A 4-inch advertisement the size of Mrs. 
° Nye on this page costs....... $20.00 

Smith Bldg. Tel’s 103-293 Greenwich, Conn. 

G R E E N W | C H C 0 N N Forms for April number close March 12th. 
9 + 

REALTY of all descriptions FOR SALE Address ‘‘REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT" 

Country Seats, Estates, Residences, 
Se Sat or Bie Gaactaes nates can te ane Farms, Acreage, Building Sites HOUSE & GARDEN 

118 desirabie place with front river . : 

view, 10 acres of lawn; or whole property of 78 acres at Scar- Furnished and Unfurnished Houses wie, 50 aiten 6 Dans a Se Any ek oo of Ses So lent for 2020 Geneon 449 Fourth Ave., NEW YORK CITY 

Would be pleased to have correspondence or 
a advising of requirements, a call / 

the press and illustrates 208 designs of Bungalows. 
It is the result of a year’s work of our California represen- 

tative and contains designs suitable tor any climate and for every material. 
The designs show the Bungalows as they will appear when built, and the 
floor plans show the arrangement and the size of the rooms. Estimated 
cost of construction given, ranging from $900 to $5000. 

he book is printed from the finest half-tones, on the best enameled 
paper, and is handsomely bound. Price $1.00, postpaid. 

CEMENT HOUSES 4X2, HW, 70 
This book contains illustrated details of cement construction, standard 

R “the pren S ARTISTIC BUNGALOWS is a new book just off 

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. 
For Sale or Re » 7 J as rarde se is 

wie. pa be aed aon | built and cuentnaghin “Talanins 4 bene specifications for cement blocks, general information concerning water- 
3 servants’ bedrooms, 2 baths, 1 toilet and 1 lavatory. On first floor proofing, coloring, cement plaster work, etc., together with perspective views 
are hall, parlor, library, dining, butler’s pantry, kitchen and con- and floor plans of 87 cement, plaster and concrete block houses. Cloth 
servatory. Gas, electric light and furnace. . bound, price $1.00 postpaid. 

Price and full particulars of Country Department, 

Pease & Elliman 
309 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK. 

THE RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL CO., 
178 Fulton St. Dept H. New York [an OF ed Pe ct oe 

ba, 



if a motor boat is not a part of its recreative outfit. 

years of successful operation The readers of House & Garden may feel assured, when 
the Motor Boat Department, House & Garden, 449 Fourth Ave., New York. 

It ia logical that a magazine like House & Garden should carry in it a directory of manujacturers of equipment that forms so large a part of the enjoym 
But it is important when yee a motor boat to be sure of securing a well built crajt and a reliab " 

ealing with these advertisers, of fair treatment and reliable servigy/ 4 s¥™™ 

Ever see such Comfort, such Speed, 

‘such Elegance of Finish 

Rochester 
fast family 

Runabouts 
Are built to carry you, your friends or family 
it an 18 mile clip; a speed that leaves every 
thing but out and out racers far astern, They 
ire the last word in comfort, and their ability 

to withstand rough weather is remarkable 

‘ It ii interests you write for literature and pictures of 

Rochester hulls and engines 

| ROCHESTER GAS ENGINE CO. 

Driving Place Rochester, N. Y. 

$75.0 Upward for the Best 

Lackawanna Motors 
New 

Ra lances 
Drovu tole Type 

Explosions 

Power 

New ANT! CRANKING Feature 

Most Efficient 

Increnses 

Simplest 

| Valveless 

} One to Six Cylinders 2 

to 45 H.P. for All Boats 

We originated the Valve 

less Motor. We originated 

wth the Practical Three 

Port Design and Construc 

tion as well as Simplified 

Improvements made from 

time to time Complete 

Boat Outfits Write for 

Handsome new Catalogue of the Silvered Cylinders.” Not Price 

Alone Better Quality. 

0 Coldwell Street,’ Newburgh, N. Y 
LACKAWANNA MFG. CO. 126 Liberty Street, New York, N. ¥ 

* Ask the man who runs one”’ 

THE SUPREME “SYRACUSE” 
For Speed, Pleasure Boats. 4to0120H.P. 1to6Cyl.} 

High Quality—Low Price 

SYRACUSE GAS ENGINE CO., 
1813 Park St. SYRACUSE, N. Y., U.S.A. 

THE FAMOUS 
TOPPAN DORIES 

and Rough Water Launches are the safest and bestj boats 
built. Used in all parts of the world 

Lengths, 18 to 40 feet. Also the 

Trunk Cabin Cruisers 22, 26 and 30 feet 
Send stamp for our complete illustrated boat catalogue 

Knock Down Dories with patterns and full instructions to 
finish for those who want to build theirown boats. Ask for 
free special Knock Down Circular. 

TOPPAN BOAT MFG. CO. 
18 Haverhill St., Boston, Mass. 

Branch: 105 Chambers St., New York 

well known Toppan 

THE BRIDGEPORT 
“The Motor that Motes." 

The only marine gasoline motor, in which the work- 
ing parts are all removable without complete dis- 
assembling. Practical construction—equal to the 
finest. One of the oldest, most vafined and best- 

known marine motors on the market. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

THE BRIDGEPORT MOTOR CO., Inc. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

’ 
. 

STANDARD MOTOR CONSTRUCTION 

STANDARD 
MARINE ENGINES 

Over 100,000 H. P. in service. 

That the Standard has been selected for 
the finest yachts and launches built this year 
and now building for the coming season is 
but another proof of their popularity. 

A well developed product built by an old 
established company. If you are interested 
in results write for our catalogue. 

BUILT IN SIZES FROM & TO 2000 H. P, 

CO 172-180 WHITON STREE 

? 

JERSEY CITY, N. j., U. S.A. 

(iv) 

What Sort of Boat Shall I Buy? 

BY B. M. TREBOR 

! 

of motor boating. 
the marine motor, which has attainedf 

years, has rendered the motor boat a safe 
and sure vehicle of recreation. No longerf 
is it the usual experience to get held up 
miles from shore and be obliged to g 
through the humiliating experience o 
being towed home. 

No sport is more wholesome, mor 

clean or more stimulating than thg 
pursuit of pleasure on the water. Nof 
only is this form ef recreation so enjoy 
able, but, as a means of conveyance 
the motor boat is comparable only to the 
automobile itself. A motor boat maj 
be had at one-third of the price of a 
automobile, its up-keep is not a fraction 
of the expense and it outlasts the moto 
car several times over. There are no 
speed laws to break, no pedestrians to 

run down and no trees and other obstruc 
tions to climb. 

The point that appeals to the de® 
votees of motor boating is the compara 
tive simplicity of the marine motor 
By the nature of its environment andy 
duty it is much simpler, having very manyq 

which the boat is to be used and th 

power up according tothe speed desired 
Where high speed, however, is not re 
quired a five-horsepower engine will 
ample. An engine of this size will driv 
a twenty-five foot open boat at the 
rate of about eight miles an hour. Th 
cost of such craft runs from three hus 
dred and fifty to eight hundred dolla 
according to build, finish and engm 
equipment. 

For cruising purposes, sleeping accor 
modations must be had, and a cabin 
necessary. Indeed for day sailing mo 
people prefer cabin room for protection 
inclement weather, for additional safe 

gine. I 
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N? sport of recent years has grippedgwenty-« 
outdoor-loving America like thatgruising 
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less working parts than its cousin in thefthest, « 
motor driven land vehicle. ower « 

For day sailing an open boat fronfmake a! 
twenty to twenty-five feet in length is gasole 
about the proper size. Of course, thefvould f 
exact size will depend upon the waters igThe cos 

ould | 
number of people who are to be carrieé. Fo: 
For enclosed waters, such as small lakesSecure < 
and rivers, a twenty-foot boat will bhas a s 
ample, as far as sea-worthiness is comftwo ex 
cerned, but for use on larger bodiegpized g: 
greater stability is needed and five feeispace. 
or more added to the length will insur thir 
safety and comfort. The engine poweéffeet, an 
of such craft would run from three hors#eabin o 
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n 
ab 
rice’ @ summer home by the water. 

gine. 
A country house with a water situation, whether it be by lake, river or sea, is far from taking advantage of its opportunities 

In this Motor Boat Section appear announcements of only reliable boat and engine manufacturers. ; Their product has become standardized through 
‘e_shall be very glad to advise any of our readers in regard to the purchase or equipment of a motor boat or engine. Address correspondence on this subject to 

in exposed positions, and for storage of 
ushions and other dunnage. Cabins are 
ometimes built on boats as small as 

vedfwenty-one feet in length, but ifwanted for 
hatRruising the accommodations are not sat- 

ofisfactory enough on a craft under twenty- 
1edfive feet to make cabin room worth while. 
few™)n a twenty-five foot boat of the raised- 
afefleck type, a type that secures the max- 
gergmum amount of cabin room from a hull, 

upgn eight or nine foot cabin with five feet 
goeadroom would be obtained with accom- 
off™modation for sleeping two people. It is 

lso possible to get in this space a small 
oragtove for cooking, a little ice chest and 
thffockers. The cockpit would have a 
Notfength of eleven feet. Equipped with a 
oy@ive-horsepower engine she would make 
ce speed of about seven miles an hour. 
tha boat of this type can be built for from 
naye700.00 up, according to equipment and 
anginish. 

101 A thirty-foot raised-deck type cruiser 
ytogmakes a splendid boat for cruising and 
naan easily be taken care of by the owner, 
tawvithout the aid of a man. A boat of 

his length, having eight foot beam and 
wo-foot six-inch draft with a freeboard 
at the bow of nearly four feet, will 
brovide accommodations for sleeping four 
people. The cabin would be of sufficient 
size to have in a separate compartment 

lavatory with lockers, a galley, ice 
chest, etc. Equipped with a ten-horse- 
Hower double cylinder motor she would 

ake about eight miles an hour and with 
gasolene tank of sixty gallons capacity 

eevould have acruising radius of 400 miles. 
he cost of a craft of this type and size 
ould be one thousand dollars or more. 

For two thousand dollars one can 
secure a double state-room cruiser, which 
as a state-room forward, a saloon with 
wo extension berths with a substantial 

sized galley, lavatory. and ample locker 
space. Her length would be thirty-five 
r thirty-six feet over all, beam nine 

feet, and she would have head room in the 
abin of over six feet. 

NOTICE 
In the boating publica- 

tions we are bringing special 
attention to each of the lead- 

ing features that culminate 
in the most efficient marine 
engine. We are doing this 
because we know how much 

experienced boatmen appreciate this. 

sROYA LC 
ENGINE 

BRIDGEPORT CONN. 

You can have this same in- 
formation by writing for our 
1910 catalogue. 

THE ROYAL ENGINE CO., 

SEA-GOING GURNET DORIES 
and Semi-Speed Clipper Launches 

With ATLANTIC AND ATLANTIC SPECIAL MOTORS 
are in use by the U. S. NAVY DEPARTMENT and are the 
safest motor boats. They are especially adapted for yacht 
tenders and use on the Atlantic seaboard or large inland 
lakes. Reliable and simple enough to be handled by a 
woman. (See cut.) 

DORIES 

18 to 30 feet 

CLIPPER LAUNCHES 

25-Fr. GuRNET Dory. 25 and 30 feet. 

SPEED BOATS— 5-30 Miles—to order. 
For Catalog state requirements. Boats, D2. Motors, Ez. 

THE ATLANTIC COMPANY, AMESBURY, MASS. 
Boston, 03 Haverhill St. New YorK, 612-30 Church St 

are known the country over for their record in speed and endurance 
contests and for their reliability in cruising and family launches. 
A Scripps Motor recently took a cruise on a 2500 mile journey with- 
out a hitch, repair or adjustment of any kind. Scripps Motors are 
four cycle in type, made in every desired size from 6 to 100 H.P., one 
to six cylinders. 
Only the highest grade of materials are used, and in finish and 

construction they can only be compared to the highest type of auto- 
mobile engines. We will gladly send catalogue and information 
regarding Scripps Motors on request. 

SCRIPPS MOTOR COMPANY 
662 Lincoln Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

SIN TZ 
2 and 4 CYL. OPPOSED 
MARINE MOTORS 
ABSOLUTELY NO VIBRATION 

Sizes 6 to 40 actual horse-power 

The center of weight on our motors 
is lower than on any other type which 
increases the stability of your boat. 

The motor can be placed under 
locker with control at steering post, 
giving the cleanest construction and 
the greatest amount of seating capac- 
ity. No noise but the ripple of the 
wheel. 

Guaranteed for 2 years 

GUY L. SINTZ CoO., 
Desk H, MARSHALL, MICH. 

PERFECTION 
ENGINES 

Simplicity, strength, reliability, un- 
failing endurance and great power, 
backed by the finest workmanship 
and finish are the conspicuous feat- 
ures of “‘Perfection’’ engines. 

Com plete- 
2 H. P. $48 ready to install. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or free re- 
placement. 
All sizes,2 to 25 H.P. illustrated in our 
fine new Catalog. Send for a copy. 

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO. 
131 Amsterdam Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

LEADER ACCESSIBILITY 
IS ONE STRONG POINT 

THERE ARE 

MANY OTHERS 

Let us tell you about 

its economy—smooth 
operation—stability. 

cm  % 
.. The. Sintz-Walin Company 

GRAND RAPIDS - - - MICH. 

The Simplest, Lightest, Most Compact En- 
gine of its Horse Power Ever Built. 

THE ELBRIDGE ENGINE 
Whatever type of boat wish to run, you'll 

find among the sixty ELBRIDGE styles, the one 
exactly suited to your requirements. e will gladly 
give you free advice as to the style best adapted to 
your purpose, 

ELBRIDGE AERONAUTIC ENGINES 

are a refinement of the ELBRIDGE Marine type 
that has been in successful use for over four years. 
Positively the only aeronautic engines in America 
that are past the experimental stage. 

Fall information on request. 

ELBRIDGE ENGINE CoO., 
3. Culver Road, ..__ Rochester, N.Y. 

v) 
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POULTRY DEPARTMENT 

EGGS—Cut Prices 
and Baby Chicks 

at half prices this pring, 
from one of the largest pou! 
try plants in America. Black, 
Buff, White Orpingtons, Ply 
mouth Rocks, W yandottes, 
Rhode Island Reds, Leg 

horn Minoreas and Ducks 
Large rdere for breeding 

stock, baby chickens or egg-, 
filled at short notice 

Please mention this paper 
and get my expenence Ww 

wiltry, with all the secrets of the 

worth knowing Circular free 

LEWIS C. BEATTY, Washington, N. J. 

Years Among P 
business 

“Count and pay for your chickens after they are hatched” 

THe LAYING 

SIGN OF rae QUALITY 

ROSE COMB anos ECARD REDS. 
A practic al fowl for pract [ N Chich No 

Pay my — way of selling egies tor at ing explained 

m fr b t Red Feat! Re 

TH - RED FEA THER, Box 2794, Bridgeville, Pa. 

Smith's Light Brahmas 
First Cockerel at 1909 

Won Madison Square 

First Hen at St. Louis They are 
the cream of utility and how 
quality, and raised on the blu 
grass Stux ancl eaws for sale 

Catalogue Free 

Frank L. Smith 
Box 402 - Lexington, Ky. 

SrYRINGER’S 
leading winners 

“JERSEY 
Madison Square Baltimore 

STRAIN" 
Philadelphia 

Scranton, Pittsburg and Bridget 

WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS 
Kye $1 ¥) to 65.00 setting 

PEKIN DUCKS 
haw + Yio & 0) setting 

SQOUABBING PIGRHREONS 

PAUL G. SPRINGER, R. D. 4H, Bridgeton, N.J. 

GREIDER'S FINE CATALOGUE 
of pure bred poultry, for 1910, 200 pages, hand- 

somely illustrated, 150 engravings, photos, 30 
fine colored plates, describes 65 lead 

ing varieties of land and water-fowls, 

ives low prices of stock, eggs, incu- 

ioaene poultry supplies, ete. Cal 
endar for each An How to care 
for poultry and all details. Only 
10 cents Send to-day 

B. H. GREIDER, BOX 70, RHEEMS, PA. 

Our selected Squab Breeders are a 

paying investment Squats mn i- 

suCCORS fully raised by anyone whe 

hasa littl spare time and space 

with much pleasure and profit 

Only a small outlay required 

Every pair of our birds is mated 
lis known to be prolith hey 

breed the large “Jumbo Squabs 

Price for mated pair $1.25 Ex 

press prepaid on order for ten pairs 

Money refunded if not satisfied 

Send five 2 cent stamps for our interesting 24 page booklet 
Successful Squab Raising Booklet free with order 

We have 9000 breeders to select from and sell the best 

btainalble 

BAY STATE ae co. 
Wakefield, Mass. 

— J] 

Something above the ordinary Royal 
strains of poultry are well known. White 
Holland Turkeys, New York winners 
Indian Runner Ducks, Jamestown, 
winners. Single Comb Buff Leghorns, 
New York winners. Guinea Hens, all 
varieties. Muscovy Ducks Life members 

American Buff Leghorn Club. Write for 
what you want. Now booking egg orders. 

Free circular. Royal Parms, Box 104, 
Little Silver, New Jersey. 

HATCHING 
Twowillow Farm Barred Rock Chickens 

Note our offer: We have 12 pens mated, prize-winners, 
and New York winning blood. Weare hatching chick- 
ens from them, and in order to get new business will sell 
30 eggs from our best pens for $5. If you have post-card 
handy, write for circular 

THE TWOWILLOW FARM 366 Dodge Rd., Beverly, Mass. 

BLACK ORPINGTONS 

The bird for the city lot or 
home 

country 

Thrive in 
Beautiful 

Fine layers and table fowls. 
confinement Mature early. 

plumage 

uty Eggs for hatching 10c each (large). 

ith Prize Cock 
Phila. 1910 

Hillcrest Farms, Oakford, Pa. 
Barred, 

Leslie Jefferis, - Bridgeport, Pa. 

Partridge, Silver Penciled and 

Columbian Plymouth Rocks 

WINNERS AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 
Prizes Free Catalogue yn Eggs $3.00 and $5.00 per Setting 

Can Furnish Utility Stock for Country Homes 

PRIZE POULTRY, PIGEONS, HARES 
20 eggs $1.00. Leading varieties. Booklet Free. Send 10 cts. 
for my large illustrated and descriptive catalogue. Address 

PROGRESSIVE POULTRY YARDS 
F. G. WILE, Prop. TELFORD, PA. 

DON’T BUILD 
that new hen house of A up the ald one unt " our larg © new re 
telling all about the Potter Poultry House Fisures | ti 
supplies of all kines Potter Fixtures ave lee nthe ft ket over 

~wultry keepera They arecomplete nveotent and sanitary; made in 

\ make the lete ne of Pu AB K. Do HOUSE 
of Len mt, | 

iif wanta midete pet late and chea 

fall to Oral ud for laree Ullustrat i cata ling t these goods 

nerly mile try  Morwan Sanitar it se ( 

catalog (over roo 
on Peed i wd og Simplex Trap Nests, feeds and 

® years and are 

3 styles and 19 sizes 
Ss. BROOD ¢ 

i 

se oF 

Mustrations) 

used by thousands of 
to fitany hen house. 

OPS, PIGEON LOFTS 

acle in = diderent 

yuld not 
hese are 

op ofany kind y« 

a all 

DON’T KILL « b pour tastne hens se the POTTER SYSTE Mand pick out the layers from 
afers and keep only healthy laying hens. The Potter System is the greatest «lis 

covery of the century tn poultry world and is used by over e 
every year by using : ste ecau® you keep only layers. 

the Laying Hen” i & revelation to poultry raisers on the 

Poultry Products are for Particular P 
Bend two red stamps to cover postage on 

and circulars, 

poultry keepers. You can save dollars 
Our new 100 pp. book entitled “Don't Kill 

whject of laying and nonlaying hens and egg production. 
vultry People, and if you are particular and want to make more money on your flock you will write today. 

: T. F. POTTER & CO., Box 77, Downers Grove, Illinois 

A Model Colony House for 
Poultry 

A GOOD size to build a colony house is 
7 x 12 ft., which is large enough to 

accommodate 30 to 40 fowls, yet is not 
too heavy to be drawn by a pair of horses 
when it is desired to move it to a new 
location. Below are given the details 

for constructing a colony house of this 
size, as recommended by the Oregon 
Experiment Station. 

The runners are made of 3 x 6-in. 
and act as side 
They should be 

x 14-ft. rough material 
sills for the house. 
beveled at the ends, in order to slide 
easily. The cross sills are 3 x 4 in. x 7 ft. 
They are set 2 in. into the runners and 
12 in. from the ends, and fastened with 
4-in. bolts. When the siding is put on 
vertically there is no studding used. The 
plates are 2 x 3in. x 12 ft., halved at each 
end. To the plates are nailed the 1 
X 12-in. x 5-ft. side boards, and these are 
battened with 1 x 3-in. stuff. The 
siding is nailed flush with the top of plate 
and laps 3 in. on runners. The roof is 
one-third pitch, or 2 ft. 4 in. at peak from 
top line of plates. There are five pairs of 
rafters, cut with a 1-in. plumb cut at 
plate. The roof boards are 1 x 3-in. 
material, set 3 in. apart. The roof is 
shingled and laid 5 in. to the weather. 
The front is covered with 1-in. mesh wire. 
The cornice is made of 1 x 8-in. boards 
and projects 5 in. outside of walls. The 
frieze board, 1 x 4 in., is nailed up tight 

against the cornice. The door is 2 ft. x 

(Continued on page x) 

We have for sale as fine a lot of 

Brahmas, White and Barred 

Plymouth Rocks, Columbian 
and White Wyandottes as can 
be found anywhere. 

For prices and circular address 

J. K. Felch & Son, Natick, Mass, 

THE 
FINEST 

POULTRY 
LEADING 
R.1.RED 

CATALOGUE Ta $SPECIALIST 
STERDAM 

CK ‘atces hs a 
S.C.& R.C. RHODE ISLAND REDS 

PLEASE SEND FOR MY CATALOGUE 

Fancy Ducks, Swans 
and other ornamental birds for Parks and 
Lakes. Also wild animals and birds of every 
description. 

Write for price list 

OLDEST ANIMAL AND Bf?) IMPORT HOUSE 
ny 
vy 

LOUIS RUHE 
248 Grand St. New-York City, N.Y. 

In writing to advertisers please mention Housm anpD GARDEN. 
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The Terrier as a City Dog 
BY FRANK T. CARLTON 

Mr. Carlton will gladly answer queries pertaining to 
individual problems connected with the care and training of 
dogs. When an immediate reply is desired, please enclose 
a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

HE Terrier, in almost any variety, 
Fox, Bull, Irish, Welsh, Scotch or 

Airedale, is the ideal city dog. 
The Terrier is easy to rear, control, 

keep clean and “put up.’’ He is as 
hardy as nails, is adaptable to all condi- 
tions, and requires little grooming. He 
is made up in packages of varying sizes, 
but in his smallest variety is alertness, 
ginger and courage personified. 

All members of the Terrier family 
possess in an eminent degree just those 
qualities that man most admires in his 
“best friend.’’ If they are combative it 
is only when occasion requires it; and 
they have never been accused of treachery 
or foolishness. 

As watch or house dogs, they acknowl- 
edge in any of their varieties no superior; 
and as guards of the person, not even the 
Great Dane, Mastiff, or Irish Wolfhound, 
could give points away to an Airedale. or 
Bull Terrier. They are veritable furies 
in a tight place. 

They are lighthearted chums too, 
never out of sight, but never under one’s 
foot. And as playmates and guards for 
children, reliable under every test, the 
Terriers carry off the palm. 

It is acknowledged that not even 
England, the shrine of dogdom, has 
achieved greater success in breeding all 
varieties of Terriers, than has the United 

(Continued on page Viii) 

ested in dogs. 

KENNEL DEPARTMENT 
The purpose of this department is to give advice to those inter- 

All inquiries will receive careful attention 

Scottish Terriers 
: Have at present the best collection to 

be found in any kennel in the world. 

Puppies from $35 for females to $250 for Males 

Walescott Kennels 

BERNARDSVILLE, N. J. 

Welsh Terriers 
Airedale in color, Fox Terrier in size. 
Large enough for watch dog, small enough 
for the house. Game little companions. 

Puppies from $25 for females to $75 for Males 

Mrs. H. V. Furness, the painter of animals 
will make a portrait of your horse, dog or 
cat in oils, water-color or other mediums. 

Miniatures on ivory or china a specialty. 
Artistic photographs of animals, kennels or 
country house and garden. 

A few choice, silver Angora kittens for 
sale. Correspondence solicited. 

MRS. HARRIETT V. FURNESS 
152 West 13 1st Street 

Tel. 2774 W. Morningside NEW YORK CITY 

ENGLISH BLOODHOUNDS 
The most perfect family dog. Companion- 

able, intelligent, affectionate. Natural man 
trailers, easily trained to find any member of 
the family or strangers ; long registered pedi- 
grees; always winners on the show bench and 
on the trail. 

I can now offer pups as fine as I ever bred, 
from three of my best pairs, not related. Also 
one imported litter, from the great bitch, 
“Queen of Hearts,” sired by ch. Hordle Ajax, 
the best dog of England for years. 
Illustrated Book two stamps. Photograph 25c. 

J. WINCHELL, FAIR HAVEN, VERMONT 

PETS Fine-bred Dogs, Singing Canaries, Talking Parrots, 
Pigeons, Angora Kittens, Gold Fish, Aquariums and 

supplies. Guinea Pigs and Rabbits. Send for catalogue. 

J. HOPE, 35 N. Ninth St., Phijadelphia, Pa. 

if You Have a Dog 
You Should Read 

FIELD AND FANCY 
the only weekly in America devoted exclu- 
sively to the dog. Sample and Special 
Trial Subscription Offer on application. 

FIELD AND FANCY, 14 Church St., New York City 

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES, young 
and grown stock. Pedigreed. Pmces reason- 
able. Also Toy Spitz Pomeranian pups. 
Write your wants. 

Mrs. G. C, Rompe, 
Ann Arbor. Mich. 

BULL TERRIER FOR SALE 
Reg. A. K. C. 121,599, Pure white male with tan ears. Two 

years old, weight 30 pounds. 
A remarkably handsome dog of best breeding. Is being sold for 

no fault except that he chases chickens. An affectionate companion 
and first-class watch dog. Pedigree and full particulars on applica- 
tion. : 

A fine lot of puppies ready to ship by May. 
up. Write now to get one. 

MRS. W.G. McCLUTCHIE 

Prices from $25.00 

Pear! River, La 

DOGS: DOGS: DOGS: If you are desirous of 
purchasing a first class dog or puppy of authentic 
breeding, write me for prices. Over Thirty years a 
Breeder and Exhibitor enables me to assure my 
patrons of an honest deal. 

FRED. P. KIRBY 
817 Jersey AVENUE 

GLOUCESTER CITY - - New JERSEY 

Airedale Terriers 
Airedales of all ages, for breeding 

purposes or for “ Pals” and watch- 

dogs in the Country home. 

Kenwyn Kennels 
POINT PLEASANT - NEW JERSEY 

, Kenwyn's 
‘ : 
Levenside Lustre’ ’ 

Send your name and address to-day for a 

FREE SAMPLE COPY OF DOGDOM 

the oldest, largest and only high-class 

EXCLUSIVE DOG MAGAZINE 

published. Fully illustrated. Printed on enamel 
aper. Beautiful original cover designs. Over 
ty pages of dog advertisements each issue. 

rice $1.00 a year which includes three premium 
pictures 12 x 14 ‘nches, nice enough to frame and 
suitable ford- .. study.—Address 

DOGDOM PUBLISHING CO. 

Battle Creek Michigan 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES, $25. Beautiful Setter Pup- 
ag containing the blood of the world’s ape champions, 

Je have a beautiful litter of bright, healthy youngsters, con- 
taining the blood, close up, of such famous dogs as Cham- 
pion Mallwyd Sirdar, Champion Deodora Prince, Champion 
Cincinnatus Pride, Lanark Lad, Oakley Hill, Tony ey, 
etc. These are beautifully marked and now ready to ship. 
Price $25 each. Older puppies by such sires as Count 
Whitestone and Champion Jessie Rodfield’s Count Glad- 
stone at $35 to $75 each. 
ELMHURST FARM KENNELS, Kansas City, Mo. 

Fifty-ninth and Jackson Avenue. 

RABBITS AND PET STOCK 

Unrivalled Flemish Giant, ude a. 
Angora, Tan and Polish . 
Rabbits — Peruvian and 
Smooth Cavies for fancy 

or pets. 
Youngsters for sale, $1.00 up. 

ELM COVE RABBITRY, 
Great Neck, L. I. 

Chinese Chows 
Puppies and grown stock for sale. By Celebrated Champion 

hinese Chum, and other well-known sires 

Blue Dragon Kennels, - Great Neck, Long Island 
14 miles from New York City 

Address JOHN DOBSON, Manager 

Ruddington 
Kennels 

CHOW CHOWS 

For Sale and at Stud 

Address 

JOHN A. McVICKAR 

Mamaroneck, New York CHANG FONG 

IRISH TERRIER PUPPIES 

of both sexes. All from the very best 
stock. 

For particulars address 

CLOVERLY KENNELS 

West Chester, Penna. 

* WHITE COLLIES 
We have for sale thirty white puppies. 

Part of them pure white, the rest have very little sable mark- 
ings. They are fancy bred. Price $8.00 to $25.00 each. 
We have two fine all white stud dogs, Blue Mountain Snow 

Drop 99566 and Ivory II 134942. Fees $10.00 

Oo. N. RUDD, 
Windham, Ohio. 

~vevegn MALTA PURA 
ris TERRIER KENNEL 

7 offers for sale ch. of chs. Sonny 
A.K.C. 122254. Price #1500, ; 

Also a fine lot of puppies from 
$50.00 up. 

At stud Sonnekin 102990, 
Count of Malta, Earl of Malta, 
Midget of Malta, Sonny until 
sold, Address 

614 East 125th St. 
(Phone 3419 Harlem.) 

New York 

VICTORIA DOG FOODS. 
A Necessity to Every Dog Owner. 
VICTORIA BISCUITS are made from jneat 

and high quality meals. OsoKko is a food 
in meal form, the result of years of expert 
study and experiment. Used exclusively 
by all discerning dog owners. 

When you realize that your dog should 
have the BEst, write for our catalogue. 

_ A. ROBINSON & CO. 
125'% Front Street New York City 

In writing to advertisers please mention Housz aND GARDEN, 
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In the March Scribner 
Trekking Through the Thirst to the Sotik—by 

Theodore Roosevelt 
A pretureeque account of « march through the waterless country, with many hunting incidents and impres- 

sions of the natives 

A Notable Article on 

The Color Arrangements of Flowers 

By Helena Rutherford Ely, author of ‘‘A Woman’s Hardy 
Garden.’’ This is an article of timely and great practical 
value to every garden lover by one of the foremost authori- 

ties. The illustrations photographed in colors by the famous 
Lumiere Process are of great beauty 

By Edith Wharton 
Tales of Men Che Legend 

Some Musical Recollections of Fifty Years 
By Richard Hoffman 

latimate and charming impressions ol the musical life and many famous musicians, including Mendelssohn, 

L iset, Jenny Lind, and others 

The Third Part of Rest Harrow 

By Maurice Hewlett 

Another Danbury Rodd Aviator Story 
Princess Thu-Thur’s Half-Holiday. By Frederick Palmer 

The Angel of Lonesome Hill 
By Frederick Landis 

$3.00 a pear 25 cents a number 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, NEW YORK 

| 

Planning a Country Home? 
With the first indication of spring comes the planning and arranging for summer beauty 

in the country home. ur little book “ Low Cost Suburban Homes” gives plans and pictures 
of many attractive little cottages and we shall be glad to send you a copy if you will send us 
the names and addresses of fifteen people who you think would like to become subscribers to 
House & GarpEen 

Circulation Department, 

HOUSE @ GARDEN, 
449 Fourth Avenue, NEW YORK 

States, some of the finest living show 
specimens having been bred here. This is 
particularly true of the Fox Terrier, the 
Airedale and the Bull Terrier. 

And shall we forget the Boston Ter- 
rier, the “American Dog?’’ If so, we 
shall be ungrateful, not to say unwise. 
The Boston is held to be a most com- 
panionable little dog, and so far as ap- 
pearances and conformation go, among 
small dogs he is one of the most highly 
esteemed. He has just sufficient sporti- 
ness in his aspect to make him attractive 
to master and mistress alike, and the 
necessary brains and character to make 
him useful around the house. There is 
more than mere patriotism to commend 
the Boston. Were it otherwise he could 
not have attained his present proud posi- 
tion in the American dog world. Puppy- 
hood passed, the Boston is no more of a 
“hot-house plant’’ than the average dog. 

Remember always that whatever 
family of terriers you decide to affiliate 
with, the most satisfactory specimens are 
those of pure strain and pedigree. Nine- 
ty-nine times in a hundred “bargains”’ 
are sad disappointments. 

The Maltese Terriers 

5 is a beautiful variety of pet dog. 
Its handsome appearance when its 

long white fine silky coat is well groomed, 
more than compensates for the labor and 
care expended on the task. The great 
age of this breed, extending back cen- 
turies, as it does without question, 

Prize-winning Maltese Terriers occasionally sell 
for as much as $1,000 or $1,500 

proves that its character and great physi- 
cal beauty have struck deep into the 
regard of dog-lovers, for it to remain 
extant in even its present-day popularity. 
Its vogue fluctuates, of course, as in the 
instance of all other breeds, but, like 

Tennyson’s brook, the snow-white Maltese 
“goes on forever.’’ 

A good Maltese is covered (face as 
well as body) with fine white silky hair. 
The coat is straight, long, and profuse, in 
good specimens trailing the ground. The 
skin is. pink, free from dark blemishes, 
and the nose, lips, roof of the mouth, eye 
rims, and pads of the feet, are coal black. 
The skull is broad and round, eyes large, 
dark and round, ears small and drooped 
to the side of the head. The back is 
short, chest deep, ribs flat and deep, legs 
short and straight, feet small and like the 
hare’s in shape. The tail is short, cov- 
ered with hair, and carried curled over 
the back. or over one hip. 
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FROM THE PUBLISHER’S DESK 
Our New Book 

T was gratifying and at the same time rather embarrassing to us, 
after advertising one of our books, ‘“‘Country Homes and 

Gardens of Moderate Cost,” in the January issue, to be swamped 
with orders that put the book in the “out of print” class within 
a few days. Since then we have been trying hard to make our 
peace with those of our friends who were disappointed in not 
being able to secure a copy. To these and to all who are inter- 
ested in the making of beautiful, comfortable and distinctive 
homes we want to announce that we have been for some time 
at work in the preparation of a new book that will, we confidently 
believe, set a new mark in home-making literature. There have 
been numbers of books published in recent years that have aimed 
to fill the great need for pictures and information that would be 
of practical help to home-builders. Roughly, these books have 
fallen into two classes—one showing homes that are too elaborate 
and too costly to be of real help and value in suggestion; the other 
class, avoiding this fault, but containing homes that are hopelessly 
inadequate in architectural merit. 

There is an unquestioned need for a work that shall avoid both 
of these faults, and we believe we are making such a book now. 
It will contain photographs of the exterior and principal rooms of 
about seventy-five American homes of various types, with floor 
plans, and descriptive text. We can promise you that every house 
included in the book—and these will range in cost from $2,000 
to $20,000—will measure up to House & GARDEN’s standard of 
good taste in home-making. Distinc- 
tive Homes oF MoperRATE CostT will 
be ready for delivery the latter part 
of this month. While you think of it 
had you not better fill out the coupon 
at the bottom of this page so that you 
will have a copy of the book as soon 
as it is ready for delivery? 

Would You Pay More for 
Your Magazines ? 

N view of the facts outlined on this 
page last month and those that 

follow, quoted from the keen analy- 
sis by Mr. George W. Wilder of the 
postal deficit, is there any fair and 
logical reason why the postal rate on 
second-class mail matter should be 
increased 300 or 500 per cent as rec- 
ommended by Mr. Hitchcock and 
endorsed by President Taft? 

In the year ended June 30, 1908, 
the weight of second-class matter 
compared to 1907 decreased 18,000- 
ooo pounds. The postal expenditures 
increased $18,000,000. There is 
something in it besides second-class 
matter. call and see us 

This is our new home at 449 Fourth Avenue, corner of 
Thirtieth Street, where we would be glad to have you 

“In this report [Postmaster-General’s Report for 1909] among 
the items of cost charged to second-class matter there is rural 
free delivery $13,821,100. That is, the loss caused by the 
Government’s policy of rural free delivery is charged to second- 
class matter. [The magazines do not need nor should they be 
forced to pay for deliveries on rural routes as often as once or 
twice a day.] 

“In arriving at the amount of transportation and other 
expenses based on weight to be charged against second- 
class matter, the estimate is made on a percentage of weight of 
second-class matter to the mail carried which is claimed to be 
63.91 per cent. This should be 35 per cent instead of 63.91 per 
cent. It makes a difference of over $13,500,000. 

“Page 256, Postmaster’s Report, 1908, says: ‘Franking privi- 
leges weighed 4,555,634 pounds. They certainly cost the average 
price of all mail in all ways. And Governmental matter for 
Departments other than the Post-Office weighed 18,644,010 
pounds.’ 

“This report says that if the matter was charged at postal 
rates it would yield a revenue as follows: 

Second-class eS” oe) | SV ae ns ae 
Franked matter . 

Government matter 

531,560.94 
3,987,540.44 

16,362,131.95 

$20,881 239.33 

that awful deficit disap- 

Total credit due Department 

“ And 
pears.” 

It Congress puts through a measure 
raising the rate on postal service for 
the magazines it will require years of 
readjustment for the publishing busi- 
ness and your magazines will cost you 
more In the interest of fair play all 
around, will you not try the same old 
preventive measure—write your Con- 
gressmen that you wanta full andopen 
investigation into the Post-office De- 
partment’s methods of doing business 
before that rate is arbitrarily in- 
creased. 

McBride, ‘Winston & Co., 

449 Fourth Ave., New York City. 

I enclose $2 for...........0. 

I will pay $2 on publication for bone copy of 

Distinctive Homes of Moderate Cost 

to be sent to my address (expressage 25¢.) 
% 

Name 

Address 
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HICKS’ BIG TREES DID IT 
2 GROUNDS WERE ABSOLUTELY TREELESS. BIG MAPLES 

AND PIN OAKS WERE MOVED TO IT FROM OUR NURSERY. 

do for If you want us to take the whole 

about your hands, we will also dig the holes 
good many prefer to have 

and in a it done this way, feeling that the additional 
cause it plant the trees \ 

as if cost is well worth it 
quarter of a One of the great advafitages of our nursery 

protection, of big trees is the variety from which you can 
and no make your selections Maples, three 

up Vin Oaks, Lindens, Catalpas, Cedars, 
time, then and Evergreens Hundreds of these trees are 

place it 25 to 30 feet high, and have a spread of 
14 to 18 feet If you can, it is quite the 

than way to come right to the nursery 

of the out just the trees you want. On 
with all hand, we have a rather unusual new 

from which it is a very easy matter 
trees your selections. We surely want to send 

We have one of these catalogs, because we are 

shipping you will be much interested in the 
point that illustrations, showing what has been acc 

within plished on various places with our 
them with Then there are the illustrations of how we 

If shipped by load, move and plant them, showing operations 

om their which are really quite wonderful. But 
and can be delay in your ordering, because it is decidedly 

safety best to move big trees as early as possible. 

of our wagons, preparatory to ite shipment to Ohio cur 

oe makes “th roots so flexible that many of them can be tied up 

for the appare matty arrall rewt teaarcdle 

ISAAC HICKS AND SON, 
WESTBURY, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 

Ardsley-on-Hudson. 

THE KELSEY SYSTEM 
OF FRESH AIR HEATING 
If you're building a new home don’t put a heating appara- 
tus into it that has not thoroughly demonstrated 
economy and efficiency Don't make the mistake 

ing all heaters are alike and that a low price is all that’s 
to be considered. 

THE KELSEY 
has been giving the most satisfactory kind of 
-0 years So satisfactory that 35,000 have 
home builders who have investigated 

Send now for Reasons WHY booklet and book “ 

Van Evera & Lewis Mfg. Co, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 608 W. Lake St., 

KELSEY HEATING CO., Makers 

N. Y. Office, 156 Fifth Avenue 

A Model Colonial House for 
Poultry 

(Continued from page vi.) 

6 ft. and made from 1 x 3-in. material. 
The nest platform is 2 ft. from the ground. 
It is nailed to a cleat on the side of the 
house and braced from top of runner. 
The platform is 22 in.x 5 ft. The nests 
are made of 5-gallon oil cans, the top and 
part of front being cut out, 2 in. is left of 
front to hold in nest material, and a small 
strip at top which acts as a brace. Over 
the nests is fitted a sloping top, which 
keeps the chickens from standing on nests, 

hie 

i 

mo vil R : 

The colony house recommended by the Oregon 
Experiment Station is 7 x 12 ft. in size and 
will accommodate thirty or forty fowls. 

and helps to darken the nests. The drop- 
ping platform is made of 1 x 8-in. ship- 
lap, is 2 ft. 6Jin. fromJfloor;in“front and 
2 ft. 9 in. in rear. The slope permits 
the board to be cleaned more readily. 
For the same reason the boards should be 
put on from front to rear. The perches 
are made of 2 x 3-in. material, set flat. 
They should also be level and about 12 in. 
from dropping board in front. The 
roosts are set 18 in. apart. 

BIL_ oF LUMBER REQUIRED 

Sills (runners): 2 pieces 3x6 in. x 14 ft., 
rough 

Cross-pieces: 1 piece 3 x 4 in. x 14 {t. rough. 
Plates, rafters and roosts: 134 lineal ft., 

2X 3 1in,. sized. 

Siding: 13 pieces, 1 x 12 in. x 1o ft.: 4 pieces 
IX 12in. x 14 ft. 

Cornice: 54 lineal ft, 1 x 8 in. 
Base, 52 lineal ft., 1 x 6 in. 
Ridge and nest platform: 20 lineal ft., 

IX 5 in. 
Frieze and corner boards; 80 lineal ft 

IX 5 in. 
3attens and trimmings: 330 lineal ft 

I X 3 in. 

Dropping board, nest cover: 8o lineal ft 
1 x 8 in., ship-lap No. 2. 

Shingles: 1,000 
Cost of lumber: $14.50 

HARDWARE 

pounds 8d. cut nails4 
pound 8d., wire finish 
pounds 6d., wire finish 
pound r4-in. brads 
pounds 2d. shingle nails 

18 feet poultry netting, 1-in. mesh, 
2 ft. wide 

t pair 4-in. T-hinges 
1 lock 

we Ne Uh 

Cost of hardware, $1.60 

PAINT 

t gallon creosote shingle stain 
1 gallon paint 

Cost of paint, $2.00 
Cost of all material at Corvallis, $18.00 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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Nothing will give such an air of stability to a country home as a proper setting of trees, but successful planting is a difficult art 

Planting Trees for Air, Light and Shade 
TREES AROUND MANY HOMES ARE EITHER CLOSE ENOUGH TO MAKE ‘sHE 

HOUSE DAMP OR TOO FAR AWAY TO MAKE THE SHADE OF ANY VALUE 

BY GRACE TABOR 

Photographs by Thomas W. Sears, Nathan R. Graves and others 

[The sixth of a series of articles by Miss Tabor on the subject of landscape gardening as applied to the American home of moderate size, preceding 
titles being * Utilising Natural Features,” 

Views,” and “ Boundary Lines and Boundary Plantings.” 

‘4 ERE are two distinct aspects under which the question of 
tree planting and the shade and shadow resulting from 

tree planting must be considered. One is shade in its relation to 
buildings, the other is shade and shadow in their relation to 
landscape composition—in other words one is a purely practical, 
the other an esthetic, aspect. The small place is limited usually 
to the former; the practical aspect being therefore of more general 
application, we will give it first attention. 

It is very difficult not to go to extremes in the use of trees. 
The tendency is invariably to plant either too many or not 
enough, according as the planter loves “cool shade” or abominates 
“sombre shadow”; and in this connection, as in many others, 
personal prejudice is very strong and does not take kindly to 
being reasoned with. There is a standard, however, set by 

“ Getting Into a Place,” “ Formal or Informal Gardens,” “ Screening, Revealing and Emphasizing Objects or 

Any questions relating to-further details and planting information will be gladly answered.| 

hygienic demands as well as by those of beauty—the two are in 
absolute harmony, by the way—which will regulate this unruly 
tendency to extremes, if it is permitted to do so. 

In the triangle of air, light and shade that this subject of tree 
planting resolves itself into there is one member which we cannot 
live without. We need all three of course, to live happily and 
comfortably—and healthily—yet light and shade are not vital. 
Life does not depart if these are withdrawn from us; but it does 
if air is. We can live longer deprived of anything than we can 
deprived of air—indeed we cannot live at all if it is taken away 
from us. 

This little abstract analysis may seem to have nothing to do 
with tree planting, but it has. Anything that emphasizes the 
importance of an element which can be excluded from our houses 

(87) 
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so easily by wrong placing of trees has an 

important lesson for prospective planters of 

tree 

(1 course never be “dense 

anybody, but it 
dense enough to seriously 

interfere with that free circulation of air which 
ential to comfort in hot weather and 

to health at all times. That is the point. 

On the other hand, a dwelling situated in 

the open, with no trees near it, is subjected to 
uch a glare of sun and heat during the summer 

as to seriously affect those living in it; for even 
with awnings or shutters it is impossible to 

ecure that depth of shade needful to repose in 
corching weather. Nor is a breeze sufficient 

man needs rest from heat and glare as much as he 
needs cooling, something to soothe disquieted nerves as well as 
omething to lower his temperature. A certain measure of dark- 
ness is comforting as nothing else can be—thus it ts evident that 
air is not enough without shade. We must have both. 

Sut ventilation cannot be perfect where the sun’s rays do not 
reach—-heat is necessary, in other words, to help us keep cool; 
o, though air is the prime essential and shade next, the ideal 
conditions provide all three and all three are what we must aim 
to secure, the first in fullest abundance, the second and third in 
needful proportions 

foliage will 

enough anywhere to smother 

can very easily be 

1 so ¢ 

compensation 

| doubt if the real secret of the relation between shade and 

a building, the thing which makes the planting around it a success 

or otherwise, presents itself very often to the gardener. Certainly 
| have never found any mention of it in any work on planting, 
though hints leading in its direction are given in one or two very 
ancient treatises on the subject—and some gardens, especially 
those of India and other tropical countries where the art has been 
greatly perfected, seem to show a development of the idea that 
may or may not be conscious. Yet this one thing is to my mind 
the most important in the whole matter of shade tree planting. 

Planting should shade the ground 
around a building rather than the 

building itself. No structure is ever 
one whit having the 

kept away from it on side or 

another if it shines directly and hot 
upon the earth immediately about it 
It may look cooler from without, but 
that is all. Even a lawn reflects the 
light and heat up and back into win- 
dows and and porches; and 
awnings afford no relief from. this 
reflection, for it rises under them. 

\ house is itself a shelter from the 

sun; the sun should shine upon it 
into its windows indeed. Every room 
needs light and unobstructed outlook 

cooler for sun 

one 

doors 

which means of course that trees 

cannot stand very near. But this 

unobstructed outlook from windows 

ind doors and verandas should be cool 
and inviting, should rest upon shade 
instead of a dazzling expanse that 
glimmers with heat. 

Shade around a house means 
cooler air around it, therefore cooler 
air coming in at its open windows, 
whereas shade that is only upon it 
cannot affect the surrounding atmos- 
phere in the least; and shade at a 

It is better to plant two trees of one kind rather 
than one each of two kinds 

In these days of big tree moving there is no excuse for a sun-blistered, treeless home 

considerable distance from it is offset by the intervening sunny 
area whence come blistering little puffs of heat that are the very 
last straw to one’s endurance on a genuinely hot summer day. 

The little diagram of tree arrangement around a dwelling is 
given as a study in shade only and illustrates the manner of 
finding out what results any given arrangement of trees will give. 
At noon, with the sun approximately a little south of overhead, 
the trees will cast their shortest and least shadow, and this will 
of course fall on their north side. The object is to place them 
where this shadow as it swings on towards the east and lengthens 
in the hottest part of the day, is seen at its maximum from the 
house. This has been effected with every tree as here shown 
save the two small ones in the upper left hand corner and the 
single one opposite on the right. The latter is placed to cut off 
the hot sun of early morning, while the two former, which may 
very well be some tall, spire-like tree such as the Lombardy 
poplar, will stretch their lengthening shadows around as the day 
wanes until they reach along the grass to the house at sunset. 
The tree nearest the house is fifteen feet from it and though the 
shade of several will fall on the building’s foundations and part of 
the lower story at some hour of the day, the building itself is 

actually in the open and the sun has 
free access to every side. 

In passing it is worth while to re- 
mark that a house placed thus at an 
angle to the points of the compass 
enjoys the greatest number of those 
advantages which arise from sun and 
weather. Every room has sunlight 
for a little while daily, winter and 
summer, and the prevailing south and 
west breezes will, either of them, 
strike two sides of the building. 

It is always very easy and very 
wise to work out shade out-of-doors 
on the ground, using rather long stakes. 
Where there is not much space this: is 
particularly advantageous; the direc- 
tion of the stake’s shadow will of 
course be the direction of the tree’s— 
and very exact locating of a tree is 
sometimes necessary to get shade just 
where it is wanted. é 

Always bear in mind that the 
promotion of individual growth is not 
the most desirable thing to foster in 
tree planting. Symmetrical specimen 
trees are interesting, impressive and 
sometimes very beautiful as speci- 
mens, but the effect of many soli- 
tary, evenly branched individuals, 
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Plant trees where their shade will be all around a house rather than upon it 

even though irregularly placed, is never equal to masses planted 
so closely that their branches intermingle and crowd; and 
though it may make no great difference when viewed from 
a distance, it always assures more charm in a plantation to set 

two trees of the 
same variety from 
six to eight feet 
apart than to use 
a single tree any- 
where. Once in a 
great while circum- 
stances may war- 
rant the planting 
of just one, but 
very, very rarely. 

The species to 
be used is always 
a matter for the 
exercise of very 
great restraint and 
caution, and one 
ought really to 
know something 

about trees before venturing to select. It is better to have 
many of one or two kinds than one of many kinds, and 
although there must be a certain amount of diversity to prevent 
monotony, we should ever be mindful of the fact that Nature 
continually presents thickets and groups and patches dominated 
by one variety. Sometimes there are a few of one or two others 
and sometimes not; if it is a beech wood there may be a few 
chestnuts, a sweet gum here and there and now and then a tall, 
straight maple or an oak, but these are scattered. The ranks of 
sleek, gray, satin-coated beeches rising on every side are in an 
overwhelming majority over all the others combined, a majority 
of from 75 to go per cent. 

This proportion is not possible always of course, nor necessary ; 
but if three trees are to be planted, have two of one kind and one 
of another; if ten, have five or six of one kind, three of another 
and one or two of still another, rather than three of one kind, 
two of three others and a “singleton.” 

There is a system of selection which has been used in some of 
the best and greatest landscape parks in the world, that is worth 
considering by the owner of even a half acre, though he may not 
be able to apply it fully. This is the formation of groups com- 
posed entirely of different varieties of one family or species. 
Take for example the maples; there are in all between sixty and 
seventy species, out of which adozen are found in North America— 
enough to make up a very respectable group from just native 
species, even though some must be omitted as not hardy north. 

The red maple is a beautiful tree in winter and summer, 
whether young or old, and grows from 80 to 120 feet high; the 
silver maple attains the same height but is distinctly different in 

Plan your tree planting carefully on paper 
beforehand with the varying shadows in mind 

habit, being more spreading. It is swifter 
growing too, but its wood is soft and easily 
broken, therefore it has not the permanent 

value‘of the other varieties. The sugar maple, 
75 to 120 feet high, is probably the finest of 
the genus when all its good points are consid- 
ered. Beauty, permanence, shade and utility 
are some of these. 

The black maple is very like it, but differs 
in its habit and the shade of its green; the 
large-toothed maple is smaller and different 
from all the rest in many ways; the ash- 
leaved maple or box elder, quick growing 
and from fifty to seventy feet high —which 
doesn’t look like a maple at all, by the way, to 

untrained eyes—is still different; and then there are three small 
species which are scarcely more than shrubs—the mountain 
maple, growing to thirty feet, the striped maple which ranges 
from a shrub to forty feet and the dwarf maple of the west which 
stops at twenty-five feet—all sufficiently dissimilar in size, shape 
and color to furnish variety in abundance when added to the 
group. 

The form of a tree is important architecturally when it is to 
be placed in intimate relation with a building which belongs to a 
distinct style or period. With the Gothic, for instance, trees of the 
Gothic type should be used—poplars and any of the spire-shaped 
evergreens are examples—for harmonious lines are more effective 
than those which oppose. This is of course a fine point and need 
not ordinarily be raised, for ordinarily our dwellings are not 
designed with such strict adherence to the purity of a style as to 
demand such care in their surroundings. It sometimes presents 
itself, however, usually after a wrong selection has been made. 
I mention it for the benefit of those to whose case it may apply. 

THE EsTHETIC ASPECT 

Shade and shadow in their relation to the living picture which 
all planting aims to create, are subject to the same laws of composi- 
tion that govern the painter’s use of them on his canvas. A land- 
scape is cheerful or gloomy, happy or sad, according as light or 
shade predominate in it. 

It is a difficult matter to say just what the proportion shall 
be and even more difficult for an untrained eye to determine just 
what it is in any given landscape; but approximately light and 

(Continued on page xix) 

A massing of trees at the north of a house gives an effective 
setting without shading the house 



A glimpse of the wild garden, looking from 
the flower garden along the side of the house 

The house is placed near a front corner of the 54 x 160 ft. lot, but with its entrance 
at one side and its living-rooms at the rear or garden front 

The $5,500 Home of an Architect 
A HOUSE 

SHOWS 

ON A FAIRLY SMALL 

BY LOUISE 

SUBURBAN 

INDIVIDUALITY, GOOD TASTE, AND AN ATTRACTIVE GARDEN SETTING 

LOT NEAR SYRACUSE, N. Y., THAT 

SHRIMPTON 

Photographs by . 2 B Boothroyd 

A* interesting combination of 
house and garden, planned 

with regard to the advantages of 
the site, is shown in the home of 
Alfred T. Taylor, architect. Built 
nearly five years ago, the house is 
in a suburb of Syracuse, N. Y., on 
a corner lot 54x 160 feet. While 
the street in front is uninteresting, 
behind the lot are rolling hills, 
beautiful in summer and winter. 
Neighboring houses face the street, 
with front porches that catch the 
dust of passing traffic. The Tay- 
lor house, though the main en- 
trance is at the side of the lot, 
really faces the hills, as the porch, 
large living-room and _ principal 

sleeping-rooms are all at the back, as far from the street as 
possible. The house is placed well to the front of the lot, 
leaving space at the rear for a good-sized garden, entered 
directly from porch and living-room. 

rhe shingles of the exterior are of California redwood, left 
unstained and weathered to a soft gray tone. The walls are 
covered with wide clapboards having the same weathered gray 
finish. The window and door trim, of cypress, is painted cream 
white, and the blinds are painted a soft green. Foundations are 
of red brick and the chimney is of the same material. 

Che quaint roof lines and architectural detail of the exterior 
suggest an early Colonial cottage or farmhouse type, modified to 
suit modern needs. “A noteworthy feature is the main entrance, 

A wide overhang of the roof 
shelters the main entrance 

with recessed doorway, leaded glass side-lights and white pillars 
The tradesmen’s entrance, at the opposite side of the house, has 
a small porch with built-in seat, approached by a separate path 
and a small courtyard. A large porch faces the garden and hills. 
In warm weather it is used as an extension of the living-room, 
and is screened with Japanese awnings and furnished with old 
Colonial chairs and a breakfast table. The trellises placed at 
intervals against the walls form an effective though minor detail 
of the exterior. They are made of strips of ordinary lath, nailed 
together at right angles and covered with vines. 

The flower garden has cost its owners practically nothing, 
since it was started with slips obtained from a deserted farmhouse 
garden discovered on a country road not many miles from the 
Taylor home. Exchanges of slips and seeds with friends have 
supplemented the old-fashioned flowers. The garden plan was 
worked out in connection with the house plan, and has been 
adhered to in general outlines, but in details is changed every 
spring. A wide gravel path leads from the porch steps to the foot 
of the flower garden, where a pergola of rough tree trunks and 
white-painted beams stands, covered with woodbine, wild clematis 
and mountain fringe. Beyond the pergola are brick steps leading 
down to the vegetable garden and children’s playground. At the 
junction of two other garden paths is an arch made of thfee rough 
tree trunks topped by curved wires and covered with a moon- 
flower vine. On one side of the main garden path are flower beds 
and narrow paths, on the other a wide flower border and grass 
plot. A low stone wall partly encloses the street side of the 
garden. Beyond the sidewalk is a row of shimmering poplar 
trees. Chosen because of their capacity for rapid growth, they 
will gradually be replaced by elms and maples, since they are of 
the American variety which often proves unsatisfactory. In the 
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meantime they make a beautiful and effectual 
screen for the garden against the houses op- 
posite. Near the stone wall are grouped the 
tallest flowers, forming a background for the rest 
of the garden. Hollyhocks grow outside the 
wall and Canterbury bells, larkspur, foxglove 
and cockscomb are just inside. In the beds an- 
nuals are planted every summer to fill in be- 
tween the perennials and keep a succession of 
bloom. Armfuls of flowers are picked in the 
garden every day until frost comes and even 
then hardy chrysanthemums continue to blos- 
som. Columbine, hardy phlox, blue and white 
heliotrope, blue flax, nicotiana, salpiglossis, 
poppies, marigolds, platycodon and pompon 
sun-flowers are among the plants that fill the 
beds. Grass borders are used next the paths, 
and white flowers mingle with the varying colors 
in beds and borders in order to harmonize 
them. The bulbs, first comers in the main gar- 
den, grow in the flower border beside the main 
path, and include red tulips, narcissus and iris. 
Later, the border, like the beds, is filled in with 
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The plan and profile of the lot shows an extraordinarily successful 
utilization of the comparatively small space 

annuals. Two borders are planned for the coming season, one 
on either side of the path. 

On the slope extending from the front entrance to the large 
porch is the wild garden. Many wild growing 
things of the region have been dug up and 
brought to this tiny plot. Maidenhair and other 
ferns, myrtle, bloodroot, trillium, spring beauty, 
hepatica, wild columbine, lady’s slipper and wild 
roses grow thickly on the bank. Little blue 
spruce trees were also brought from the woods, 
and rocks are planted with the flowers to dupli- 
cate wood conditions as far as possible. 

Roadside shrubs were transplanted to the 
garden from country highways and lanes. In 
front of the lot are cornus, hawthorn, sumac, 
Japanese barberry (the only hot-house pro- 
duct) and elder. Near the large porch is a 
big bush of thimbleberry, extremely decorative 
with its glossy fruit and leaves, and elderberry 
and sumac grow nearby. 

The first floor, as will be seen by the plan, 
has a central hall of small dimensions, with a 
winding stairway. On one side is a small re- 
ception room, on the other a flight of three steps 
leads down to the large living-room, made 
higher than the smaller rooms by a greater ex- 
cavation under the floor level. One end of this 
room is used as a dining-room. A recess holds 
the sideboard. Two other recesses, opposite each 

The living-room, which measures 14 ft. 8 in. by 28 ft. 3 in., gives up a part of its 
floor space for dining use. A light brown stain finishes the wood trim 

other, contain, one a large brick fireplace, the other, built-in 
bookshelves and desk. Two French windows with divided half 
doors open upon the porch. 

On the second floor are four large bedrooms, one of them 
provided with a fireplace. Built-in window seats are in nearly 
all the rooms. The space behind the winding stairway has the 
effect of a gallery, and with its bay-window, seat and cupboards, 
makes a pleasant reading nook. 

On the basement floor are a laundry and workroom, as yet 
unfinished, and the usual cool-room, coal-bins and furnace room. 
On the third floor is the maid’s room and an unfinished attic. 

The plan is unusually well adapted to the needs of an average 
family, and although the house would be classed as small, the 
rooms are large. 

The interior wood trim throughout is whitewood. In the 
living-room this is stained a light brown, except for the doors, 
which are painted a creamy white. In the kitchen the woodwork 
is painted a dull green. Throughout the rest of the house the 

From the living-room and the adjacent main porch the view is over the garden 
towards the hills, rather than out upon a dusty street 
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On account of its size it was thought best to make 
the living-room higher by lowering its floor 

finish is ivory white enamel. The stairway 
rail, treads and newel post are, however, of 

birch, stained mahogany color. The floors 
throughout are beech finished in light brown. 

A hot-water system heats the house. The 
radiators, usually an inharmonious feature, 
were treated to a coat of green paint, which 
was nearly all rubbed off before it became 
dry, giving a bronzed effect that is pleasing 
in tone and color 

The electric fixtures in hall and recep- 
tion room are in dull brass, of a formal type 
that harmonizes with the Sheraton chairs 
and Colonial tables. In the living-room the fixtures are simple 
in style, in accord with the informal character of the room and its 
furniture; wooden arms or brackets, finished to match the other 
woodwork, project from the side walls; the electric bulbs hang 
from the brackets, shaded by glass globes of bell shape. 

The window curtains throughout the house are of plain madras, 

wall woodwork 

An unusual and ingenious arrangement of light- 
ing fixtures, where the bulbs and cords are 
suspended from wooden arms on the side 

The location of the stairway gives an interesting 
balcony effect with a seat in the bay at the rear 

of a light tan color. They are made 
with a scant valance and hang in straight 
folds. 

Wall coverings are dispensed with in 
nearly all the rooms. In the reception 
room and hall the plastered walls are 
tinted a pale yellow, while in the liv- 
ing-room they are covered with golden 
brown burlap. The kitchen walls are 
painted green like the woodwork. In 
the sleeping-rooms the natural color of 
the plaster is as yet left untouched. 

The interior of the Taylor house is an 
example of the unspoiled work of an architect. The furnishings 
have not been allowed to interfere with the architectural detail, 
but harmonize with it. While the owners plan the completion 
of two or three unfinished rooms in basement and attic, and the 
painting or papering of some of the bedroom walls, these addi- 
tional features will cost no more than three hundred dollars. 

The Garage for the Country or Suburban Home 
ITS PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE WAY OF FIRE PROTECTION, ACCOMMO- 

DATION AND EQUIPMENT, AND A WORD AS TO ITS ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

BY CARLETON MONROE WINSLOW 

Photographs by Waldon Fawcett and others 

[pe RE was a time when the city man, if inveigled from his cus- 
tomary habitat into visiting his suburban or country friend, 

was invited sooner or later to inspect the stables, see the horses, 

and look over the vehicles and other paraphernalia of comfortable 
or uncomfortable country road 
travel. From this era we are 
passing to the newer one, that 
of garage, motoring and auto- 
mobile, which supplants in 
the conversation between host 
and guest, talk of carriage, 
horse and stable. In many 
country places the stable is 
still kept and the private gar- 
age is erected as an addition 
or extension to it, the new 
garage being built frequently 
as an entirely separate build- 
ing, and again in new places, 
particularly when the area of 
the lot is limited, the garage is Provide in your garage for either a repair pit or a hoisting tackle 

planned as a part of the dwelling. The garage lends itself delight- 
fully as an architectural element in planning the group of build- 
ings of a country place or town house. The plan of having it 
but one story high subordinates it to the house. The garage 

should always be in keeping 
with the architectural style of 
the house, and its position on 
the lot carefully thought out 
as well as the problem of its 
relation to the landscape. 

The plan for the contem- 
plated garage is the first 
matter to think about, unless 
it is the site. It should not 
be too large to accommodate 
the number of cars that will 
occupy it, and the ease with 
which they are enabled to 
enter or leave it, as well as 
planning for easily accessible 
work-shop and bench, washing 
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Rough field-stone walls are backed up with reinforced concrete, 
and the roof is of the latter material 

place, store closets and other accessories, must be taken into 
serious account in the initial stages of planning. 

It is seldom wise to plan only a one-car garage, unless 
there is a definite reason for so doing. There are occasions 
when one will wish to put up a visitor’s car, or otherwise house 
a second motor. However, the garage is sometimes a mere shed 
or enclosure, and as such can be reduced tog ft. by 15 ft. inside 
measurement for an ordinary roadster, with a height of 9 ft. 4 
in. to the top of the plate for the roof rafters. Such a one was 
built for a physician in Asbury Park, New Jersey, and with its 
outside covering of cream colored siding and red shingles, glass 
lights with heavy panels in the doors, it is by no means unattrac- 
tive and was built at a complete cost of $250. 

Generally, the garage should be planned so that the cars 
can stand against the 

Cement walls and red tile roof make an attractive combination 
for the private garage 

for night repairs, and a sink with hot and cold water connections 
built in at one end. This will be found a great convenience 
while repairing tires. A shelf below makes a suitable place to 
store tires, and a closet for storing gears, springs and other 
duplicate and sundry parts should be near at hand. The location 
of the washing stand follows generally the arrangement of a car- 
riage wash in a stable. It is advisable, however, to have the 
whole floor of the garage slope to the one or more floor-drains. 
A revolving overhead wash, fitted with an electric light, will 
be found most useful. Closets with poles, hooks and drawers 
for the storage of rugs, coats and other accessories should be at 
hand. The attic can be arranged for the storage of tops, usually, 
and other large parts not inuse. A hand elevator will be found 
a great convenience for lifting these heavy articles and can be put 

in at a small cost. 
back wall with the door or 

doors directly opposite; one 
door 9 ft. 6 in. wide, and of 
about the same height, is gen- 
erally sufficient, providing the 
room is about 20 ft. deep, to 
allow for making the neces- 
sary curve for rolling the car 
into place. These dimensions 
apply to a garage to hold two 
cars. For a still larger gar- 
age two doors are better, or 
one sliding-door of three sec- 
tions making an opening of 9 

oem 
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There seems to be a differ- 
ence of opinion as to the use- 
fulness of the repair pit. The 
alternative is a chain tackle 
arranged to lift one end of the 
motors to get at the under side, 
and geared to work easily by 
hand power. But the pit has 
a number of advantages in 
spite of its extra expense. If 
the garage is built upon slop- 
ing ground there should be‘an 
outside escape from the pit 
with glass in the door. Suita- 

ft. on one side or the other 
of the door as desired. A 
small door, either sep- 
arate from the large 
doors or built into 
them, will be found 
convenient in the 
winter time for acces- 
sibility and keeping in 
the warmth. 

Unless there is a 
separate work-room 

a work-bench about 
4 feet wide at one side 
of the room is a ne- 
cessity. A window 
should be over it with $ : 
an electric light con- 
veniently arranged 

The plan of the garage pictured below, showing the desirable equipment 
of a four- or five-car house 

Mr. W. D. Denegre’s garage at Manchester, Mass., designed by Andrews, Jacques & 
Rantoul and built for approximately $5,000 

ble dimensions will be found 
to be 10 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in., with 

a depth of 4 ft. 6 in, 
Seats 12 in. wide and 
18 in. high, arranged 
on both sides of the 
pit, will be found a 
great comfort to the 
mechanician. A drain 
in the floor and an 
electric light upon a 
cord are practically 
necessities. 

Other questions of 
planning are involved 
with the very impor- 

ai tant one of making 
the building as fire- 
proof as possible. 
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Regulations as to 

tion materials and arrange 

ment of the garage vary con- 

siderably in various localities 

Outside of the limits of 

the important centers, 

there are few restriction 

except those imposed by the 

toard of Fire Underwriters 

and the owner's own 

for security It 

follows, 

construc 

city 

more 

desire 

naturally 

that the 

building should be constructed 

in the safest manner, both to 

secure the best insurance rate 

and to anticipate more strict 

how ever,r, 

regulations for house and ma 

chine which will undoubtedly 

the future The 

entirely under shelter 

come in floor should be of concrete, the 

walls of brick, concrete or porous tile plastered upon the 
outside. If the walls are of wood the studs should be dressed 
and exposed on the inside. If the floor alone is of wood the 
ceiling should be constructed of sheet metal of the simplest design. 
\ better floor than this, particularly if there are living apartments 
above, is of reinforced concrete of one of the approved systems. 

Ihe regulations for the garage built within the city limits of 

New York are strict and somewhat complicated. Some slight 

modification is allowed for the private garage where no gasoline 

is kept in storage and where the fuel tanks of motors are neither 
filled nor emptied, but this is only allowed on special permit from 
the Fir 

the 

Commissioner 

limits 

lhe architect planning a garage within 
hould have these garage regulations at hand. 

lhey are easily procurable at the Fire Department headquarters 
and the writer is of the opinion that they should serve as a guide 
in planning a garage to be built at more remote points. 

The heating of the garage should be of steam or hot water 

preferably, brought from the dwelling in pipes laid in a trench 
When this is not possible the heating 

room should be 
from the rest of 

city 

kept entirely separate 

the building \ small 

coil can be put in to supply the hot water 
to the wash stand and sink and to the 

living apartment if there be one 
Only incandescent 

should be installed 

electric lighting 

Gasoline should always be stored ina = 

tank underground and at least to ft 

away from the walls of the garage [he 
New York City regulations require the 

The — door is an ingenious feature of this Western garage, 
esigned by Tallmadge & Watson, architects 

A garage at Chestnut Hill, Mass., with wash-room and repair room back 
of the car room on the central axis, permitting easy handling of the cars 

oe 

The plan of the garage below and to the right. 
Where a repair pit is planned it should have 
an outside escape 

tanks to be embedded 1n 12 in. 
of concrete. Asuction pump 
fitted with hose connection 
and gauge are inside the 
building; vent, convenient 
syphon filler and a device 
for keeping the tank filled by 
water flowing in automatically 
as fast as the gasoline is 
pumped out are other practical 
accessories of a good storage 
tank. This latter device is 
particularly advantageous; it 
leaves no unfilled space at 
the top of the tank just above 
the liquid to become filled with 
inflammable and _ explosive 
gas. The arrangement of 

having two tanks of equal capacity is also good. The owner is 
then automatically notified to replenish his supply of gasoline 
long before it has run short. 

As to the cost: it is difficult to advise or suggest in an 
article of this sort. The prices of labor and building material 
vary so in different localities and at different times that esti- 
mates here would not be of particular value and might even 
be misleading. And then again the cost increases as the fire- 
proof qualities of the structure improve. The simplest form 
of a shelter for the motor, just large enough to house one machine, 
built upon brick piers with frame walls, shingle roof, wood floor, 
glass in the doors, no heating nor plumbing, costs about $250 in 
the vicinity of New York, and less in most more distant points. 
From this the price runs up. The so-called portable garages are 
not bad looking, but they seldom harmonize with the style of 
the house, are not inexpensive and their very name tells of their 
appearance of instability and their temporality. 

In conclusion the writer would suggest to the man who is 
building a new place, that he build a garage with a capacity of at 

least two cars. You may not own a motor, 
you may even dislike automobiles, but 
the time may come when you will acquire 

: one, or if you sell the place its value 
is greatly increased over the additional 
first cost. Inthe meantime use the gar- 
age for something else. The vines and 
planting would have a fine chance to 
grow and mature around it. And you 
can secure a better contract price if the 
builder of your house puts up the garage 
at the same time. 

An abundance of windows make the interior of this Syracuse garage 
a convenient repair room. Alfred T. Taylor, architect 



“ Ragdale,” the home of Mr. Howard Shaw, architect, Lake Forest, Ill 
dark brown woodwork and bronze-blue blinds 

-» Shows an unusual combination of cream plaster, 

Modern English Plaster Houses for America 
WHY THE TYPE OF PLASTER HOUSE THAT IS BEING BUILT IN ENGLAND TO-DAY 
COMES NEAREST TO FULFILLING THE AMERICAN REQUIREMENTS FOR A HOME 

BY J. 

Photographs by T. E 

LOVELL LITTLE, JR. 

. Ellison and others 

[T he problem of choosing an architectural style for the American country or suburban home 1s one of the most puzaling that- confronts the 

home-builder. 

January issue the case for the Half-timber house. 
Dutch Colonial. 

two others. 

HEN I was asked to write one of a series of articles, each 
advocating a particular style of architecture for the 

country or suburban home, | protested. | said it was foolish to 
try to prove that one style or another is the only one in which to 
build a house. The word style loomed large in the foreground; 
horrid, with all its arbitrary importance, and exceedingly inde- 
pendent and pompous on account of the adulation and attention 
which it is always receiving from the public. I started to explain 
to the editor that style is a growth, a long painful process of 
evolution; brought about by the life of the people that has 
developed and perfected it, and not an arbitrary attribute to be 
bought and sold. You know the argument; for no doubt you 
have cornered an architect and asked him some poser about style, 
and he has retired behind this well worn armor; but | gave it up 
and said—well never mind what | said, but | accepted the invita- 
tion to argue for a style. 

I was not only to argue for a style but | was to present an 
enthusiastic argument. So at this stage in the game I| was 
committed to do something that | didn’t believe in doing, and 
do it enthusiastically at that. 1 was to stand up and say, ‘‘ You 
must build your house in this style or not at all.” I was to be 
uncompromising in favor of acertain fashion. I had begged the 

In order to bring about a better understanding of the more common types and with the idea of clarifying, as far as possible, this whole 

matter, we have asked a number cf prominent architects to present each the case for one particular style. 
the well known authority on Colonial architecture, told why a house of that type 1s the only one to build. 

In February Mr. 
A number of other styles will be explained and illustrated in future issues—Italian adaptations, the Patio type and probably one or 

T he Editors will gladly do all in their power to answer any questions regarding style, details or construction. | 

In the December issue Mr. Frank E. Wallis, 

M:. Allen W. Jackson presented in the 

A ymar Embury, II., added his convincing argument for the picturesque 

editor to let me “‘hedge”’ a little, and | wrcte him some very sound 
truths on tolerance, but he scorned them. 

Then he told me that | should present the case for the Modern 
English Plaster House. He knew | liked the modern English 
house and he played to my weakness. I still pretended to be 
disgusted, but | no longer worried, for | saw a great light, and | 
hope now to show why | felt that my troubles were over. 

In “A Dictionary of Architecture and Building” by Russell 
Sturgis, there are two definitions of ‘Style’ in the following 
order of importance. 

“|. Character; the sum of many peculiarities, as when it 1s 
said that a building is in a spirited style. By extension, signifi- 
cance, individuality; especially in a good sense and imputed as 
a merit, as in the expression ‘Such a building has style.’ 

“Il. A peculiar type of building, or ornament, or the like, 
and constituting a strongly marked and easily distinguished group 
or epoch in the history of art; 

There is more of this second definition, ‘but this i is enough to 
show its meaning; it is a type, a fashion. | might have added 
to the sentence quoted, ‘such as the American Colonial Archi- 
tecture,” by way of further explanation. 

But turn to the first definition and read it again, carefully. 

(95) 
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The use of shingles as a base, with plaster above, marks this informal 
country house at Hamilton, Mass., for Messrs. A. L. and F. D. Coch- 
rane. Parker & Thomas, architects 

*. 

The Henry Howard residence in Brookline, Mass., combining a Colonial 
fence and classic doorway with the general mass of an English house. 
Charles A. Platt, architect 

It is a big, broad definition. You will find three words worthy 
qualities of note: “Character,” “Significance,” “‘ Individuality”’- 

well worth finding in a house 

| am going to try to point out the value of these qualities, and 

North, architect 

“ Bolnhurst,” Lianfairfechan, North Wales, is an excellent example of the pos- 
sibilities the English plaster house possesses for picturesque mass. H. L. 

to show you that the modern English house, with all its faults 
(and to an American these are not a few), combines these three 
qualities to a greater extent than do the average houses of our own 
and other countries. Finally, | should like you to consider how 
similar are our own needs and tastes when we want a home. 

Character in house architecture means that the building inside 
and out shall have domestic qualities and suggest, more than all, 
a home. 

Significance | understand to be the successful harmonizing of 
the needs of the client with the natural setting of the house; in 
other words, it is the logical solution of the problem, that brings 
peace and comfort to the occupants of the house, and gives an 
outsider the pleasure that one has in any well balanced view or 
picture. 

Individuality is more or less the result of character and signifi- 
cance, and is greatly influenced by the relation of the owner and 
the architect. 

Now Colonial houses have character; no one will deny that; 
and very charming it is, but it is the character of the past. In his 
definition of the Colonial, Russell Sturgis says in part that it is 
the architecture of the Colonies, “‘especially in American use, 
that which prevailed in the British settlements in America 
previous to 1776, and by extension and because the style cannot 
be distinctly separated into chronological periods, as late as the 
beginning of the present century,” etc. 

There are many times that a client comes to one and asks to 
have a Colonial house, for it is justly a popular type of American 
domestic architecture. The architect must set about to adapt 
the Colonial type to modern and special requirements. The diffi- 
culty is perhaps best illustrated in the article of this series devoted 
to the Colonial style, where the author pictures the house and its 
rooms. What does he do? He draws a delightful picture of days 
and customs gone by and places “‘My Lady” in a lovely frame. 
But “‘My Lady” is not a modern American woman. No doubt 
she still exists, and, when a specimen of her is found, give her the 
Colonial house by all means without a question. She will want 
it, she will be fitted to care for it; in short, to give it to her is the 
solution of the problem in this particular case. 

Colonial house architecture to-day lacks significance, except 
in special cases. That is the truth of the matter. It is the archi- 
tecture of a more aristocratic time, the architecture of men and 
women who lived more formally and with less of American inde- 
pendence than we do to-day. It isn’t democratic, as we are 
democratic and as even the average Englishman is democratic. 

Take for example the informal out-of-door life, with its 
varied sports and occupations, shared alike by the whole 
family. This kind of life is being lived by an ever-increas- 
ing number of people in this country, and it is producing a 
different style of architecture than that which prevailed a 
century ago. 

Successful grouping of small windows is a feature of 
Papillon Hall, an English house, by Edwin L. Lut- 
yens, architect 
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Where can you find any close relationship between this very 
vital characteristic of our modern life and the life of Colonial days? 
The whole scheme of life was more formal. The modern problem 
of domestic service did not present itself. The great families in 
the south and in the north, had their slaves, their trained ser- 
vants and even in the average household there remained some 
traditions of English formality, of aristocratic rather than demo- 
cratic life. To-day in most households life is entirely different. 
The younger generations have much more independence and it 
is the era of individual development. To-day our children con- 
form less to any formal routine of the household than at any 
other time in our history. They and their friends share with us 
the informal life of work and play at home. There is a great 
movement towards the country and, whether large or small, 
American suburban and country houses reflect the trend of our 
life. 

All this makes for a new type of house; a house with at least 
one large living-room that typifies the life of the household. 
There is no other one room in the house that can economically 
balance this in size, and it is this one fact that is largely responsible 
for the gradual growth of a type of house that is comparatively 
new to us. 

No, the Colonial style is not significant to-day. The plan 
with its central hall and four corner rooms is economical, no doubt, 

but it is the economy of the bargain counter, inasmuch as one 
is getting more than one’s money’s worth of something one doesn’t 
want. The type must always be twisted and turned to fit 
changed conditions or the client must be molded to fit the frame. 

I have dwelt somewhat at length on the inadequacy of the 
Colonial in itself because it is the most serious rival of the style 
1 am championing. It has tradition, dignity and charm; it still 
has character and individuality to some extent, but only occa- 
sionally does it have significance. Perhaps | am too hard on 
this style, for | find myself trying at times to qualify my state- 
ments, but please remember that | am dealing with the subject 
in a general way and must treat it generally. I must not dwell 
too long on the many delightful examples of Colonial houses that 
I know. I must overlook the fact that | was brought up in a 
Colonial house, and | must stick to the point, which is that the 
modern English house hits the nail on the head more often than 
any other style of house. 

| have just fallen a victim to the word “‘style” in its sense of 
‘a peculiar type of building,”’ which leads me to state here that 
| am not arguing for the Modern English Plaster House, per se, 
but for the house with character, significance and indi- 
viduality, and | must now justify my statement that 
the Modern English Plaster House has these qualities 
highly developed. 

First to get the plaster part of my title settled. 
No doubt the insertion of this word was a pit-fall de- 

< 

The wall texture is secured with white latticework. The 
Dial House, Farnham, England. Niven, Wigglesworth & 
Falkner, architects 

| 
, on 

Does this English dining-room of an American country home lack any quality of 
home refinement? Does it not show character, individuality and significance ? 
Designed by Charles A. Platt, architect 

Is there another type of house that harmonizes more nearly perfectly 
with foliage than the English plaster one? Jacques House, Lenox, 

G. C. Harding, architect Mass, 
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Whether symmetrical or not the English plaster type of exterior grows 
a the floor plan. Robinson House, Cambridge, Mass. 
Charles K. Cummings, architect 

signed to limit my field of examples, but I hope to make it serve 
a useful turn. 

“Plaster” is exterior plaster, stucco; a durable wall covering 
with a limited range of color possibilities, and a variety of 

(Continued on page xvi) 
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The beautiful shell-top motive of Colo- The simple rectangles of the glazed door flanking this mahogany frame is in striking 
nial days can scarcely be improved the fireplace are too seldom used in china cup- and effective contrast to its contents 
upon boards and background 

At the right the cupboard is built in so as to be flush Even without doors the built- Leaded glass doors occupy the ends of this long built- 
with the woodwork in cupboard is attractive in sideboard and cupboard combined 

In this dining-room designed by Lawrence Buck, It is curious how the Colonial builders hid A combined sidepoard and china cabinet in 
the china is displayed sparingly over the built- delicately carved interiors with solid white erlamel and leaded glass that saves 
in sideboard wood doors space and makes an effective feature in a bay 

NINE TYPES OF BUILT-IN CHINA-CUPBOARDS 



Knapsack pump-sprayer holding 
five gallons 

Convenient spraying Be mers for liquid insecticides 
fungicides 

Barrel pump-sprayer indispen- 
sable in large gardens 

When, What and How to Spray 
INSECTS AND FUNGI THAT HARM PLANT LIFE—WHEN TO LOOK 

FOR THEM AND HOW TO PUT THEM OUT OF EXISTENCE 

BY GARDNER TEALL 

Photographs by Dr. 

AM IST every plant under cultivation is subject to some 
blight or pest that it has been free from in its wild state. 

Fungoid, parasitic growths and insect visitations cause such 
havoc in our orchards and gardens, from hedgerow to flower-bed, 
that scientific research into the subject has come just in time to 
save the plant-grower from many discouragements. 

There is now hardly a single plant ailment that we are either 
unfamiliar with or unable to cope with, wherefore liquid spraying, 
or the application of liquid fungicides and insecticides to affected 
trees, shrubs, vines, and plants, has become an expedient of the 
greatest importance to everyone having a lawn or garden. It is a 
disheartening thing to see the plants you have worked over and 
nurtured turn sere-leaved out of season, droop and die, when you 
have looked forward to their mature beauty and usefulness with 
all the hope the heart of a garden-maker can hold. 

Fungoid plant-diseases are quite as much to be dreaded as 
attacks from insect foes upon plant life. We can hardly cure their 
mischief, but, to a great extent we can prevent their occurrence 
by spraying and, in some measure, check the spread of blight or 
anthracnose likewise. 

As only a microscope will disclose to us just where the minute 
fungi spores are lodging themselves, it becomes necessary to pre- 
vent the possibility of their appearing at all, even if, in seasons 
past, our trees and shrubs and vines and plants seem to have 
been free from disease. Not only must they be sprayed once but 
often, as the effect of liquid spraying (which has great advantage 
over dust spraying) is cumulative. The first spraying may not 
reach tiny spores tucked away in budding portions of the plant, 
which, when these come into branching proportions then present 
the disease upon a surface that can be reached by subsequent 
spray applications. 

As the writer has often had occasion to remind the garden- 
maker, all the spraying in the world will be rendered futile if one’s 
neighbor’s trees and plants are diseased and do not receive like 

i. D. Jarvis and others 

attention. Therefore one of the first things to do is to prevail on 

him to have his spraying done coincident with yours, and if he 
remains indifferent to the matter it is far better for you to bear 
the expense of doing it for him than to subject your trees to 
danger from contamination. Indeed, the matter of communal 
effort in this direction is of such importance that many neighbor- 
hood societies of garden owners have been formed, and out of 

the common treasury the expenses of neighborhood spraying 
have been borne, thus establishing one of the most helpful co- 
operative movements known for the maintenance of fair areas. 

Insect pests may be divided into two general classes: insects 
that injure the plants by biting and chewing (these must be got 
rid of by poisoning their food), and insects that destroy plant life 
by sucking the juices of the plants (these latter must be met 
openly and killed by external poisons, fume suffocation, etc., as 
they pay no attention to surface poisons). 

In the first class we have the Flee-beetle, the Potato-bug, 
the Cabbage-bug, Aphides (Plant-lice), and the Cinch-bug, and 
among the second class are to be found the moth parents of the 
Cut-worm, the Tassel-worm, the white Grub-worm’s moth, the 
Onion-maggot, Maple-borer and Rose-bug. 

Spraying is easily accomplished even on the smallest premises. 
Excellent and inexpensive apparatus is offered in the market 
(your florist or your nurseryman can always supply you with 
reliable manufacturer's addresses). The pump should be strongly 
made, and one nozzle will be sufficient. You will probably have 
to renew the spraying hose every year, if you have much work to 
be done. If you have a large garden you can rig up a barrel on 
wheels, for moving the Bordeaux Mixture or other arsenate sprays 
around, and fit it with pump hose and nozzle at a total cost of ten 
dollars. For a small garden a hand sprayer costing, say, four 
dollars, is sufficient. The knapsack style of sprayer, carried by 
straps on the shoulders, is especially good and will throw a spray 
fully fifteen feet. This can be used to equal advantage on fruits 
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and vegetables. With heavier sprays, such as Paris green and 
Lime-sulphur wash, agitation is necessary to keep the com- 
pound properly mixed, and many mixtures should be strained 
before using; thus for Lime-sulphur a strainer of not more than 
twenty meshes to the inch is necessary (a smaller mesh would fill 
up). The,nozzles must be kept from clogging. 

In spraying, as high a pressure as possible is advisable, as the 
mist-like spray produced thereby reaches every part of the plant. 

Indeed thoroughness in spraying ts one of the essentials to success- 

fully combatting plant pests, for any hit-or-miss. program renders 
the final result of little lasting value. 

limeliness in spraying is a matter of the utmost importance. 
The garden-maker should make his preparations early, and from 
time to time study up the subject so he may be forewarned as 
well as forehanded. One good way to keep, posted on such 
matters is to study the catalogues of manufacturers and by 
reading agricultural bulletins, as year by year spraying apparatus 
is improved and simplified, and many valuable spraying formule 
are produced to combat with success new plant pests. The ac- 
companying table is, for all general purposes, a safe calendar of 
spraying operations to use as a guide, 

The following recipes are some of the more common ones in 
general use 

INSECTICIDES 

1. Arsenate of Lead. Use 4 02. to § gals. of water. 
2. Paris Green. Use 4 oz. Paris green and 1 oz. freshly 

slaked stone lime to 5 gals. water. 
3. Kerosene Emulsion. 4 |b. soap dissolved in 1 gal. boiling 

water. Add 2 gals. kerosene; agitate 5 minutes. Dilute a 
dozen times before applying with spray. 

4. Lime-sulpbur. Use lime, 1 |b., sulphur 1 Ib., salt 1 Ib., 
water 3 gals. 

5. Arsenite of Soda. Use white arsenic (crystalline) 1 Ib. 

to2 lbs. Carbonate of soda 

6. Ammoniacal Copper Carbonate. Use Copper carbonate 
5 oz., Ammonia (26° Beaumé) 3 pints, water 45 gals. 

7. Whale-oil soap. Dissolve 2 lbs. in 1 gal. hot water. 
Dilute 4 times before spraying. 

8. Formalin Spray. Use 1 pint Formalin to 30 gals. water. 
9. Copper Sulphate. Use 1 |b. Copper sulphate to from 25 

to 50 gallons of water. 

CALENDAR OF 

FUNGICIDES 

10. Bordeaux Mixture. Use 5 lbs. Copper sulphate, 5 Ibs. 
unslaked quicklime, and 50 gals. water. Slake lime with water 
to a thin paste and strain this. Place lime paste and Copper 
sulphate in jug and mix thoroughly by shaking. Then add this 
to full quantity of water. Any arsenites to be combined with 
Bordeaux mixture may be added as required. 

11. Sulphide of Potassium. Use 4 02. of potassium sulphide 
to 5 gals..water. Dissolve sulphide in warm water and dilute to 
spraying strength. Use only when fresh as it soon loses strength. 

The following names of insect and fungous pests are followed 
each by the number of the recipe for the spray to use in coping 
with it: 

INSECT PESTS 

Aphids (Plant Lice) 5; Borer 10; Canker Worm 2; Codlin 
Moth 5, 9; Cottonwood-leaf Beetle 5; Cutworm 5; Elm Beetle 
5, 3; Elm Scale 3; Fall Web-worm 5; Four-striped Plant-bug 3; 
Hollyhock Bug 3; Leaf Cutter 3; Maple Borer 11; Maple Cotton 
Scale (Wooly Scale) 7; Mealy Bug 7; Mite 3; Oyster shell Scale 
3, 4; Red Spider 3; Rose Bug 1; Roseleaf Hopper 7; Rose 
Scale 3; Rose Slug 6; San José Scale 3, 7, 4 (winter); Scurfy 
Scale 3, 7, 4 (winter); Tussock Moth 2; Willow Worm 5. 

FUNGOUS PESTS 

Anthracnose 10; Chrysanthemum Leaf-spot 10; Hollyhock 
Rust 10; Leaf Blight 10; Leaf-rust 10; Maple Leaf-spot 10; 
Mildew 10; Pansy Rust 10; Rose Leaf-blight 10; Rust 10; 
Verbena Rust 11. 

For the Borer paint the trunk of trees with lime-wash, con- 
taining 5 oz. of Paris Green to each gallon of water. For ants 
pour a teaspoonful of bisulphate of carbon in each ant-hole and 
cover up. The chewing insects that injure our ornamental trees 
may be destroyed by arsenite sprays, but the sucking insects 
must be smothered by such sprays as the whale-oil soap (7), 
kerosene emulsion (3), or the lime-sulphur solution (4). 

One of the greatest aids to freedom from fungous and insect 
pests is cleanliness in the garden. See to it that your lawns, 
yards, orchards, gardens, borders and all are free from rubbish, 
especially free from vegetable matter, such as old tree-twigs and 
plant stocks that have died from abnormal causes. 

SPRAYING OPERATIONS WITH KEY TO INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES Tro UsE 

REcIPE 
PLANT No First SPRAYING SECOND SPRAYING THIRD SPRAYING FourTH SPRAYING 

Apple 1o ©3—.- Before budding Just before blossoms open... Just after blossoms fall... .. Ten days later. 
Apricot 9 Before April 1 Vhen fruit has set Ten days after fruit has set.. If rot appears. 
Blackberry. 2, 9, 10 Before budding When new canes 1 ft. high .. Ten days later ............ After fruiting and trimming canes. 
Cabbage When worms appear Whenever necessary. After heads form...........|Whenever necessary. 
Cauliflower When worms appear Whenever necessary. .... Whenever necessary........ Whenever necessary. 
Cucumber 1o When young plants come through 

ground Whenever necessary Whenever necessary........ Whenever necessary. 
Currant 2,10 When worms first appear When fruit half grown ..... After fruit is picked........ Fifteen days later. 
Cherry 3,9 Before blossoms open.. after blossoms fall...... Ten days after blossoms fall. Just after fruit is picked. 
Dewberry... 2, 7, 10 Before budding Vhen new canes 1 ft. growth Ten days later. ........... After fruiting and trimming canes. 
Gooseberry. 2,10 When worms first appear When fruit half grown ..... After fruit is picked ....... Fifteen days later. 
Grape 2,9 Just before growth starts When leaves one third grown Just before blossoms open... Just after fruit sets. 
Melon 10 ©.-: One month after planting Every ten days. ‘Soom a. oo ke ee eee NV henever necessary. 
Pear 9 Before budding Just before blossoms open... Just after blossoms fall...... Fifteen days later. 
Peach 9 Before April 1st When fruit has set......... en days after fruit has set. If rot appears. 
Peas 7 With first appearance of aphides.. Whenever necessary........ Whenever necessary........ Whenever necessary. 
Plum 9 Ten days before growth starts... — before blossoms open... a after blossoms fali......'Fifteen days after blossoms fall. 
Potato 2,10 When plants 6 in high very ten days till growth tvery ten days till growth Whenever necessary. 

See ee ee ee eee oo PET rrrere re eit 
Juince 9 Before budding , am before blossoms open... — after blossoms fall... .. Ten days later. 
Raspberry . 2, 9, 10 Before budding Vhen new canes 1 ft. high .. Ten days later ............ After fruiting and trimming canes. 
Rose 7,11 April rs Every ten days. .......... Every ten days ............ Every ten days. 
Strawberry. 2,10 When growth begins Whenever necessary........ After fruit is picked........ First appearance of leaf roller. 
Squash 1 One month after planting Every ten days........... Every ten days............ Whenever necessary. 
Tomato ro When rot or blight appears . Whenever necessary..... .. Whenever necessary........ Whenever necessary. 



To have early vegetables start the seeds in a hotbed, coldframé or in the house if the former are not available 

Grow Your Own Vegetables 
THE WHOLE ART OF STARTING THE PLANTS INDOORS OR IN A HOTBED OR COLDFRAME 

—JUST HOW TO MAKE FLATS, SOW THE SEEDS AND HARDEN OFF THE SEEDLING PLANTS 

BY F. F. ROCKWELL 

[This is the second of a sertes of articles which will cover in a thorough and practical way the subject of amateur vegetable gardening. 
to furnish infor mation covering every detail of what to do and in such a form that it will be clear to the very beginner just how to do tt. 

T he aim ts 

Each article 

and its tabular data will give the information needed at the time of its publication, so as not to confuse the home-gardener with an overw belming quantity 
of detail; that is, the reader will learn what ts to be done at the proper time for doing that particular thing. Those who follow the suggestions made, 
from the selection of seed to the storing of winter vegetables, may confidently expect a successful garden.] 

IF you expect to have a vegetable garden this year—and no 
matter how small your available ground is, you certainly 

should be planning one—don’t miss the fun of starting your own 
plants. It is not necessary to have a greenhouse to do this. You 
can make a hotbed or coldframe with little expense, or, if you do 
not care to go to the trouble of doing this, any warm sunny window 
in a heated living-room will answer the purpose. 

Have you ever put a packet of little dry brown seeds in 
the ground and watched daily for the earth to crack above 
them? If not, you have missed one of the most interesting 
experiences possible! And if part of your seed sowing is 
done now, while winter reigns without, and the leafless trees, 

**Bare ruined choirs, where late the sweet 

birds sang,” 

are bent against a cheerless sky, you will 
find your little experiment increased ten- 
fold in interest, and you will watch for the 
first green seed-leaf pushing aside the 
mold with a keenness of expectation and 
a satisfaction that will repay your trouble 
a thousand times. 

It is not a difficult art—this matter 
of starting your own plants. Let me 
emphasize at the outset that the main 
factor of success will be regular attention. 
It won’t take many minutes a day, but 
it will take a few minutes every day. 
Don’t forget that, and if you are thinking 
of starting a few plants with the idea 
that you can spend a few hours to-day 
sowing the seed, and, in three or four 
weeks, half a day transplanting them, 
and later a day setting them out in your 
garden, you would better give up the 
plan now, and later on spend at the florist 

All the apparatus necessary for starting seeds 
indoors are flats, a sieve and a_ watering-can 

ten times what your seed would have cost for some plants whose 
pedigree you know nothing about. 

It is very much better to start your own plants, and you will 
find it a good deal of fun, too. Do not be scared away from the 
undertaking because you may have read somewhere that this, 
that, or the other condition, which you found it impossible to 
comply with, was absolutely essential to success. Unfortunately, 
some of our writers about these matters are given to describing 
in detail their own methods, and assuming that no others can 
succeed. By way of illustration—and of encouragement to the 
beginner—I recently found, in an article on starting plants, the 
statement that if a temperature never below 60° and never above 

80° could not be maintained (in the room 
where seed-boxes were to be placed) it 
would be best to wait until such a tem- 
perature could be had. Sucha temperature 
may be preferable, but it is not by any 
means essential. In fact, | am inclined to 
believe the beginner, who has not yet had 
a chance to learn the amount of ventila- 
tion, moisture and care which such a 
degree of warmth makes necessary, would 
have better success with the ordinary 
vegetables in a cooler place. One spring 
| started thousands of plants in an old 
leaky greenhouse where the temperature 
at night on several occasions went down 
to 34°, and frequently at noon climbed 
to 100°, and yet the plants came through 
finely. Of course this was going to the 
other extreme, but it shows what can be 
done. 

So if you have a bright sunny room, 
where the night temperature is never lower 
than 40°, and if you have decided that 
you will attend to your seed-boxes properly 
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Fill the flats with one part garden loam to one part leaf-mold, 
adding enough sand so that the mixture will crumble apart after 
being squeezed in the hand 

and regularly 

your effort 

lhere ar you will want in the way of accessories. 

First of all, flats,’ as the florist terms them. 

| hese are open wooden boxes three to four inches deep, and of any 

convenient size 

you may safely go ahead with the assurance that 

will bring 

e three 

SUCCESS 

things 

your seed-b« xes, or 

For a small garden such as the one we planned 
in the last number, one or two dozen will be a great plenty, and 
the easiest way to get them will be to have your grocer bring you 

a few soap or cracker boxes, with the tops. If you can, get them 

After sowing the seed either in rows or broadcast, sift over them 
enough fine soil to cover them to a depth of two or three times 
their diameter 

all the same size. Saw these up lengthwise into three-inch to 
four-inch and bottom each, being careful to draw out 
beforehand any nails or wire staples in the way of the saw. Bore 
or knock a few small holes in the bottom of each, for drainage, and 
they are ready for use. Better make them all at one time, and 
be done with that job. One biscuit-box flat will hold about one 
hundred transplanted seedlings, so you can estimate how many 
you will need. It will pay to grow about twice as many plants 
as you expect to use, so that you can select only the best for your 

sections, 

After sifting the soil coverin 
firmly with a flat board. 
make a firming board like this 

over the seeds press the whole area 
shingle will do, but you can_easily 

garden. Next, you will want a sieve, for sifting dirt. If you are 
so fortunate as to possess an ash-sifter, that will be just the 
thing. If not, take a small shallow box, and in place of the 
bottom nail on a piece of wire netting, about four meshes to 
the inch. Probably you already have a watering-can. Get the 
finest sprinkler you can for it, or a rubber bulb sprinkler at the 
florist’s or seed store, costing not more than fifty or seventy-five 
cents 

[hese three things—flats, a sieve, and fine-spray watering-can 
are all you will need i in the way of implements. 
Next*tomes the question of soils. | might repeat here much 

of what was said in regard to temperature, to the effect that the 
ideal soil is not essential to the starting of good healthy, stocky 
vegetable plants. They will sprout and grow well in any good 
friable soil which will permit the water to drain through it quickly, 
and not pack and stay wet. But I shall describe the preparation 
of the best sort of soil, and the little effort required to make it 
ready will be well repaid. Take one part light garden loam—the 
more “humus” (rotted sod and vegetable matter) in it the better; 
mix with it an equal amount of leaf-mold, chip dirt, or similar 
material, and add enough coarse sand so that the mixture will 
fall apart after being compressed in the hand. The leaf-mold 
may be got in any hollow in the woods, or by any old fence or 
corner where leaves collect and rot. Or the decayed chips and 
bark which you can scrape up at the wood-pile will do. | Mix and 
turn your pile thoroughly, and you are ready to sow your seed. 

Cover the bottom of a flat with about half-an-inch of coal 
ashes, chip dirt, or any similar coarse substance. Sift on through 
the sieve about two inches of your mixed soil. Jar the flat to 
settle the dirt firmly, and smooth off level, without pressing, with 
the hand or a short flat stick—say a piece of shingle. Pieces of 
shingle may also be used to divide the box up into sections, for one- 
third of a biscuit box flat will give you plenty of seedlings if you 
require only a few dozen or a hundred plants of each vegetable. 
This will be better than using three small boxes on account of 
taking less room and trouble, and “drying out” will not occur 
so quickly. Now sow your seed evenly on the prepared surface. 
Don’t be afraid to put them in quite thick; they will not all 
sprout. Press them firmly into the soil with a small flat piece of 
board, and sift or sprinkle on a light covering of soil, not more 
than two or three times, in depth, the diameter of the seed sown. 
Water thoroughly, being careful not to wash the soil, thus uncov- 
ering the seed. Give the box a thorough soaking, but stop as 
soon as the water ceases to be absorbed readily by the soil. 

For the next four or five days the seed-box will stand a good 
deal of heat. Germination will be hastened if you put it on a 
radiator, or even on the back part of the kitchen range at night — 
just so that there is not heat enough to rapidly dry out the earth. 
Watch your boxes closely and, whenever the soil begins to look 
dried out, give a thorough watering. In four or five days, or ten 
at most, if you have supplied enough bottom heat, the seeds of 
cabbage, lettuce, cauliflower, tomato, etc., will be beginning to 
push aside their earth blanket, or, if they have sprouted evenly, 
to push up the whole surface in patches, like miniature tents. 

From now on your seedlings will want all the sunlight you 
can give them, and the higher the temperature, up to sixty degrees 
at night, the better. See to it that the boxes never get dried out. 
On bright sunny days, for an hour or two in the middle of the day, 
give them all the fresh air you can. If it is cold outside, be careful 
not to let it blow directly on the little seedlings. This item of 
fresh air is of great importance. Stale air will make sickly plants 
as it does sickly people. Be careful to confine your watering as 
much as possible to the mornings of bright sunny days. Withhold 
it altogether during dark cloudy weather, unless the dirt is getting 
actually dried out, and then give it sparingly. 

In three or four weeks or more, according to the variety and 
the growth made, your little seedlings will be ready to be taken 
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You can have big early onions by following the 
accompanying instructions for starting seeds 
indoors 

out of the box. This will be indicated by the 
appearance of the third and fourth leaves, 
which are usually different from the first or seed-leaves. The 
day before you expect to transplant give the seed-boxes a last 
good watering. 

The job of transplanting is accomplished as follows: 
Prepare your flats as before, only in place of the coal ashes, 

use, if you can obtain it, thoroughly rotted stable manure. (Don’t 
use manure that is at all fresh, as that will heat and kill your 
plants.) Put a layer of about an inch or so in the bottom of the 
box, and pack it down firmly. Fill the box level full with the 
same kind of earth as before. If well decayed manure is not to 
be had, use a handful of bone-meal, thoroughly mixed into the 
dirt, for each flat. 

The young seedlings should be set from one to two inches 
apart each way. The ordinary flat, as described above, should 
hold about one hundred, but, if you can, give them more room, 

In watering the flats cover the soil with burlap 
to prevent washing out the seeds 

Include the root crops in your home garden if 
you can possibly spare the necessary space. 
Give up potatoes first 

and get stockier plants. In taking the 
seedlings out of the box im which théy 

have been growing, don’t pull them up. Take the fingers, 
or make a_ small wooden paddle, and loosen and /fift 
them out, keeping the roots unbroken as much as possible. 
Make a small hole with the forefinger in the prepared flat, and 
lower the plant into it, without crowding the roots, with the 
other hand. It should be set in about half-way up the stem. 
Then close the dirt firmly about it with the forefingers and 
thumbs. Properly set, the little plant should stand up firmly, 
with as little packing of the soil about it as possible When 
the flat is filled jar the sides to even the little heaps and hol- 
lows which will have been left about and between the plants, 
water thoroughly witha fine sprinkler, and set the box in the 
lightest, warmest place you can give it. If the sun is very 
bright, shade the boxes with a single thickness of newspaper 

(Continued on page xii) 

How Shall We Wainscot the Wallsr 
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS, MERITS, DEFECTS AND COSTS OF BEVELED PANELING, STRIP PANEL- 

ING AND WOOD STRIPS OVER PLASTER THAT IS PAINTED OR COVERED WITH A WALL FABRIC 

BY JARED STUYVESANT 

Photographs by C. H. Claudy, M. H. Northend and others 

F the title of this article had been ‘“‘When Shall We Wainscot 
the Walls?” the text matter might well have begun and 

ended with the answer ‘“‘Whenever we can afford it.” I have 
tried hard to think of some 
room, downstairs or up, or a 
hall between, that would suf- 
fer in effect from the addition 
of suitable wainscoting, but 
not one solitary instance occurs 
tome. Wainscoting seems to 
be the exception among all 
features of interior furnishing 
and decoration, in that it 
alone can be used to the im- 
provement of a room of any 
style or type. Even a factor 
of interior furnishing with as 
broad a scope as wall covering, 
does not possess this universal 
fitness. | can picture many 
types of rooms that would be 
better without wall covering; 
and you will agree that, for A simple and effective wainscoting of battened oak boards 

example, a study floored with handmade tiles might be more effec- 
tive without a floor covering, even though Oriental rugs were 
available. But take any living-room, bedroom, dining-room or 

hall, whether it be in an Eng- 
lish half-timber house, a rough 
summer camp, a Colonial 
homestead or in just an ordi- 
nary yellow-dog house; can 
you imagine any one of these 
that could not be made more 
attractive with the addition 
of a suitable type of wain- 
scoting? 

Of course, that word “suit- 

able” is the crux of the whole 
matter, and also in large part 
the explanation of the eternal 
fitness of the wainscot. You 
would not put an intricately 
paneled, white-enameled 
wainscot in a summer shack 
of battened hemlock boards. 
Neither would you agree for a 
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Paneling that involves real joinery is closely associated with Colonial 
work, The cut-out star is most unusual 

The device in the upper square panels of this modern dining-room is 
stenciled in green and gold. Aymar Embury, II., architect 

moment that a _ brown- 
stained series of wood 
strips over a rough board 
backing would add to the 
consistent beauty of a Colo- 
nial dining-room. But the 
wainscot’s great merit lies 
in its adaptability to any 
environment; it has many 
strings for its bow. It may 
be of a material and design 
in keeping with the most 
sumptuously furnished 
dining-room, such as the 
one illustrated at the upper 
left corner of the opposite 
page, or it may be simple 
enough to be in perfect 
keeping with an $8,ov0 ‘oe 
home as in the hall illus- Strip sensing in red oak that has 
trated to the right. been given a soft brown finish 

In British usage the without gloss by means of oil and 
iia . wax. The wall above is covered word wainscot means a : - J with a green burlap. C. E. Barott, 

superior quality of oak im- architect 
ported for fine panel work. 
That is the original meaning, from which, naturally, the term 
came to be applied to panel work of that material or another, 
applied as a covering to interior walls, but especially when of 
somewhat elaborate workmanship. Here in America the word is 
undergoing a still wider stretching, for it is coming to be employed 
as an equivalent of the word dado, meaning a continuous lower 
portion of a wall surface marked off horizontally by base and cap 
moldings. That is, if we mark off the lower portion of our dining- 
room wall by means of a baseboard and chair-rail, painting white 
the woodwork and the plaster wall between the two boundaries, 
we frequently call the result a wainscot. In order to be a wain- 

scot, for the purist, the wall surface between baseboard and chair- 
rail or cap-molding should be covered with wood. Or, again, we 
frequently cover the lower portion of a wall with burlap, book 
linen, grass cloth, or some such fabric of pronounced texture, 
dividing up the surface so covered by means of a pattern of wood 

strips, three or four inches wide, covering the 
vertical joints of the textile with perhaps an 
intermediate horizontal division as well. It is 
not wainscoting, literally, but it has much the 
same effect and it will in all probability be 
accepted under that term even by the dic- 
tionary makers before long. 

For your Colonial home there is the good 
old white-enameled wainscot—a work of real 
joinery rather than plain carpentery. The 
panel surfaces are beveled off and the tongue 
thus made is wedged tightly into the surround- 
ing stileorrail (A stile in paneling is a thicker 
vertical member, as the parts of an ordinary 
door containing the hinges and the lock. A 
rail is a similar horizontal member.) To give 
the panel thus mortised in a better finish, a 
small molding is run around covering the 
intersection, and neatly mitred at the corners. 
Of course, the size of the panels, and their 
shape, depends upon the height to which the 
wainscot is carried and also upon the length of 
the wall surface. A very nice judgment is 
needed to determine upon a proportion of 

~ 

A very clever semblance of wainscoting has been secured by painting white the plaster panels that will dogo neither too wide nor 
between baseboard and chair-rail, and running the upright wood members across too long, and at the same time be about the 

VP 
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same size as those of an ad- 
joining wall, where a dif- 
ferent total length will 
necessitate a re-division of 
panels. 

Wainscoting of this type 
is expensive, even though 
the wood need not be one 
of the hardwoods. The 
joinery entails a lot of 
rather costly labor. Often, 
however, one can secure the 
same effect, or an equally 
satisfactory one, by utiliz- 
ing old doors (or new ones), 
laid upon their sides. Many 
doors have five or six panels 
of the same size, with a 
larger rail at the bottom. 
By sawing part of this off 
to make it equal in width 
to the top rail the door will 
cover the central portion 
of a wall space. Another 
similar door, sawed down, 

will perhaps be enough to piece out evenly at both ends, the joints 
being covered with a molding or flat strip, and the whole finished 
with a quarter-round molding along the floor and a cap molding 
of some sort along the top. I know one resourceful man whose 
mahogany wainscoting arouses the envy of all his friends. It is 
made up of magnificent old mahogany doors, picked up at the 
wrecking of an old New York mansion. One might pay ten 
times as much as he did for wainscoting without being able to 
secure that splendid age-toned wood. 

But there are much simpler forms even for the Colonial room. 
Quarter-inch strips, three inches wide, covering the joints between 
twelve-inch vertical boards, with perhaps a cross strip to make 
a row of square panels at the top, will make a very presentable 
wainscot if properly capped. Such a form may be seen in the 
middle illustration on this page. 

The cheapest of all wood wainscoting is made of ordinary 
tongue-and-groove pine sheathing, capped and 
finished with a base. Usually it is built of 
“beaded” boards, which serves to complete a 
most commonplace effect. If the sheathing 
were not beaded, and had a panel pattern of 
quarter-inch strips laid over it, the result 
might be not unpleasing, though never so 
good as wainscoting with solid panels. 

Cheaper still is the effect obtained by using 
wood strips over a textile wall covering, and 
though inexpensive, the resulting wall may be 
particularly harmonious with crafts furniture 
of oak and a solid-color paper of lighter tone 
above. 

For the summer camp or bungalow an 
effective and inexpensive scheme of treating 
the studs that are left exposed inside is to cover 
the lower portion with plaster board or compo 
board, over which may be stretched burlap, and 
upon this a panel pattern of wood strips. 

In all wainscoting it is well to carry around 
some marked line for the top boundary—the 
line of mantel-shelf or of window-sills. Some- 
times the wood covering is carried to the 
ceiling, but most of us, perhaps, will be satis- 
fied with a ‘ess ambitious treatment. 

The most expensive wainscoting of all 
is made up of vertical tongue-and- 
groove boards, selected for grain, 
without strips that might conceal 
careless joints. Lord & Hewlett, 
architects 

A fairly satisfactory and cheap substitute for wainscoting is secured by 
putting wood strips over the joints of burlap or other textiles 

i 

Carrying the ee ey around the room at the height of the mantel 
is effective; the over-mantel paneling adds greatly 

In the dining-room at “ Fairacres,” Jenkintown, Pa., the quartered oak paneling covers 
the side walls to the ceiling. Wilson Eyre, architect 



Over-draperies of linen taffeta or chintz with floral patterns in rather strong colors are always effective in the summer home 

Curtains for the Summer Home 
WHAT TO PUT UP IN PLACE OF THE HEAVY WINTER DRAPERIES IN ORDER 

TO GAIN A FRESH COOLNESS IN KEEPING WITH THE WARM WEATHER 

BY MARGARET GREENLEAF 

Photographs by L. H. Dreyer, H. S. Collins and others 

T is intended in this article to deal with the correct window 
treatment for homes of moderate cost, giving particular 

consideration to the simple country house, the mountain bungalow 
or the seaside cottage. 

In deciding upon the window draperies one should view the 
question from both sides—that is, the effect from the exterior as 

The pronounced figure patterns on walls and in the rugs make plain 
window draperies necessary here 

well as that of the interior. To have the curtains of a material 
and style entirely suited to the rooms in which they are hung 
goes far toward insuring success to the completed whole. For 
many types of rooms the fabric employed for its draperies is of 
decidedly less importance than the manner in which this is made 
up and hung. As a rule, it is possible to hang net curtains close 
to the glass, in which case they show from the outside. Occasion- 
ally, owing to the use of inside blinds or some unusual construc- 
tion of the window, the reverse is the case, but ordinarily it is 
best to have the general effect of the windows of an entire floor 
the same. 

If straight hangings of lace or net are used for the living- 
rooms, ruffled muslin draperies may be selected for the bedrooms. 
These must be so arranged that a certain uniformity of treatment 
will be presented in the windows which are in line. Where full- 
length sash curtains—that is, curtains hung directly against the 
glass and extending from the top of the window to the sill line— 
are used these may be of ecru Arabian net of medium mesh and 
firm quality. They may be simply finished by a two-and-one- 
half-inch hem at the bottom and the edges completed by a narrow 
linen tape, fancy edge braid of the same color, or by a narrow 
hem. 

Occasionally a one-inch, or an inch-and-one-half insertion of 
Arabian lace may be set about two inches from the edge all 
around, or a corner motif may be used. Such curt:tins can be 
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made at home by an amateur—as the material lies straight—if 
care is taken in the measurements. Remember to allow for the 
bottom hem and the turn-in at the top to form the casing by 
which the curtain will run on the small rod. 

When the accurate measurements of the windows are secured 
from rod to sill, the requisite number of inches required for hem 
and casing must be added. When the material is laid out for 
cutting, four widths may be carefully basted together, keeping 
the goods perfectly straight by the selvage and mesh, and pinning 
with long needle tacks at three corners. It may then be cut, 
using very sharp shears. All hems should be folded by a card 
measure and basted. Before stitching the curtain it should be 
tried on the rod at the window. One-and-three-quarters the 
width of the window is sufficient allowance for fullness and all 
ordinary windows should have two curtains at each. 

Point d’esprit or small-figured cream or ecru nets make 
attractive curtains, and scrim, white batiste, or colored and 

figured madras and silk grenadine are also successfully used. 
The cost of the Arabian net first mentioned is 90 cents a yard, 
108 inches in width. The point d’esprit is 60 cents for 48 inches 
width, and the other fabrics vary from 25 cents to $2.00 a yard, 
and in width from 36 to 58 inches. 

For the bedrooms, dotted muslin or organdy curtains, ruffled 
or plain, are dainty and suitable. These may be caught back 
about the center of each curtain and tied in place by hemmed 
strips of the material, or with a cotton cord and tassel. In some 
cases it is more effective to allow bedroom curtains to hang 
straight to the sill, but these should not then be ruffled. Where 
no cretonnes or other inside draperies are used, printed muslins 
showing floral and other designs in charming colors are attractive 
and very inexpensive. 

Among the plain fabrics (other than thin silks) suitable for 
window draperies, there are crash and linen effects in coarse and fine 
weave, which come ina full line of colors. There is also a material 
of coarser weave which is sold under the various trade names of 
Craftsman, Arras, and Monk’s Cloth. This textile is like a thick 
burlap; it is 50 inches wide, and for door curtains and over-draper- 
ies is particularly well suited to houses designed along craftsmen 
lines. The price is $1.25 a yard. The crash and linen mentioned 
above vary in price from 60 cents to $1.10 for 50-inch widths. 

With plain walls, figured fabrics can be used, or plain curtains 
with or without border may be equally good. But where the wall 
covering is figured, plain or, at most, two-tone materials should 
be always selected; otherwise the effect is chaotic and restless. 

Dark blue draperies accent the blue-and-white color scheme and are 
kept narrow so as to insure a sunny dining-room 

This usual treatment of window covering was adopted to shut 
out an unpleasant prospect 

For rooms in which the wood trim is dark in tone and the 
furniture built on heavy lines, a good choice in figured drapery 
material is some one of the cotton fabric tapestries which repro- 
duce in soft dull tones many of the most beautiful old-world 
designs; and if this material is used to cover a davenport and 
wing chair or to make cushions for the window-seats, it adds 
greatly to the effect. 

Very many people must live in rented houses, and, for this 
reason, often live with structural effects that are anything but 
pleasing to them. A frequent fault in the inexpensive house 
built some years ago was the lack of width in windows and doors, 
and the too great height of these. Fortunately this fault can be 
remedied by the arrangement of the curtains. For instance, at a 
narrow window the rod holding the over-draperies may be set 
so that it will extend from two to three inches beyond the trim, 
allowing the curtain to push well back to the end of the rod, thus 
covering the trim entirely. A valance, from eight to ten inches 
deep, can be used to complete this and will be found to take 

decidedly from the apparent height of the window, while the 
width is materially increased. Nothing is’ taken from the light 
as these heavy curtains practically end where the glass begins. 
A similar method can be followed for door curtains with good 
results. 

(Continued on page xiv) 

One can never go far wrong in choosing fish-net for the living-room 
windows, hung in straight lengths 



Emerald Gem Cosmopolitan 
The favorite early variety An excellent green-flesh melon 

Mary variety 
Muskmelons of this sort are susceptible to disease 

The Whole Art of Growing Muskmelons 
HOW TO SELECT AND PLANT THE MOST LUSCIOUS MELONS FOR AN ADEQUATE FAMILY 

SUPPLY THROUGHOUT JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER—STARTING THE SEEDS INDOORS 

oT: Be. &. BD. £ZABVEI 

Of the Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station 

Photographs by the author 

[WE NTY-FIVE square feet of ground will good to eat, but that when the right kinds were chosen and taken 
grow all the muskmelons the average 

family caneat. The amount of labor involved 
in their growth is small and the pleasure great. 
Melons commonly found on the market are 
green when they are picked and for this rea- 
son are often “dry” and lacking in flavor. 
The home-grown melon may be allowed to 
ripen on the vine, adding greatly to its quality, 
both in juiciness and flavor. Market melons, 
also, are usually of the more productive varie- 
ties, which, as a rule, are inferior in quality. 
The man who grows his own melons may 
select the kinds he likes best and he may 
have a succession of varieties so that he can 
go out to his garden any morning during 
July, August, or September, and find four or 
five fine, fresh, juicy melons. Those who have 
not waded through the dewy vines and scooped 

the inside out of an Emerald Gem muskmelon before the sun 
has warmed it up, have only a faint idea of real melon quality. 

In view of these facts, is it not remarkable that so few people 
grow their own melons? There are many people who believe 
that muskmelons are unfit to eat. The writer during the past 
summer convinced many such people that melons were not only 

Tamping manure 
in the miniature 
hotbed 

; . 

L Rx. | 
Five-weeks-old plants, with box removed, 

ready for the garden 
~ Wood veneer material from which the boxes for starting 

muskmelons are made 

at the proper time, they were among the most appetizing and 
delicious of fruits. These people had vivid recollections of once 
getting from the store some tasteless things called melons, of 
using a great deal of sugar or salt in their efforts to make them 
palatable and finally relegating them to the garbage barrel. 

To grow early melons and also to lengthen out the season for 
the later varieties, especially in the North, the plants must be 
started inside. The seed is started in plant-boxes or modified 
berry-boxes. These are made from veneer material which may 
be purchased cheaply in the “flat.” This material is partially 
cut so that with the necessary form, as shown in the illustration, 
they may be readily folded and tacked into shape. Two pieces, 
one for the sides and another for the bottom, are necessary for 
each box. The common berry-box will answer the purpose very 
well, but a larger box is better. One box is needed for every hill 
of melons that is required. 

The boxes are placed side by side on a table or bench and 
filled with stable manure that is just beginning to ferment or 
“heat.”” The manure is then packed down, leaving the box 
about half full. Then the boxes are filled up with a moderately 
light soil, that is, one containing a large proportion of sand. 
After standing for a few days to give the manure time to heat up, 
the seeds may be sown by simply pushing them into the soil with 
the end of the finger. Although only two good plants are needed 

Seed-boxes are readily made on 
a block form 
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Defender is one of the best 
colored-flesh mid-sea- 
son varieties 
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Banquet is a comparatively 
small round mid-season 
melon 

for a hill, it is well to use 

four or five seeds to allow for the failure of some b . 
to germinate. If more than two grow, they should ae 
be pulled out to give the others a better chance. 

The boxes are then placed in south windows 
or, if there are very many, ina hotbed. Each box, it will be seen, 
is a miniature hotbed, so very little extra manure will be needed 
in the ordinary hotbed. If manure toa depth of six or eight 
inches is placed on the bottom of a hotbed, there will be no dan- 
ger of freezing. The boxes are placed directly on the manure. 
A coldframe, with the required amount of manure, will answer 
just as well, for the plants will only need an eight or ten inch 
space between the top of the boxes and the glass. 

By utilizing a storm sash from the house, a suitable hotbed 
may be readily made with boards a foot or more in width. It is 
not necessary to make a deep pit in a hotbed for this purpose. 

After the boxes are placed in the hotbed or in the window, 
as the case may be, they should be given a liberal watering. 
Except for watering and ventilating no further attention will be 
necessary until the plants are ready to transplant. At this time 
the only point to be observed is to avoid over-watering. The 
manure at the bottom of the box will hold a large quantity of 
water, and, although the soil may seem dry on top, the plants 
should not be watered unless they should begin to wilt. On 
bright sunny days the temperature under the glass is likely to go 
too high, and to avoid this, the sash should be raised a few inches 
at the higher side of the frame. Later in the season it should be 
removed entirely on warm days. 

The time for sowing the seed varies in different sections, but 
as a rule it should be done about five weeks before planting time. 
In the North it is sown about the middle of April. The important 
point is to sow the seed just early enough to have the plants at 
the early running stage at planting time, or when all danger of 
frost has passed. 

Another method is to plant the seed on inverted sod, cut in 
squares of about six inches on a side and placed in the hotbed. 
After dropping the seeds on the sod, about a half-inch of soil is 
spread over them and they are then watered. The sods may 
then be handled in much the same way as the boxes, but the 
latter are decidedly more convenient. 

TRANSPLANTING 

The warmest, lightest and best drained soil in the garden 
should be selected for melons. If there is nothing but heavy clay 
soil in the garden and if only a few hills of melons are required, 
the soil may be improved by mixing with it a few shovelfuls of 
sand to each hill. If some well rotted stable manure is available, 
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The Superior is a late crop green-fiesh variety 
green-flesh variety 

a forkful may be 
placed under every hill or mixed with the soil. 

When the ground is ready, the plants are 
watered and taken to the garden in the boxes. 

Among the late crop varietiesone The boxes are torn off without disturbing the 
of the best is Osage roots and the block of earth holding the plants 

is set into the ground. By transplanting in this way, the plants 
receive no setback and continue to grow unaffected by the change 
in location. Melons are usually planted in hills, six or seven feet 
apart each way. The vines may be kept within bounds by 
“pinching back” the runners. 

Further treatment in the garden consists simply of keeping 
the soil well stirred up around the hills. If really fancy specimens 
are desired, it would be well to place the developing melons on 
shingles and turn them over occasionally. 

THE BEST VARIETIES 

There are probably one hundred distinct varieties of muskmel- 
ons catalogued by seedsmen in this country and many of these 
varieties are known in commerce by several entirely different 
names. With such a maze of names and with such meager cata- 
logue descriptions, the grower usually finds it difficult to make 
selections. 

For early use the well known variety Emerald Gem is the 
favorite. This variety has a smooth skin, colored flesh and a 
rich musky flavor. For those who prefer a green-flesh early 
variety, the Eden Gem is recommended. The latter variety is 
also known as Buskirk and Sweet Air. 

For midseason, there are a great many choice varieties. Prob- 
ably the best among the colored-flesh sorts are Grand, Banquet, 
Christiana, Defender, and Paul Rose. The last two are very 
similar, but the Defender has the advantage in having a thinner 
rind. The largest of these is the Christiana, followed by the 
Grand. The variety Banquet is a small round melon, beautifully 
netted and of high quality. Banquet, Defender and Paul Rose are 
about the right size for cutting in halves when serving. For 
green-flesh varieties may be mentioned Pineapple, Nutmeg, 
Cosmopolitan and Jersey Belle. 

For the late crop the best varieties are Osage and Burrell 
Gem among colored-flesh varieties, and Montreal and Superior 
among green-flesh sorts. The Montreal is very large and, when 
well grown, will weigh from fifteen to twenty pounds. 

American seedsmen offer somewhere near a hundred varieties 
of muskmelons, and every year foreign varieties are being added 
to American lists. Therefore the enthusiastic melon gardener 
has an opportunity of making as many experiments as he 
choses, in addition to the “tried and true” varieties in his pre- 
vious experience. 
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Practical Talks with Home-builders 
THE GREAT PROBLEM OF EXTRAS AND HOW TO AVOID THEM—PROVIDING FOR SCREENS, STORM 

SASH, HARDWARE, LIGHTING FIXTURES, SHELVING AND SUCH THINGS IN THE SPECIFICATIONS 

BY ALEXANDER BUEL TROWBRIDGE 

[Thus 1s the fifth of rt f intimate helpful talks with toose who are about to build. The aim ts to offer untechnical suggestions to prospective 
bome-makers in the hope that many of th mmon mistakes and difficulties may be avotded through foreknowledge. The talks are written for those of 
moderate mear ratber than for ti f ubom nomy is no object. | 

ANY a home-builder, entering upon a 
building project for the first time, is not 
fully alive to the need of good business 
methods and habits in his dealings with 
architect and contractor. There are 
many occasions when misunderstandings 
arise which may be avoided through 
very simple means. The most frequent 
cause of trouble is due to the fact that 
instructions are given verbally by the 
owner to the architect, over the tele- 
phone or in office conversations. If 
instructions could always be in writing 
and the owner could retain a copy, the 

chance of trouble would be reduced to a minimum. For women, 
this requirement would be not only irksome but often impos- 
sible of fulfilment. The best way to proceed, in case the owner 
finds it impossible to keep a record of his instructions, is to 
always request the architect to confirm a telephone message, a 
conversation or even a written communication, by letter as soon 
as possible after the receipt of instructions. This increases the 
work for the architect but he would generally prefer to add to 
his labors if by so doing he can feel in perfect accord with his 
client and place himself on record regarding his understanding 
of his client's wishes. Sometimes a client is disappointed because 
a certain finish or a color is not what he expected. There is 
one good way to guard against this difficulty and that is for the 
owner to request samples and to sign his name on those which he 
wishes to have followed. If the finished result is not like 
the sample, the contractor will be obliged to do the work over 
again. 

The question of extras is of great importance and, rightly 
handled, may present little or no difficulty. When the time comes 
to sign plans and specifications, it would be well if the owner would 
ask the architect to give him a list of the items that have not 
been included in the contract, but which are usually a necessary 
part of the equipment of a comfortable home, such as: blinds, 
storm sash, screen doors, screens for windows, awnings, flower 
boxes, hanging shelves in cellar, hardware, lighting fixtures, 
kitchen range, laundry stove, water heater, mantels, tinting, 
wall-papering, etc. These are the principal items that are quite 
frequently omitted from the specifications. It is perfectly legiti- 
mate to leave them out, provided the owner has taken them all 
into account and knows approximately what they will cost. 

The writer believes the better way is to include them in the 
specifications andobtain estimates covering every necessary item. 
If, then, the estimates are high, omissions can be made to reduce 
the cost. It is well known that loosely drawn specifications will 
secure low bids. The estimators see at a glance that there will 
be a large bill of extras and they plan to make their main profit 
in that way. They do not feel responsible for the loose specifica- 
tions and they do not feel called upon to advise the owner to the 
disparagement of the architect. Specifications are much more 
important than owners generally realize. Drawings occupy his 
chief attention and when the bulky sheets of typewriting are put 
up to him for approval he very naturally is inclined to feel that 

here is a technical side of the subject of which he knows nothing 
and which he is entirely willing to leave to his architect. It is not 
necessary for the owner to read the specifications with the inten- 
tion of criticising the phraseology or the technical points. If 
he is a lawyer he will possibly run over the pages to test their 
legal strength. If he is an engineer or a builder he will possibly 
wish to see whether his architect has followed the prevailing cus- 
toms regarding methods of construction. But the chief reason 
why an owner should study the specifications is to ascertain what 
omissions, if any, have been made. Although the specifications 
may have been written with great care, extras may easily arise 
through the wish of the owner to change the building more or less 
radically, during construction. Such changes should be ordered 
by the owner in writing and he should keep a copy of his 
order. 

In the case of hardware and lighting fixtures it is not feasible 
to list them in specifications in such a way as to secure a final 
estimate of the cost upon which a contract may be signed. A 
very common practice is to insert an allowance in the specifica- 
tions. For example, the architect can estimate approximately 
the cost of hardware and state in the specifications, “Contractor 
shall allow the sum of dollars for hardware.”’ The speci- 
fications usually list all common building hardware and state that 
the above sum is for finishing hardware only. The owner and 
architect visit the hardware show rooms and either have a compe- 
tition among several companies or make a selection outright from 
one company, adjusting the cost with the contractor in case the 
allowance mentioned is more or less than the final cost. 

In the case of lighting fixtures a good way to proceed is to 
decide upon a sum, for example $400, to cover the cost and 
installation of fixtures. Then invite several companies to take 
from the plans a list of the light outlets and to propose or exhibit 
to you the best selection they can offer for $400. This places 
the competition on a basis of quality rather than price. If the 
cost is all important the owner will not feel like following the above 
method but will prefer to invite several companies to compete 
on price. It is sometimes difficult to obtain good results through 
competition in price. The writer has known of instances where 
an over-zealous salesman has submitted a bid that was too low, 
leaving to his factory associates the problem of making a selection 
which would avoid a loss to the company. These factory officials 
.may perhaps have believed, from the low estimate, that the owner 
had agreed to accept “‘seconds’’—4. ¢., goods that are strong and 
serviceable but having slight flaws in appearance. In this way 
much trouble occurs because the architect is obliged to refuse to 
accept the seconds, they must be crated and sent back to the 
factory and, after a long delay, the owner receives what he con- 
tracted for. All this can happen without the general contractor 
being in any way to blame. The selection of goods that are 
furnished by a sub-contractor is usually made by the architect 
and owner dealing directly with the manufacturer or his agents. 
The moral of all this is that the lowest bid is not always the safest 
to accept. Trouble may be largely avoided by limiting the bid- 
ding to only first-class contractors and by requiring the successful 
general contractor to submit the names of his sub-contractors 
to the architect for approval. 
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HE common toad, 
proverbially the 

ugliest animal form in 
nature and bearing the 
burden of many supersti- 
tions, is one of the most 

important animals we have, considered on the side of public 
economy and judged by the standard of good works. 

The American farmer and gardener have innumerable enemies 
to contend against; probably those assailing their crops and 
gardens in greatest numbers are the insects. While no actual 
statistics of the aggregate of annual losses due to insects are obtain- 
able, it has been estimated that they cause from three to four 
hundred million dollars’ damage annually. More than half of 
this loss might be saved by utilizing as a beneficent force this 
common toad that nature has provided as an efficient check on 
insect increase. The services that this much-despised animal 
renders are only beginning to be recognized, but will be more ap- 
preciated when the popular superstitions concerning it are accepted 
as fancy, rather than fact. It has been proved that the toad 
possesses no venomous qualities, no medicinal virtues; and the 
common belief that the toad produces warts is likewise a myth, 
having no foundation in fact. 

Possessing no beauty of form or color with which to win its 
way to popular favor, the acquaintance of the toad must be sought 
for other charms than those of beauty. One friend of this animal 
tells us that he “picks up a toad a hundred times a season just to 
enjoy looking at its eye—a living. sparkling, ever-changing jewel— 
and his music in the springtime brings a pleasure that nothing 
else affords.” The lover of nature finds the greatest interest of 
the toad in its development and habits. Zoologically, no animal 
has a development better adapted for study. 

After a winter spent under rocks, rubbish, boards, or hidden 
some distance below the surface of the soil, the toads bestir them- 
selves, crawl out of their winter quarters, and begin their annual 
migration to the breeding ponds. “That tremorous song of the 
toad,” that Hamilton has described as the ‘‘sweetest sound in 
nature ” is soon heard, and a visit to the pond will disclose the 
source of the music, for there will 
be seen hundreds—possibly thous- 
ands—of toads paddling about in the 
water, the males trilling at the top 
of their voices. These “‘cheeriest 
wedding bells of the season” are 
heard only for a few days. 

An almost incredible number 
of eggs are laid by the toad. Dr. 
Hodge, of Clark University, is au- 
thority for the record of 5,787 
and 11,545 eggs obtained from two 
toads. These eggs are about the 
size of a small pin-head at first, 
black above and light below, and 
are laid in ropes, enveloped in a 

English gardeners import toads by 
the bushel to keep down injuri- 
ous insects 

The Toad as a Garden 
Benetactor 

THE HOMELIEST MEMBER OF THE ANIMAL 

KINGDOM, WHO IS WORTH HIS WEIGHT 

IN GOLD AS AN ASSISTANT IN THE GARDEN 

BY A. C. WORKMAN 

Photographs by Ella M. Beals 

The old superstition that the toad produces warts is abso- 
lutely without foundation in fact 

gelatinous covering that 
swells when it comes in 
contact with the water, 
forming a mass considera- 
bly larger than the parent 
toad. The eggs hatch in 
about two weeks, and the young tadpoles begin at once to feed 
greedily upon the gelatinous substance, then begin to eat the 
deposits of slime on the surface of the pond. 

This habit of eating the slimy growths from everything in the 
pond, keeps the water as clear as crystal, and has made toads 
known as good scavengers; it also recommends them for the 
purpose of cleaning surface waters during the spring, especially 
such waters as have been used for the dumpage of city waste. 

The tadpoles grow rapidly, and in a few weeks the hind-legs 
appear, the fore-legs develop, the tail is absorbed, and in less than 
two months after hatching, the little toads emerge from the water, 
rarely ever returning except for a few days at the mating season. 
It is said that the adult toads generally return to the pond in 
which they were hatched to lay their eggs. The question might 
be asked, why is it that, laying thousands of eggs a year, the 
species does not increase more rapidly? It is known that prac- 
tically every egg in the laying hatches, but from the time the 
tadpoles are formed until they leave the pond they are preyed 
upon by their enemies, the fishes, ducks, turtles, newts, and water- 
beetles. On leaving the water, the young toads are killed by 
ducks, hens, geese, guinea fowl, and snakes; while the adults 
are delectable morsels for many birds. 

In addition to those destroyed by their natural enemies, 
large numbers of the toad are killed annually by man; lawn- 
mowers, wheels of vehicles, and the burning of lawns and fields, 
being the usual methods of slaughter. The greatest charge, how- 
ever, must be made against the small boy, who, from curiosity, 
cruelty, or other desire for wrongdoing, kills the toads by thou- 
sands every spring on their way to or from the breeding ponds. 
Dr. Hodge states that one spring he counted two hundred dead, 
mangled, or struggling toads around one small pond; and the 
following day he learned that two boys had killed three hundred 

more. It is probable that this 
wholesale killing of toads will con- 
tinue until boys understand the 
valuable service the animals render, 
and that they deserve protection. 

The toad has neither ribs nor 
teeth. Its tongue is free behind 
and attached in front, making it 
possible to catch insects with great 
rapidity, almost with sleight-of- 
hand magic. Only moving insects 
tempt this little animal’s appetite. 
Its capacity for worms, snails, 
crickets, grasshoppers, spiders, cut- 
worms, potato bugs, and thousand- 

(Continued on page xv) 

Give the toad a bath-tub and a shel- 
ter from the mid-day sun for your 
garden’s sake 
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For an inexpensive entrance this fence of rough, green stained boards, 
relieved by the white lattice and arch, is excellent 

Brick piers are more costly, but also more durable than wood work; 
the caps may be of stone or cement 

Garden Entrances 
rHE NEED FOR SOME ARCHITECTURAL FEATURE TO MARK THE WAY THROUGH 

THE GARDEN BOUNDARY, WITH SUGGESTIONS FROM SUCCESSFUL EXAMPLES 

BT -ALICE 

Photographs by M. H 

LANDSCAPE architect, in making a plea for a more general 
enjoyment of our gardens, apart from the pleasure of 

gathering and caring for the flowers, gives many valuable sugges- 
tions for introducing various accessories for comfort and beauty— 
summer houses or shelters, decorative enclosures, such as gar- 
den walls or fences, appropriate furniture, sun-dials and foun- 
tains. Such features as these demand, in a way, a privacy 
that the average American garden lacks, but which, when 
secured, is one of the best means for reaching the desired result. 

Ihe most enjoyable gar- 
den is one which is in some 
way related to the house but 
not necessarily shut away from 
it. A vista, or even a glimpse 
of flowers and shrubs carefully 

arranged, adds to the interior 
delight of a home during the 
summer months and when such 
a view is focused through an 
archway or gate its value is 
very much enhanced. 

“A garden through whose 
latticed gates 

The imprisoned pinks and 
tulips gazed.” 

lo complete the effect 
satisfactorily some abjective 

point may be made with a sun- 

dial and its pedestal, a shel- 
tered seat or a picturesque 
summer house. 

The importance of the 

An entranceway of “‘Chelten,” near Jenkintown, Pa., Mr. Wilson Eyre, 
architect. The columns are roughcasted in maroon and 

buff, the roof of red tiles 

M. KELLOGG 

Northend and others 

entranceway, by itself, is too little considered in the making of 
a garden. If it is not allied, by suggestion at least, to the archi- 
tecture of the house, and if it is not placed with regard to the 
fixed lines of pathways and fences, it stands as “‘an alien object 
in a foreign land.” 

lhe entrance to a garden need not be on an elaborate scale to 
meet the requirements of out-door art. Simplicity of line is a 
practical advantage, especially during the summer months when 
the support is clothed with verdure. A material of considerable 

durability is required to 
sustain the vines, and a frame- 
work substantial enough to 
appear well when cold weather 
withdraws its coverings. 
t+ § Rustic work suits various 
kinds of surroundings on a 
plain or a more expensive 
scale. It may be successfully 
employed near a country 
house of stone and shingles, 
a clapboarded suburban dwell- 
ing, a mountain camp built 
of slabs, or a seashore cabin 
of primitive architecture. The 
old practice of leaving gnarled 
and unnecessary bits of twigs 
on the unpeeled trunks as a 
so-called decoration is fortu- 
nately going out of vogue 
and better effects are attained 
with trimmed lengths of trees. 

With Colonial houses the 
garden entrance may repeat 
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the white painted exterior, or some 
detail of the porch columns or 
capitals. 

The first illustration shows an 
entranceway for a rear garden 
combined with a fence of unique 
design. The lower part of the 
enclosure is made with medium- 
width boards stained anf unob- 
trusive green and set upright with 
open spaces three inches wide be- 
tween. The upper portion of the 
fence is made of rather closely 
set lattice work, which is painted 
white to correspond with the posts 
and also with the trimmings of 
the house. Virginia creeper makes 
a luxuriant foliage on one side of 
this entrance, and lilies and ferns 
are grown in the opposite spaces. 

It will be readily seen that the 
charm of such a gateway lies in its 
suitability to its surroundings and 
that the opportunity to add to 
the pictorial aspect of the place has 
been artistically comprehended. 

In many of our country, su- 
burban and even town homes 
there is a chance to add as a unit- 

but attention should be called to 
the fact that certain artistic prin- 
ciples that are so generously and 
generally expressed in Southern 
Europe might serve a deeper, 
more lasting purpose than the 
transitory gratification of the 
tourist’s eye. 

Then, too, the amateur gar- 
dener is apt to find so many inter- 
esting phases of flower cultivation 
coming up, that all of his time. 
strength and ingenuity are ex- 
pended in this direction and the 
entranceways are neglected. 

In one home, where four gener- 
ations had planted and tended a 
flower garden on rather an exten- 
sive scale, a small wicket gate had 
always been the means of en- 
trance until a member of the 
household became convinced of 
its ineffectiveness and devised 
something better. A brick post 
was placed at either side spanned 
by an arch of heavy wire. Climb- 
ing roses in the course of a few 

years embowered this simple 
structure and spread their blos- 

ing link between the house and A a ge ae ve spans the marble steps of oneofthe = soms, during the season of their 
alia oe rae : nl entrances of the Pickman garden, Beverly Cove, Mass. Little at - a Se garden an attractive gate or en &@ Brown were the architects flowering, over the framework. 

trance. That this opportunity is 
often overlooked is largely due to the conventional spirit of the 
times which is as apparent outside of our homes as within. 

Many people travel through Italy and become, during their 
trip, steeped in the atmosphere of out-door beauty, but return 
to live in their commonplace settings, apparently uninspired by 
their experiences. 

The application of Italian landscape 
work to our own conditions is not in- 
tended by this statement to be regarded 
as the ultima thule of the American garden, 

Another expedient of a still 

less pretentious character was the making of a pair of low posts 
with field stones, and planting climbing nasturtiums in boxes 
that fitted the top. 

Each in its way suited its position so admirably that it seemed, 
even when first adopted, to belong perfectly with the general 

scheme. You may have a wealth of color 
in your garden, a splendid succession of 
bloom, but if there is no formal entrance, 
your garden lacks the one thing that will 
complete its individuality. 

A solid door is unusual in a garden entrance, Let the architectural character of the garden For the sunken garden a winding stairs such 
but it has the merit of holding the view entrance always harmonize in color, design as this excellent example gives one a variety 
back for a complete surprise and materials with the house itself of views as he descends 



The delicate and dainty beauty of the hardy Primrose commends it as one of the loveliest flowers of springtime 

Why You Should Grow Primroses 
BY ADELINE THOMSON 

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves 

hk" IR early blossoms in the perennial garden or border, hardy 
Primroses give greater satisfaction and pleasure than many 

other perennials. When most other hardy plants are only putting 
forth green leaves, the primrose unfolds its happy flowers, and for 
a month or more scatters cheer throughout the garden in spite 
of Spring's fickle winds 

Primrose blossoms are extremely attractive in their profusion. 

In form and size they resemble the flowers of the Chinese primrose 
(always a favorite house plant) and possess colors that shade from 
purest white through varying yellows, saffrons, purples and 
crimson. Their color is wonderfully beautiful 
mass planting. 

when used in 

[here are several varieties of hardy primroses—the Auriculas, 
the old-fashioned Polyanthus, and the English Primrose. All 
varieties deserve liberal planting in every hardy garden. 

[he primrose possesses two characteristics that make it a per- 
fect border plant—its low-growing habit, and its attractive foliage, 
resisting heat or drought. 

Primroses are easily increased by root division. From two 
varieties which | purchased three years ago | have now over eighty 

wt : 
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The old-fashioned Polyanthus (Primula Polyantha) is perfectly 
hardy, blooming in earliest spring} 

strong, thrifty plants. The roots are formed of many small 
crowns, which, seemingly, are of but one part. These crowns are 
easily cut or pulled apart, and each crown planted, no matter how 
small it may be, will form a new plant. The time for this work 
is immediately after the plant has finished flowering in the spring. 
If done then, a single season’s offsets will become as large as the 
parent plant. Choose a shady place for the work and exercise 
care in pulling the crowns apart. Plant the offsets in a shady 
location until they have thrown up new, strong growth, then 
transplant to permanent places. 

Primroses may be raised from seed, but the young plants 
require so much care that it is far easier to buy varieties and in- 
crease one’s stock by root division. 

All varieties of hardy primroses should be planted in the spring. 
By repeated experiments | have found fall planting to be a dismal 
failure—a fact showing conclusively that primroses must become 
thoroughly established or winter will kill them. The first week in 
April has proved, with me, an ideal time for this planting. If the 
plants are in the ground by this time, they will invariably blossom 
the first season, though the flowers will be smaller, perhaps, and 
appear a little later than usual. Primroses, however, will succeed 
when planted any time between the first of April and the first of 
June. 

| find primroses perfectly hardy in a climate where the ther- 
mometer often drops low in the zero region, but if given proper 
winter protection there is no reason why primroses should not 
thrive in the coldest localities. They should not be covered 
until the ground freezes. The plant needs the gradual cold of the 
fall to become hardened. | find my primroses come through 
winter much better when covered with leaves and coarse litter, as 
manure is apt to burn the leaves and also starts the plant-growth 
prematurely. Leaves must be held in place by branches or old 
boards, to be removed in March. Do not uncover the primroses, 
however, until early in April or frost may injure the flower 
buds. 

After the long, barren months of winter, primrose blos- 
soms will seem unusually welcome, and while the flowers that 
follow may appear more beautiful, they never can have quite 
the same appeal as the hardy primrose. If it had no recommend- 
ation but its early and reliable blossoming, that alone would 
win it favor. 
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The Daybreak is a quilled variety 
of carnation hue 

The Hohenzollern variety produces beautiful 
white, pink and lavender blossoms 

The Pink Beauty is another variety 
exquisite in color 

Asters for the Million 
SF: 3. A. NICHOLS 

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves 

HERE has never been a flower garden that has seemed quite 
complete without Asters. Every succeeding year finds 

them more sure of their prestige than ever; at least the writer 
cannot find any flower that has given greater satisfaction in her 
garden. This has been especially noticeable during the past 
years when the Asters therein have been planted with regard to 
massing separate colors, great care being taken with selection. 

The varieties selected for last year’s garden were so successful 
that one is safe in recommending them, though there are many 
others wonderfully beautiful and worth while. The writer’s ex- 
periment included the large-flowered dwarf White Queen, the 
peach-blow pink Mary Semple, Truffaut’s Peony (glowing crim- 
son), and the rich deep colored Royal Purple. The last three 
are branching in growth, somewhat later than the Dwarf White 
Queen, and may be supplemented by Purity, an exquisite branch- 
ing white variety. 

The writer planted seeds an eighth of an inch deep in shallow 
boxes (flats) indoors the latter part of March, keeping the boxes 
somewhat cool, and as the seeds germinate in a week’s time or so, 
by the end of May there were splendid thrifty seedlings all ready 
for setting in outdoor beds. 

The soil of these beds had been enriched by a mulch of leaf- 
mold over the winter, and by early spring was in a fine, mellow 
condition, just right to nourish the young plants from the start. 
These seedlings were set six inches apart, in rows one foot apart. 
Thus there was plenty of room for frequent cultivation and 
weeding. As it was desired to collect the seed and to insure from 
season to season thereafter a true succession of bloom, the separate 
masses of varieties were so far separated one from another as to 
secure each from contact with the pollen of the other, beyond 
what might be carried by visiting insects. 

The dwarf White Queen plants came to maturity some 
three weeks before the others. They were marvels in pristine 
purity of snowy bloom, growing to a height of fifteen inches, 
uniformly, and having a blooming season of four or five weeks. 

The branching varieties of tall vigorous bush-like growth 
differed greatly in form. Their extremely large flowers were borne 
on long upright stems branching out, and were especially fine 
for cutting. The Mary Semple, a lovely delicate pink, much the 
shade of the Day Break carnation, was a wonder in the perfection 
of its double flower. The Truffaut’s Peony shared honors with 

the Mary Semple in all points, and although its crimson blooms 
were in contrast with the others, they did not, as one might sup- 
pose, kill the exquisite effect of their pink neighbors. No such 
risk could be taken with the Royal Purple variety, however, and 
the bed containing them was quite remote from the others. 

Nearly all branching varieties of Asters continue blooming 
right up to frost time, if the ravages of black beetles that early 
commence to chew the petals are combated. This is easily done 
by watching for the first appearance of these beetles, picking 
them off into a cup with a pointed stick. It is really wonderful 
how short a time it takes to keep all your Asters free from these 
beetles if you go about this task systematically. A few minutes 
care every few days will protect your beautiful beds. 

One of the recommendations for early planting, and therefore 
for starting plants indoors now is that early plants are not apt to 
be subject either to black beetle depredations, nor to the mysteri- 
ous Aster disease which often destroys all the flowers of a bed in a 
couple of days. A teaspoonful of Paris green in the watering-pot 
can be sprinkled on the plants at night and early in the morning, 
which treatment will prove effective. All flowers should be re- 
moved as soon as they fade, and beds be freely watered. 

The hardy Asters, Michaelmas Daisies, are especially effective 
for mass planting 
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Residents of Germantown and its vicinity are most 
fortunate in having an attractive local stone, 
sparkling with mica, which the Philadelphia archi- 
tects have learned so well how to use with the broad 
white mortar joints 

The first floor plan is of a 
common type that works 
out extremely well—cen- 
tral hall, a living -room 
taking one whole end, and 
the dining-room opposite, 
backed by the service 
wing 

A COUNTRY 

On the second floor one door 
closes off the servants’ 
bedrooms with their back 
stairway. On the third 
floor there are two good 
bedrooms, with closets, a 
bath and an ample store- 
room 

HOUSE AT 

WYNNEWOOD, PA. 

Vellor & Meigs art hitec ts 

The shingied roof sheltering the first-story windows is a feature commonly 
called the “* Germantown hood” 
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Two built-in seats flank the front door ona brick-paved terrace that is 
carried around from the porch 

vivabtesblas 
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| New hand-riven shingles were put on, and new lattice columns and i 

! flower-boxes out added, the latter painted an emerald green by lath and plaster. Mud brick filled the spaces between studs) 

THE 

A dilapidated wreck of a house that tradition says is 180 
years old, and was used by Captain Kidd for many years, 
has been reclaimed from ruin for a New York bachelor’s 
shooting lodge. Nearly everything but the hand-hewn 
timbers of oak had to be rebuilt, but the general charac- 
ter of the old work has been maintained 

Max G. Heidelberg, Architect 

On the first floor the dining- Before remodeling only one 
room has an enormous old room on the second floor 

yi fireplace with an opening was habitable; the others 
- ten feet wide were flooded by every rain 

REMODELED HOME OF CAPTAIN KIDD, 
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SEA GIRT, N. 

In the old house the second and third story floor beams were never covered 

J. 



desired, please enclose a silf-addressed stamped envelope 

Inside the House 

SEVERAL inquiries regarding mirrors 
as decorative features for the 

living-rooms of the house have been re- 
ceived by this department, so that it 
seems well to give a general reply cover- 

ing these 
Decoratively speaking, the mirror can 

always find a place where it will add to 
the beauty of the room. This statement, 
however, refers wholly to the mirror 
itself, but as it must have some setting, 
the frame is found to be the stumbling 

block to its successful introduction as a 

\ 

el Colonial 
nearly every 

There are several types of three- 
mirrors, harmonizing well wit 
style of interior other than Craftsman or Mis- 
sion 

The Editor will gladly answer queries pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing. 

decoration. The frame of the mirror 
must be in harmony with the room, in 
some degree at least. For instance, a 
mirror framed in dull gold, in the beauti- 
ful acanthus leaf design with the crossed 
torches at the top, is so distinctly French 
that it would not look well in a Craftsman 
room, nor would a plain dark wood- 
framed mirror, suited to a room of the 
latter type, be possible in a room of 
French period decoration. This, how- 
ever, is so obvious a truth that it seems 
scarcely necessary to point it, except 
that unfortunately we sometimes find 
over-mirrors on mantels made ready to 
put in place, in which mistakes as 
flagrant as these appear. 

As the mirror is a very usual decora- 
tion and completion of the mantel we 
will consider the style suitable to this 
first. There is for such a place an ac- 
cepted type of Colonial panel mirror 
which may be adapted to many styles of 
rooms in which the period idea is not 
necessarily dominant. Indeed, in most 
rooms, unless they be distinctly on Mis- 
sion or Craftsman lines, such a mirror 
can adjust itself agreeably, particularly 
when the woodwork is of mahogany or 
has been given an ivory enamel finish 
Excellent reproductions of pure Colonial 
designs may be purchased at very reason- 
able rates, and in fitting a room one can 
do no better than put money into a 
mirror of this kind; the cost is much less 
than a good picture and the decorative 
effect often equal to the latter. Also in 
some rooms the oval mirror can be effec- 
tively used over the mantel. This is 
especially suited to reception or drawing 
rooms and, if flanked by sconces on either 
side, provides a complete and dignified 
over-mantel treatment. 

It is much wiser to avoid the over- 
mantel mirror which is a part of the 
mantel, as this nearly always gives a 
commonplace effect. Excellent mantels 
can be purchased without the mirror, 
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When cn immediate reply is 

and by adding a very nominal sum to 
the amount saved on the cost of this 
mantel such a mirror as described above 
may be bought. Also there are many 
beautiful and quaint reproductions of 
the Queen Anne, the Chippendale, and 
the Empire designs which can be fitted 
into any room that will carry successfully 
a piece of Colonial or French furniture. 

In placing a mirror other than over 
the mantel the vista it will reflect should 
be considered. By a judicious arrange- 
ment in this, the apparent size of the 
room may be much increased. 

Where the woodwork is dark and 

x 

§ 

One of the later types of old mirrors, s used 
here; it serves to heighten the effect’\of the 
old candlestick prisms 
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heavy and the lines of the room demand 
the Craftsman furnishing the mirror may 
be set over the mantel and framed with 
a perfectly flat border of wood finished 
like the standing woodwork of the room. 
Mirrors are only permissible in rooms of 
this type when framed in some such 
manner. 

In the December number of House 
& GARDEN is a very comprehensive 
article on “Old Looking-glasses’’ which 
is fully illustrated and will be found of 
interest in this connection. 

A hall mirror should be simple and so 
placed as to receive the direct light if 
possible, so that it will be decorative as 
well as useful. 

There is in New York a wholesale 
manufactory of mirrors, frames, lamps 

and shades, sconces, etc., some made of 
carved wood or composition treated with 
gold leaf burnished dull. Here one can 
find the most bewilderingly beautiful 
reproductions and original designs. This 
place is unusual not only in the’ wholly 
artistic standard it preserves in its repro- 
ductions, but also in the opportunity 
offered the retail purchaser to make 
selections from the wholesale stock, after 
which an order for the piece selected may 
be placed through some firm carrying 
the goods. 

The Dining-room Fireplace and 
Mantel 

OULD House & GarRDEN advise me 

about the dining-room of a house I am 

now building? I wish to furnish this with some 

good Chippendale (reproductions) furniture 

I now have, but I do not wish the wood finish 

to be white enamel as the standing woodwork 
is of selected birch. I want to make a feature 
of the beamed ceiling, and also to have a good 
simple mantel. The room is not high-ceiled, 
being but little over 9 feet. I have, however, 
seen attractive and correct rooms with low 

beamed ceilings. 

One of the accompanying illustrations 
shows a very attractive dining-room 
which seems to hold the necessary sug- 
gestions for you. The mantel shown here 
is extremely good and you would do well 
to keep to it, in its entirety. The panel- 
ing above the mantel shelf and the plain 
brick, laid in the white mortar, are con- 
vincing and good. Also, if you desire a 
beamed ceiling you may find helpful sug- 
gestions in the one shown here. 

A Picture Over a Mantel 

HAVE a very beautiful painting which I 
would like to use in my dining-room. It 

has been suggested to me that it would be 

practical to have this set in the wall over the 
mantel now in course of construction. I am 
not quite clear in my mind about how this 
would look. Would House & GarpEN 

kindly advise me in the matter? The subject 
of the picture is a suitable one to a dining-room 

and the woodwork in the room is oak. I thank 
you in advance for any attention you will give 
my question. 

An over-mantel picture is effective, but the 
woodwork frame should be made for it 

The photograph of the dining-room 
here reproduced shows a picture set over 
a mantel. While a better example could 
doubtless be provided, this will convey 
to you an idea of the effect. If the pic- 
ture wére wider it would be better. There 
is no more decorative treatment for an 
over-mantel in a dining-room than the 
one you suggest, if the picture is a suitable 
one and the tones are harmonious. We 
will be glad to serve you further in this 
matter and if you will send a self-ad- 
dressed envelope we will write you per- 
sonally. 

Concerning Inexpensive Rugs 

"aes are so many really beautiful 
domestic rugs now made that it 

is not at all difficult to find suitable ones 
for the cottage or bungalow, which, 
together with excellent wearing qualities, 
will supply the needed color note to the 
scheme of furnishing. 

For the seaside cottage there is 
scarcely a more satisfactory rug than one 
of Chinese matting. These are made of 
twisted straw and 
in color and design 
are very pleasing. 
The queer Oriental 
figures they show 
are widely spaced 
and green, yellow, 
red, and rich dull 
blue are each to 
be found a single 
color on the yel- 
low-white back- 
ground of the mat- 
ting; these cost 
about $12.00, 9 x 

12 size. The fibre 
matting rugs are 
also durable, and 
may sometimes be 
found in good col- 
ors, although these 
are best suited to 
porches or to camp 
use. They may 

be bought in’ size 9 x 12 as iuw as $7.50 
each 

Then there is a rug called the * bunga- 
low’’ rug, hand-woven, of wool, and the 
line of colors from which one may select 
is large. In these the two-tone effects 

are especially good. 
Another domestic rug of rich soft pile, 

good weave, and remarkable wearing 
quality is made in reproductions of many 
Oriental designs. Some of these are 
very beautiful, while those showing 
stronger colors than the design will carry, 

should be avoided, but by careful selec- 
tion in purchasing one of these rugs the 
result in point of artistic beauty and also 
in the life of the rug is all that one could 
ask. 

Tiles tor the Fireplace 

W* are particularly interested in getting 
some information about tiles for the 

fireplaces in our new home. I have read what 

this department had to say about selecting 
these with due regard to the color scheme of 

the room. Now for my library I am undeter- 
mined about the color. The room is of north- 
ern exposure and the woodwork is_ brown. 

I may wish to make the walls red, although 

this is not decided. For the living-room ma- 

hogany woodwork is used and I shall probably 
put a tapestry fabric on the walls. The recep- 

tion-room has ivory white enamel and paneled 
walls. These walls may have the panels cov- 

ered with silk damask, or may be tinted like 
the woodwork. I would like the den something 

very unusual, with a tile which would show a 
completed picture when in place. 

We are glad to know that you are 
giving this consideration to the color of 
tiles. This is a question of great im- 
portance and one which has not been 
treated with sufficient seriousness in the 
past. 

For the library we would suggest a 
dull-finish ecru tile. This will accord 
with the tint you will in any case use in 

(Continued on page xvi) 

When in doubt what to do over your mantel-shelf, panel it 
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March should bring Winter’s good-bye and 
Spring's first greeting as when the Crocus 
peeps up through the snow 

vithin the month's province, among 
iem these 

March Preparations 

oo a look around the lawn and see 
what repairs it will be needing, and 

ret out your lawn tools for a thorough 
overhauling, so you may plan for others 
you may wish to order 

have mulched your lawn the 

remove this mulch the 

first day the frost leaves the ground 
otherwise the roots under it will take an 
unnatural start, which will receive a 

severe setback by later frosts 

It you 

autumn before 

Examine your porch vines and tie 

them up with new fastenings where 
nee led 

Look over your garden paths and 
walks and plan their betterment. Flag- 
stone and flat stepping-stones can be 
employed usefully for these 

You may prune your Hydrangeas, Dog- 
wood and Elders now, and if you have 
forgotten to prune your-grape-vines it 1s 
better to do it now than not at all. Hy- 
brid perpetual Roses may be pruned 
back to one or two feet as soon as frost 

leaves the ground 

T 

Nitrate of soda as well as common salt 
will help the growth of your rhubarb and 
asparagus if put on the beds in March. 

By March rsth it will be well to un 
cover your bulb beds and aiso your hardy 
borders 

Put boxes and barrels around your 
Rhubarb plants after the snow has gone, 
and put manure over them. 
they should have a top covering. 

Sow inside under cover bachelor but- 

tons, calendula, Drummond Phlox, French 

Marigolds, double Petunias, Lantana, Can- 
nas, Coleas, Heliotrope (for budding out), 
Ostrich Plume Chrysanthemums and Chau- 
baud Carnations (for October and later 
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lumns subscriber's queries Of gene ral interest pertaining to individual problems connected with the 

j direct personal refly is di sired, fleas enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

flowering), Ardisia (for bloom next spring, 
and berry fruit the Christmas after), 
Dahlias (to flower this season), among 
other flowers. 

Orchard trees may be transplanted 
as soon as the ground will work up to a 
fine and mellow soil. They should never 
be put into a sticky mortar-like soil. 
Deciduous trees and shrubs may now be 
set out. 

Magnolias of all varieties, hybrid 
Rhododendrons and Mountain Laurel 
should be set out only in the spring, and 
then as soon as the ground may be 
worked. 

Remember that all your spraying 
should be finished by the middle of April 

Lily-of-the-Valley pips should be 
started right away, in time for Easter 
bloom. Your Snowdrops, Scillas, Crocus, 

Hepaticas, Magnolias and English daisies 
should be blooming this month. Bring 

forth the rest of your bulbs from the cellar. 

} 

The Lily-of-the-Valley is one of the love- 
liest flowers for Easter 
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If you are digging around your garden 
at any time remember that dug-in snow 
chills the soil where roots may be dor- 
mant, consequently they will be injured 
or killed by thoughtless treatment of 
this sort. 

Sow lettuce, globe artichokes in cold- 
frames and hotbeds, beets, carrots, onions, 
tomatoes, egg-plant and peppers in flats; 
also thin out those already up which you 
started earlier. 

If you sow parsley now indoors you 
will have a good April crop. Before plant- 
ing parsley seed soak it in warm water for 
a day, as it is very slow to germinate. 

If the season is a very early one get 
your Sweet Pea seeds into the ground 
early. 

Fork asparagus beds lightly, first 
spreading well-rotted manure or bone 
meal on the ground. 

North exposure window boxes will suc- 
ceed when properly filled 

Window Boxes 

ILL you kindly tell me what plants I 
can grow successfully in window boxes 

that have a northern exposure ? I am not sure 
of what to plant. 

The following list is recommended 

for your purpose: fancy caladiums, trail- 
ing Fuchsia, Maurandya, dwarf Ageratum, 
Ivy Geranium, Begonia, Manettia Vine, 
Boston Fern, Asparagus sprengeri, Cissus 
discolour, Russellia grandis and Asparagus 
tenutsstmus. 

Liquid Fertilizer 

ILL you please give me directions for 

preparing some liquid fertilizer? 

One of the most satisfactory home- 
made mixtures is prepared with manure 
from the cow barn—two bushels to fifty 
gallons of water. And then good liquid 
fertilizer is prepared as follows: 

2 Quarts Water 

4 Ounces Nitrate of Soda 
8 ‘““  Monobasic Calcium Phosphate 
5 “Sulphate of Potash. 

When using take only one part of this 
mixture to thirty parts of water, applying 
once a week. Neater to handle are the 
prepared fertilizers put up in tablet or 

powder or liquid forms, which can be ob- 
tained through all seedsmen, and are 
especially convenient. 

A Spray for Insect Pests 
M* plants suffer from aphides. What isa 

1 good exterminator of these pests? 

For plani-lice, or aphides, try spraying 
the foliage with soapsuds and _ rinsing 
the plants afterwards, or you may spray 
with tobacco water that can be prepared 
from tobacco “stems’’ which any seeds- 
man can supply. Into a gallon of warm 
water put a large handful of these stems 
and let them stand covered for some 
twenty-four hours. 

Overwatering 

HY do the leaves of my house-plants 

turn yellow and drop? I keep them 

plentifully watered 

Probably, if the temperature of your 
room is right, and the potting soil suitable, 
the trouble lies with overwatering, which 
tends to sour the soil, causing the leaves 

to turn and fall, just as underwatering 
causes them to wilt. More plants are 
killed by drowning than by drought. The 

article on Watering Flowering Plants in 
Pots, in the columns of this issue should 
prove of especial interest to you. 

Smilax 
AN you tell me something about Smilax 

and how it is best grown and cared for? 

The Smilax (Asparagus medzoloides, 
also known to florists as Myrsiphyllum 
asparagoides,) is especially recommended 
for the window-garden. Moreover, it 
thrives. in more shade than many other 
vines, and can be put to grow in the less 
well lighted corners of your window. It 
will often exceed eight feet in height, but of 
course requires a string to climb upon. 
The dark green foliage is glossy and hand- 
some, and eventually tiny single white 
sweet-scented flowers appear. 

Cyclamens come true to color from seed 
and one can buy named varieties that can 
be counted on to reproduce themselves 

Cyclamens from Seed 
It is always preferable to start Cycla- 

mens from seed to grow on unchecked till 
the following year. The period of germi 
nation is a long one (often six or eight 
weeks), and some fifteen months are 
required to bring the plants to free bloom. 

Old Cyclamen bulbs are not worth keep 
ing. 

Ornamental Grasses 
Many beautiful grasses may be planted 

on the home grounds to add to the effec- 

tiveness of any place. There are the tall 
varieties and the dwarf ones, both pro- 
ducing every shade of green, silver-gray, 
while many of them, such as the old- 

fashioned Ribbon Grass (Phalarts arun- 
dinacea var. variegata) are parti-colored. 

Ornamental grasses, reeds and sedges are useful additions to a lawn’s attractiveness. 
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W hile there 1s vet time, b 

induced to hide the pruning 

hears, or their enticing likeness in the 

ules book from yourself and give 

attention thi month to the fashion 

f a plant's growth Sound knowl 

edge of this should precede the cut 
tin ot even the smallest twig, just as 

ound knowledge of anatomy must pre 

cede the successful surgeon work on 

human subject There nothing to 

prune until a plant has grown—and not 

a yvreat deal then, uf its growth has been 

intelligently directed and assisted 

We are accustomed to think and 

speak of buds as embryonic flowers, but 

they are a great deal more than that 
There are flower buds, leaf buds and 
mixed buds—that is flower - and - leaf 

buds—and every branch and limb of the 

sturdiest tree, indeed even the tree itself, 

They are 
the source of all growth after a plant 1s 

out of the seed 

has had its beginning in a bud 

rhe tiny plant springs from the seed 

broadly speaking, by means of its fermnal 

bud, and each year its growth proceeds 

upward by the formation of another 
terminal bud during the summer, which 
crowns its season's work and opens the 
succeeding year into leaves, pussibly 
flowers and a further growth of stem 

On either side of this main stem, at 

regular intervals usually, /ateral buds are 

formed from which in due_ season 

branches develop. As these commonly 
rise between the leaf stalks and the main 
stem-—that its in the axils of the leaves 

they are called axdlary bud They are 

however the terminal buds of the branches 

ot course; so growth is always carried on, 

strictly speaking, by a terminal bud 
This leaves a lot of useless buds along 

every stem apparently, for a very smail 
percentage develop and grow into shoots 

und of those that do, many die quickly, 
choked out in one way or another—else 
there would be as many branches one 

season as there had been leaves the season 

The Growth of Mature Plants 

before. But these seemingly useless buds 
are Nature’s wonderful reserve, held 
back for weeks, or months, or maybe 
years, as the case may be, yet always in 
readiness to spring to the rescue when 
the plant’s normal leaf surface is taken 
away, either by accident or design. 

For this leaf surface cannot be re- 
duced; the leaves, which spread to the 
air and light certain substances which 
the roots have taken from the ground, 
are as necessary to the plant’s life as its 
roots, and the proportion of leaf surface 
to root surface must be maintained. 

Cut back the branches of privet to induce 
bushy growth and you will have three 
branches where one grew before 

With wonderful intelli- 
gence and patience they wait, 
these reserve buds, until 
injury comes to the terminal 
bud, and then they fairly leap 
into activity in their haste to 
supply the loss. The strong- 
est gain the lead, and keep 
it usually, and thus, the origi- 
nal leading stem having 
ceased its growth, those 
branches which spring from 
the strongest buds intheir 

turn become leaders. Some- 
times there are several of 
these, sometimes only one. 

There is a third kind of 
bud which some trees and 
shrubs producein great 
abundance following injury, 
and these, rising from any- 
where on old branches or out 
of the trunk itself, are called 
adventitious buds. They sim- 
ply supplement the work of 
the dormant axillary buds 
and hasten foliage renewal 

when large limbs have been sacrificed 
and there has been great loss. 

Generally speaking the most virile 
strength of any branch is nearest its tip. 
Growth proceeds at the apex, with 
branching growth usually springing from 
the axillary buds nearest the apex—the 
upper buds these are called. Removing 
the terminal bud stimulates the growth 

of these upper axillary buds—or branches 
which these may have formed—because 
the supply of nourishment to that par- 
ticular stem has then to be divided be- 
tween only two, while before it supplied 
three. It is seldom, however, that the 
removal of the terminal bud alone will 
induce further branching down a stem— 
otherwise that form of growth charac- 
terized as bushy—though it may some- 
times. The severe cutting back of privet 
in hedges is an excellent example of what 
must be done to secure dense branching 
low down on a plant, and it is also an 
excellent example of what will happen to 
a plant that is pruned to excess. 

Privet usually branches three times 
immediately below the cut. To secure 
these branches near the ground, it is 
therefore necessary to cut it first to within 
a few inches of the ground, and then to 

cut these shoots down again pretty close 
to the parent stem, and so on. This 
furnishes stocky, stiff plants—just what 
one doesn’t want in flowering shrubs, 
though it is highly desirable in a hedge. 

Removing the first pair of axillary 
buds will start the next into growth 
usually, while the removal of buds or 
small branches down along a stem will 
stimulate the growth at its apex. In this 
way a plant’s general growth may be 
directed towards a certain ideal form from 
its infancy, with never a bit of waste in 
its vitality or in the time required to 
arrive at that ideal. 

Be in no hurry to prune old shrubs, 
(Continued on page xix) 
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In Mahogany. Price $700. 

Where others have failed to build a small, yet perfect GRAND PIANO meeting present-day 
requirements, the HOUSE OF KNABE, after SEVENTY-THREE YEARS of careful 
research and experiment, has succeeded in producing 

The WORLD’S BEST GRAND PIANO 
In the small size of 

5 FEET, 2 INCHES 

This instrument possesses that same matchless tone for which KNABE GRANDS have 
long since been distinguished—a tone peculiar to and distinctive of all KNABE PIANOS, 
which carry the endorsement of the leading musicians of the day. 

Knabe Pianos may be purchased of any Knabe representative at New York prices with added cost of freight and delivery. 

Wm. KNABE & Co., 438 Fifth Avenue, Cor. 39th Street 
NEW YORK 

BALTIMORE LONDON 

NOLLEY 
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THE J. L. 

MODEL CLOSETS 

HE fact that Mott’s Fixtures 
represent the latest develop- 

ment of sanitary science 1s 

clearly proved by the comprehen- 

sive variety of model closets we 

offer. Our Catalogue shows 30 

distinct types equipped with high, 

low or concealed cisterns; flush 

valves or pneumatic combinations. 

“MODERN PLUMBING” 

For the latest suggestions in bathroom equipment, 

send for a copy of our booklet ‘* Modern Plumb- 
ing.”’ It illustrates and describes a wide range of 
fixtures in Imperial Solid Porcelain, Vitreous Ware 

and Porcelain Enameled Iron. There are 24 illus- 
trations of model rooms ranging in cost from $74 
to $3,000, together with valuable suggestions re- 

garding decoration and tiling. 

MOTT IRON WORKS 

SANITARY~ PERFECT 
SCREW CONNECTION 

Our Sanitary-Perfect 
Screw Connection makes 

an absolutely permanent 

joint and eliminates the 
possibility of sewer gas 
escaping at this point. 
Illustration shows thread- 
ed brass coupling at- 
tached to soil pipe in 
floor and screw connec- 
tion secured in base of 
closet. 

BRANCHES 

Boston, Chicago. Philadelphia 
Detroit, Minneapolis. Washington, St. Louis, 
New Orleans, San Francisco, San Antonio, 
Atlanta, Seattle and Indianapolis 

CANADA: 83 Bleury St., 

Pittsburgh, 

Montreal 

a 

Jae OVER FIGHTY YVRARS OF SUTREMACY @910 

FIFTH AVENUR AND SEVENTEENTH STREET 

mcf & re Sa? 

weed TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU ARE GETTING GENUINE MOTT psy 
Ale . : ata IMiCS LL} WARE, LOOK FOR THE MOTT LABEL ON BACH PIECE ~ 

In This Charming House 

The Casement Hardware Co. 

154 Washington Street 

All the windows are CASEMENTS swinging 

out, convenient, practical and a joy and com- 

fort to the owner. With one hand he can 

unlock, swing and relock his sash in any 
position, and he does NOT have to open the 
screens. 

Our beautiful FREE Booklet tells why 

CHICAGO 

Grow Your Own Vegetables 

(Continued from page 103) 

during the middle of the day, for two or 
three days. Becareful to withhold water 
during dark weather, or many of your 
plants may be lost by “damping off’’— 
decaying and breaking down where earth 
and air meet. 

From now on, if you continue to give 
attention to watering and fresh air, your 
plants will grow rapidly. About a week 
before you expect to set them out, they 
should be “hardened off,’’ by being put 
outdoors. For the first few nights they 
will require covering with old bags, or an 

old rug or blanket, or bringing in if the 
weather is going much below freezing. 
After that they should stand anything 
but severe frost. Don’t be alarmed if 
your cabbage, lettuce or beets begin to 
look “blue’’ from the cold. They are 
only getting tough, and will go away 

ahead of soft green plants when they get 
into the garden rows. When they are 
once hardened, a little freezing will help, 
rather than hurt, the cabbage and lettuce. 

If by any mischance you should get 
caught some night, and find any other 
plants frozen cold and stiff in the morn- 
ing, don’t give them up for lost. Put 
them at once in a shaded place, or shade 
well with newspapers or other covering 
and water them, douse them, with cold 
water,—the colder the better. Let them 
thaw out as gradually as possible, and the 
chances are they will recover. 

The directions given above are for 
starting plants in the dwelling house. 
They apply also to the use of hotbeds 
and coldframes. But even greater atten- 
tion will have to be given to the matter 
of watering and ventilation, as one hot 

sunny day with the sash left down tight 
will about cook all your little vegetables, 
weeks before their allotted time. In an 
article in the preceding issue you will 
find directions for making coldframes 
and hotbeds. While your plants can be 
started successfully in the house, by all 
means have at least two or three sash if 
possible. Not only will they give yow 
better facilities for starting more plants, 
but you can get a crop of lettuce, radishes, 
cauliflower, cucumbers, tomatoes, and 
other good things, under way to mature 
where they are, and days or weeks ahead 
of your garden crops. Also you can start 
cucumbers, muskmelons, sweetcorn, and 
other things not easily started in the 
house. When using frames some gar- 
deners dispense with the use of flats, but 
I would advise against this, because some 
of your vegetables will be ready for 

transplanting and hardening off long 
before others, and if they are all in the 
frames together you cannot attend so 
well to their individual needs. 

Below are a few special instructions 
relating to the various vegetables you will 
want to start, to be kept in mind in addi- 
tion to the general directions given above. 

Peet.—It will hasten germination 
to soak the seed in lukewarm water 12 
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to 24 hours before sowing. When trans- 
planting be careful not to cover up the 
“head”’ of the plant, where the leaves 
sprout from the little bulb. 

Brocco.u!, Brusse_s Sprouts, Kout- 
RABI and CAULIFLOWER.—Treat same as 
cabbage, except keep from freezing. 

CABBAGE and Lettuce are the eas- 
iest vegetables to grow indoors. Don’t 
use the late varieties. Start any time 
after February rst. 

CucuMBER and MusKMELON.—These 
do not stand transplanting. The best 
way is to use light soil, in four-inch 
pots, drained at bottom. Or get a few 
thick sods, place upside down in frames 
or flats, and cut into pieces four inches 
square, kept packed together. Sow eight 
to fifteen seeds in each, and thin out to 
three when well up. Do not plant before 
middle of March or April, when days 
begin to get sunny and warm. 

Corn may be started ahead on sod 
in the same way. 

CELERY.—Seed is much smaller and 
slower to germinate than cabbage. As 
the seedlings are very small, a small 
pointed stick will be of help in trans- 
planting. Start in March, or outdoors in 
April. 

Ecc-PLANT and PEpPpER.—These 
require much more heat than cabbage, 
and cannot be set in the open ground 
until much later. Do not sow before the 
middle of March. 

Onions.—Usually raised from seed 
sown in the open, but if you want to raise 
gigantic mild ones, like those sold in the 
grocery stores, start some Prizetakers, or 
some of the large foreign sorts at once. 
They will not require transplanting to 
other flats, like cabbage. Sow the seed 
thinly in rows three inches apart, and if 
they come up too thickly thin out to five 
or six to the inch. Trim the plants back 
about one-third when three inches high. 
They will not require a warm tempera- 
ture. Sow any time to April 1st, but the 
early sowings will usually produce the 
best bulbs in the garden. 

TomaTo.—These will require a higher 
temperature than the cabbage. They 
should also be given more room when 
transplanted. If you want choice speci- 
mens, start early and transplant from 
the second box into four-inch pots, with 
a little manure or bone meal in each. 
Unless you can be sure to give them a 
warm temperature, say averaging 60° 
at night, do not start before March. 

The directions above relate to the 
starting of vegetable plants; but when 
you have your flats and soil ready, you 
should sow also a few annuals for the 
flower garden. Many of the common 
sorts may be started with no more trouble 
than the vegetables. For the finer 
seeded sorts, make a second sieve for 
sifting, bottomed with strong wire mos- 

quito netting. In preparing the seed 
boxes, sift the top inch of soil through 
this, and cover very lightly with same or 
with cocoanut fibre (to be had from your 
seedsman). Water with a rubber_bulb 

SUGAR WAFERS 
The study of pleasing effects 

becomes almost an obligation when 
appetites are to be coaxed into action. 

The serving of NABISCO Sugar 
Wafers with the dessert is an invariable 

rule with the successful hostess. 

NABISCO SUGAR WAFERS may be had 

In ten cent tins 

Also in twenty-five cent tins 

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY 

A Butler’s Pantry Door 
should swing both ways; should close gently and 
without noise and stop at once at the centre 
without vibrating. The only way to accomplish 
this is to use the “BARDSLEY” CHECKING 
HINGE. It goes in the floor under the door and 
there are no ugly projections on the door. 

JOSEPH BARDSLEY 
147-151 Baxter Street New York City 
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Your own Cottage at the 
Seaside or Mountains 

HE matter of expense need not stand in the way 
of your having a real vacation in the hills or at 
the seashore. Hodgson Cottages solve the 

problem. If you do not know all about how we have 
combined home comfort and attractiveness with true 
economy In 

HODGSON 

Portable Houses 
it will ke worth your while to look over our beautiful 1910 catalog. 
We have widened out in our twelve years of portable cottage build- 

ing. You will be sure to find something in the long line of Hodgson 
Portable Cottages, Lodges, Bungaloes, Retreats and Sea- 
side and Mountain ** Summer Homes,” that will meet your 
requirements. Well-designed Porches, Verandas, Sun Parlors, etc. 
Cottages, one room to as many as wanted. Inexpensive Garages 
for one or more cars—all of substantial character. We build to with- 
stand the severest storms. See our Exhibit at the New York Sports- 

man's Show, February 21st to March 9th. We will be glad to mail 
you catalog on request, 

E. F. HODGSON CO., 116 Washington St., Bos‘on, Mass. 
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Lawn Fountains, 2 
Railings and Gates, 
Electric Light Posts, 
Flower Vases, 
Drinking Fountains, 
Stable Fittings, Set- 
tees and Chairs, 
Tree Guards, Statu- 
ary. 

Illustrations and Es- 

timates furnished 

on application. 

Address, 
Ornamental Dept. 

Mort [row Works 

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York 

sprinkler, or through a piece of coarse 
blotting paper, and keep the box covered 
with a pane of glass, an inch above the 
soil, till the seed has germinated. This 
will retain the moisture, and help to keep 
it at an even degree. Let me emphasize 
again that you will find it no difficult 
task to start your own plants. A few 
flats, easily made, a little light porous 
loam (which you can get from some florist 
if your own garden is frozen up), and a 
sunny kitchen or living-room, kept mod- 
erately warm at night, are the only 
essential requirements. You will find 
your experiment a very interesting one, 
and with a dozen of the nicest vegetables 
in your garden ready a month to six weeks 
earlier than they would have been other- 
wise, your small labor will be repaid in 
abundance. 

In the next number we shall take up 
the preparation of a suitable bed for these 
fine plants of yours, so that you may get 
the biggest, earliest, and most luscious 
results from your work. 

Curtains for the Summer Home 

(Continued from page 107) 

There is a domestic cotton crepe 
which sells for 25 cents and is 29 inches 
in width, from which draperies, as well as 
bed and pillow covers, may be fashioned. 
Some charming designs are found in this 
fabric, dainty and delicate in color. One 
in particular, of sweet pea blossoms and 
tendrils, is especially pleasing if used 
with a wall paper having a crown ground 
of clusters of these blossoms in pink and 
dull violet, over a lower wall showing a 
dull gray .trellis against a paler back- 
ground. Another pattern in this crepe 
shows clusters of fresh pink roses on a 
white ground, and others, more conven- 
tional in design, poppies and leaves form- 
ing an all-over pattern outlined in black. 
These latter come in dull red, and green 
with but little white showing, and dull blue 
and green and are found very effective for 
the casement windows in the living-room 
and dining-room of a simple bungalow, 
or a den or smoking-room, where the walls 
are ceiled with wood or otherwise plain 
in color. 

The dress counters will sometimes 
supply to the clever shopper suggestions 
for window draperies at very small cost. 
Among these are Chambray ginghams in 
plain or crinkled effect, in beautiful tones 
of old rose, yellow tan, and delft blue. 
Curtains of this latter color and material, 
made with narrow valances and used in 
a dining-room where the walls show a 
blue-and-white paper, serve to accen- 
tuate the decorative scheme of the room. 
Under these draperies and next the glass, 
sheer book muslin curtains made with 
3-inch hems at the sill line, will complete 
a delightful treatment for such windows 
at a very little cost. The Chambray 
sells for 20 cents a yard and the muslin 
for 124 cents a yard. 

Where but a single set of curtains for 
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the windows are to be used, madras is 
often found acceptable, introducing color 
and design in a semi-transparent material. 
In purchasing madras one must avoid 
always the crude color combinations and 
too pronounced figures. But choosing 
well, one can make the windows of the 
living-room of a house very colorful and 
decorative with this material. 

With sage green walls, madras cur- 
tains of dull old blue showing a fugitive 
design of sage green leaves and flowers 
outlined in black, would be found har- 
monious; or, with brown walls, dim 
yellow madras with brown figures looks 
well. Some of this material comes with 
beautifully designed borders which give 
to the finished curtains a much hand- 
somer effect. On the whole there is no 
inexpensive curtain material which can 
give so rich an effect if the right color and 
pattern be chosen. The price for this 
material ranges from 80 cents, for the 
unbordered, to $2.00 a yard, and it is 
50 inches wide. 

Over-draperies of figured cretonne, 
linen taffeta or chintz have a quaint 
charm which complements well certain 
styles of furnishing. In a room typical 
of no particular period a most attractive 
scheme shows a quiet two-tone wall cov- 
ering as a good background for fresh 
colored linen taffeta draperies. These 
repeat in crisper and stronger tones the 
colors that appear in the rug. The same 
taffeta covers the cushions on the window- 
seat. An uncrowded and airy effect in 
a room of this kind is not the least of its 
charms. 

The Toad as a Garden Benefactor 

(Continued from page 113) 

legged worms, is remarkable, and ‘lim- 
ited only by the supply. As all of 
these insects are injurious to plant life, 
the service of the toad is most valuable; 
while as destroyer of the Browntail Moth 
in the infested districts of New England, 
the toad is of especial value. About 
eighty-one per cent of the food consumed 
by the toad is made up of injurious insects 
while the beneficial insects destroyed 
form only eleven per cent. These figures 
show that there are but few animals that 
render man such valuable service. 

It is said that English gardeners often 
pay as high as twenty-five dollars a 
bushel for toads for colonizing purposes. 
The fact that toads possess a strong 
“homing’’ instinct, occupying the same 
feeding ground year after year, and, if 
taken away, will immediately leave and 
attempt to find their familiar haunts, 
makes it difficult to establish toad col- 
onies; it has been suggested, however, 
that this can be successfully accomplished 
by providing a breeding place and carry- 
ing the toads to it at mating time, after 
which the young toads will establish 
themselves in that place. They have 
been known to occupy certain feeding 
grounds for eight and twelve years; and 

Pleasing Finishes 
with Good Paint 

HERE is as much difference between paint 
made of pure white lead and paint made of 
substitutes for pure white lead as there is 
between a silk fabric which is silk and a 
cotton fabric which masquerades as silk. 
@ Just as you select the texture of a fabric 
in relation to its proposed use (to beautify 
or to resist wear or to do both), so you can 
secure the proper effect in paint for every 
possible purpose by using pure white lead 
(“Dutch Boy Painter” trademark). The 
good painter knows how to get the effect 
you wish with hand-mixed white lead paint. 
@ With pure white lead paint any conceiv- 
able tint can be made to your order; and it 

has the exclusive peculiarity of “flowing together,” so 
that a beautiful surface without brush marks results. 
@ To property-owners who expect to spend from 
$40 to $1,000 this Spring on decorations, exterior 
or interior, our “Dutch Boy Paint Adviser,” though 
free, is worth at least an expert adviser’s fee, say 5% 
of the expenditure. To anyone not interested in paint- 
ing, it would not be worth the stamp used in sending 
for it. If you wish it; it is free on request. 
@ The “Dutch Boy Paint Adviser No.91” is free to 
anyone contemplating painting or decorating of any 
kind. Write for it. 

Our Pure White Lead (‘‘Dutch Boy Painter’’ trademark) is now packed 
in steel kegs, dark gun metal finish, instead of in oak kegs as heretofore. 

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY 
An Office in Each of the Following Cities : 

New York Boston Buffalo Cincinnati Chicago Cleveland St. Louis 

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co., Philadelphia) 

(National Lead & Oil Co., Pittsburgh) 

DRYING CLOTHES INDOORS 
‘an be accomplished without inconvenience or expense when using the “CHICAGO” or “CHICAGO- 
FRANCIS” Combined Dryer and Laundry Stove. Costs absolutely nothing to dry the clothes. The Laundry 

Stove serves the purpose of boiling clothes, heating flat-irons, and 
heats the Dryer, thus drying the clothes by what would ordinarily 
be waste heat. Can furnish stove suitable for burning coal, wood 
or gas. 

This device is a household necessity, and is within the reach of 
every owner of a modern home. We build Dryers of any desired 
size and capacity, suitable for Residences, Apartment Buildings, 
Hotels or Institutions. Write today for special circular with full 
descriptive matter and illustrations pertaining to our “CHICAGO” 
and “CHICAGO-FRANCIS” DRYERS; address nearest office. 

ee 01 AGO DRYER CO. DRYER M’F’G CO. 
‘A Modern Residence Laundry” 385 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. °* 206 East 26th Street, New York City 
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Mercer Boller for Steam and Hot Water Heating 

Our Heating Boilers 

and Radiators 

are made for the home 

Architect 

and Owner demand 

heat 

where the 

uniform in all 

weather. 

The efficiency of our 

apparatus makes this 

always possible. 

MILLS SAFETY BOILERS 

THE H. B. SMITH CO. 
Factory, Westfield, Mass. 

1225 Arch St., Philadelphia 

Baild no fence till 
yea have seen the 
Ward 1910 Free 

Iastrated Cata- 

legue on good 

Ornamental Metal 

Fence -« Gates 
We can save you money on metal fences and gates, 

ranging from the cheaper-than-wood kind to the 
finest ornamental styles. Hundreds of designs, low 

pectory prices. Send postal for 
Free Catalogue NOW Save 
cash; get better-than-usual fence. 

WARD FENCE CO., 

Box 166, Decatur, ind. 

it is claimed that one lived for thirty-six 
years in an English garden. 

Make friends with your toads, if you 
are fortunate enough to have any in your 

Every twenty-four hours a toad consumes in- 
sect food equal to four times its stomach 
capacity 

garden. Furnish for them a _ bathing 
place and a shelter from the mid-day sun 
(a board propped up at one end will 

answer), and you will be repaid by the 
faithful help of a most effectual garden 
assistant. 

Tiles for the Fireplace 

(Continued from page 121) 

your ceiling and be entirely harmonious 
with any color decided upon later for the 
walls. The tapestry material you will 
select for your mahogany living-room 

will most probably show some dull, olive 
green and smoked blue; therefore, you 
have a choice in tiles of either of these 
colors. Always select those of dull sur- 
face. In the white reception-room the 
question is less easily settled. You will 
probably determine upon the color for 

your silk panels before long and we 
would suggest that if rose or Nile green 

or any appropriate tone is selected, the 
same color appear in the tile. A white 
finish tile could be used, but in a room 
with so much white this would not be 
interesting. We have sent you the ad- 
dress of a firm who will supply you with 
designs for the style of mantel tiling you 
desire for your den. 

Modern English Plaster Houses 
for America 

(Continued from page 97) 

textures. It is comparatively inexpensive 
to put on, easily and cheaply maintained 
and forms a beautiful background for 
vines and shrubs, harmonizing with all 
natural surroundings. 

Wood is expensive, but it is still the 
cheapest building material under average 
conditions in the east. It is cheapest for 
the first cost of a house, but the upkeep 
of wood and paint is no small item, and 

Rookwood Faience Mantel 
with stock arch and plain tiles throughout. 

Metal Fire Frame Not Required 

Example of a fine effect in Mat Glazes at a low 
price. The mantel is shown with wood shelf 
which we do not supply. 

ROOKWOOD POTTERY COMPANY 

CINCINNATI 
Eastern Othce, 1 Madison Avenue, New York 

CYCLONE ?™anee®! Fences and Gates are adapted 
to steel or wood post construction. Geta 1vl0 

Catalogue showing Fences, Arches, Trellis, etc. 

THE CYCLONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE Co., 
| 1232 E. 55th St., - - Cleveland, O. 

SPEAR’S 
New Cooking Range 

New Warm Air Distributors 

Open Grates and Stoves for 
Wood and Coal 

Special Stoves for Laundry, 
| Stable, Greenhouse, Etc. 

Steam and Hot Water Heating 
Systems 

There are many reasons why you should 

have only Spear’s Heating and Cooking 
Appliances—the most modern, efficient, and 

economical 

IN YOUR COUNTRY HOME. 

Write to-day for further information and estimates. 

Hotels and Institutions receive special attention. 

James Spear Stove and Heating Co. 
1014-16 Market Street : Philadelphia, Pa. | 

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN. 
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a material that after the first cost will 
successfully stand our varied climatic 
changes at almost no expense to the 
householder for repairs, is well worth 
serious consideration. 

A wooden frame house, with exterior 
plastering on galvanized wire lath, costs 
about three per cent more than a house 
shingled or clapboarded. This extra ini- 
tial cost would not go far towards keep- 
ing wood finish and paint in good repair. 
Then, too, plaster can be used to great 
advantage as a covering for second-hand. 
or old brick, a material that is often easily 
and cheaply obtained. It can be applied 
to houses of fireproof construction, such 
as brick, hollow tile, or concrete. Added 
to practical reasons are artistic ones and 
the greatest of these is simplicity. This 
should be, I think, the key-note of the 
design of the average American suburban 
or country house. A house that depends 
on its proportions, on the spacing and 

eg 

A 1; rim nm Beauty 

Al Their Own 
OODEN screens can’t claim it. Because when new — wide, thick frames don’t add 

to the attractiveness of any building inside or out. And when old —the warping, 
splitting and rotting make them worse than ever. Only meat, inconspicuous, 

durable screens can enhance the architectural beauty of windows and doors. These are the 

See 

The home of Thomas Shields Clark, sculptor, 
Lenox, Mass. Wilson Eyre, architect 

arrangement of window openings in rela- 
tion to the walls in which they come, 
must have, perforce, character and indi- 
viduality. It must reflect on the outside 
the arrangement of rooms inside. It 
must be logical, and if it is it overcomes 

one of the great defects of our American 
houses, namely, the attempt to appear 
something that they are not. It is an 
American trait; you see it in the way our 
servants dress; in the one-story shop 
with a shingled front a story higher; and 
it is a vulgar trait that we seem to be 
outgrowing, architecturally at least. In 
this country we have countless examples 
of houses designed and placed without 
regard to customs and surroundings; but 
with a “style’’ carefully studied and 
historically correct. These houses lack 
something above all. They lack the 
quality of a home. This quality is one 
which is preéminent in English houses. 
It is apparent to the man who views them 
from the outside, and it is even more 
apparent to him who stays for any length 
of time in one of these houses. It is 
intensely true of English houses that no 
matter how big the house, it is just as 
domestic and home-like when almost 
empty as it is when full of guests. 

Slowly we are coming to a realization 
of the value of character, significance and 
individuality as expressed in our houses. 
Not so often as formerly do we start with 
a preconceived idea of the exterior of our 
house and then try to fit our rooms into 
this shell. 

The frames are only 9-16 inch thick —harmonize 
with all moldings. They are made of steel or cop- 
per—can’t rust, split, warp, or rot. They are 
finished in enamel or dullantique—a/ways artistic, 
beautiful. Channels are metal too--screens ai- 
ways slide perfectly. 

Screen once for all, 

Branch offices in all principal cities. 
estimates without charge or obligation. 

guaranteed. 
Higgin Screens. 

users think of them. Write today. 

508-530 Washington Avenue 

Get Higgin Screens now and save money later. 
Local representatives furnish 
But if we have none in your 

city we will take measurements, deliver and fit screens; 
Wherever you live you need not take a substitute for 

Free Catalog shows Higgin Screens for various styles of windows 
and doors adapted to either old or new buildings, and tells what 

THE HIGGIN MFG. CO. 

Higgin All-Metal Weather Strip—Zinc and bronze, Always air-tight. 

letal Screens 
The netting stands up to the frames in quality. 

Of solid bronze wire—lasts a lifetime. Withstands 
the weather year in and year out. Not painted 
and never needs paint because it caw’/ rust. Does 
not break or pull loose because held firmly by our 
patented round inside frame and not bent sharply. 

satisfaction 

NEWPORT, KY. 

Windows never stick, Circulars free. 

Boston Allen & Collens, Archts., 

‘|for a stain. 

DEXTER BROTHERS’ 
ENGLISH SHINGLE STAINS 

The average stain will not hold its color at the 
seaside; ours will. This is perhaps the hardest test 

Ours gives no offensive odor, will not 
wash off, nor turn black. It gives a wealth of artistic 
beauty at half the cost of paint. Samples and par- 
ticulars on request. 

DEXTER! BROTHERS’ COMPANY 
Branch Office: 

105 Broad Street, Boston 542 Fifth Avenue, New York 

AGENTS—H. M. Hooker’ Co., 651 'Washington Blvd., 
John D. 8. Potts, 218 Race St., Philadelphia; F. 
The Gilbert, Grand Rapids; F. T. Crowe & Co., 
Tacoma, Wash., and Portland, Ore 
M. D. Francis, Atlanta, Ga, 

Chicago; 
H. McDonald, 619 
Seattle, Spokane, 

; .F. 8. Coombs, Halifax 8.; 
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This room attracts you because it is rest- 
ful, restrained and dignified in decoration 
and in furnishing. The color note for the 
scheme is struck by the rich nut brown stain 
under Nogloss finish, which has been given 
the standing woodwork. 

Miss Greenleaf may be seen at 34 

Murphy Varnish Company, 

5 Fifth Avenue, New York, between 
eleven and three o clock, or by appointment. 

Address Department of Decoration 

ARGARET GREENLEAF, 
Consulting Decorator for | 

the Murphy Varnish Company, | 
will tell you practically exactly | 

how to get the best artistic ef- 
fects in your home. Write to- 
day and send floor plans. Your 
plan is individually considered. 

No stock schemes or color draw- 
ings are supplied. 

This service is offered with- 
out charge to all customers of 
the Murphy Varnish Company. 

345 Fifth Avenue, New York. 

— 
“If a man can write a better book, preach a 
better sermon, or make a better rat-trap 

than his neighbor; though he build his house 
in the woods, the world will make a beaten 
path to his door "—Emerson 

Retablished 1844 

FRENCH’S CROWN PAINT 
“Quality and Economy” 

SAMUEL H. FRENCH & CO. 

Paint and Varnish Manufacturers 

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A. 

a 

NORWOOD, 

Absolutely sanitary will not hold dust—colors are fast, lasting and match perfectly. 

New York Office No. 67 Fifth Avenue 

SEND FOR SAMPLE BOOKS—FREE 

‘ 

Decorative 

Cloths 

THE 
HOLLISTON 

MILLS 
Used by the highest class decora- 
tors in the country and found 
superior to any other wall covering 

MASS., U. S. A. 

y, 

Independence was the key-note of our 
national beginnings, but it didn’t extend 
to our house-building. Independence in 
house-building has for a good many years 
been the key-note of English domestic 
architecture. The Englishman plans his 
house, arranges his rooms to suit himself, 
and if he shows his independence in what 
we consider an absurd arrangement of his 

ditiing-room and service rooms, it isn’t 
to the point, for what I want to show is 
that when he has got what he thinks will 
make him a comfortable house, he goes 
ahead, or his architect does, and produces 
an exterior arrangement that in nine 
cases out of ten is charming. 

If the charm of these English houses 
is often partly due to the setting of trees, 
shrubs and vines, should that be used as 
an argument against the design of the 
house? Not at all, but rather let us con- 
sider that it is a further proof of skill, for 
where is greater skill necessary than in 
designing in such simple forms that they 
harmonize with informal and natural 
arrangements of flowers and trees, in such 
a way as to seem almost a part of the 
landscape. 

The houses illustrated here, English 
and American, are chosen at random and 
are essentially types of average houses 
such as the most of us might build. Some 
of them are as distinctly English as others 
are American, but they all have character, 
significance and individuality. I have 
purposely passed over many charming 
examples because they seemed to owe 
their charm to some special feature of 
design or of setting. 

But the houses which are illustrated 
here seem to me to place before you 
examples of the results obtainable if you 
will start house-building unhampered by 
a “style.’”’ I have used again and again 
the words character, significance and 
individuality, perhaps beyond the limits 
of your endurance, but these qualities are 
the beginning and the end of a style. 
Russell Sturgis says that they are style, 
and that is exactly what I want to repeat 
to you. Look at the illustrations; the 
houses are varied ia type. Most of them 
are irregular in plan and consequently in 
elevation. But the point I wish to make 
is that they are not necessarily so. Look 
at the interiors here shown, English and 
American. Do they seem to lack the 
quality of home or of refinement? 

Start unhampered by a “style.” 
Plan and build a home. Seek to express 
in your house your needs and your tastes, 
and not an historical reproduction. Sen- 
timent for the past, for traditions—yes 
indeed, lots of it. But reproduce in the 
spirit of Colonial or any other type of 
architecture and not in the form, and you 
will have what the modern English house 
has more than the houses of any other 
country. It will not matter what form 
the house takes or how closely it approxi- 
mates what we call one or another style. 
It will have character, significance and 
individuality and it will stand for inde- 
pendence of thought on the part of both 
owner and architect. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anD GARDEN. 
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The Growth of Mature Plants 

(Continued from page 124) 

if you have them—nor new ones either. 
Wait until the spring warmth has wa- 
kened the sleeping buds and_ they 
bestir themselves and come forth. Then 
watch them a little while until you are 
sure of their intentions; it is the easiest 
thing in the world to wipe them gently 
out of existence with a gloved thumb— 
if a naked thumb is too tender—if these 
intentions seem threatening to the plant’s 
best form and interest. 

Resort to the pruning knife only for 
dead branches or for those inside branches 
which previous years’ bad pruning has 
permitted to choke the middle of a bush 
or tree. But in cutting these out keep 
in mind constantly the scheme of growth, 
if you take off their ends you will start 
two or three side branches into activity, 

so if you would thin a bush in the center, 
cut the side branches away from the 
central stalk that springs from the root— 
never cut the stalk itself. 

But do not be in a hurry to do even 
this much. Next month is better than 
this, for all pruning scars heal more 
quickly when the sap is running freely 
and the vigorous growth of spring has 
commenced. And next month the direc- 
tions for pruning even the smallest branch 
with the “why,’’ will be given—for there 
is a right way anda wrong way to remove 
a twig, or even the terminal bud from 
a twig. 

Planting Trees for Air, 
and Shade 

(Continued from page 89) 

Light 

shade should balance, with the excess 
running a little to shade under most cir 
cumstances, rather than to light. 

Sharp emphasis of the contrast be- 
tween light and shade brings a crisp live- 
liness into a composition that assures its 
distinction and interest under all condi- 
tions and in all seasons and weather, and 

every means by which such emphasis can 
be made ought always to be taken advan- 
tage of. 

A pool of water in the midst of dense 
shade, yet so placed as to catch the light 
and reflect it, is perhaps the most striking 
example of emphasized contrast and well 
illustrates the point. In this connection 
it is well to remember that still water 
greatly intensifies any effect, reflecting 
as it does shade or sunlight or sky ex- 
panse. Especially is this true of shade 
and the gloom that results from it or 

accompanies it; deeply shaded water 
becomes black to the eye and corre- 
spondingly suggestive of dark unpleasant- 
ness. 

Trees vary greatly in their effect of 
shade, the variation being due usually 
to their leaf form. For the amount of 
shade with which a tree impresses its 
beholder is not the amount of shade 
which it casts but the amount which it 
holds. Looking out upon a landscape, it 

A Tiled Bathroom 
is more than a luxury—it is a necessity. 
Nothing will stand water and steam so long 
and look so well as tiles. There are many 
kinds of tiles, some of them costing but little 

wera eg 

more than other treatments not so good, 
and which have to be renewed constantly. 
Tiles properly laid are permanent. An old 
bathroom can be done over with tiles. 
Get estimates. 

**’Tile for the Bathroom’’ 
will be sent free to home owners—present or prospective. 
Three other interesting books, also free: ‘‘ Tiles on the 
Porch Floor’’; ‘‘ Tiles for the Kitchen and Laundry’’; 
‘Tiles for Fireplaces.’’ 

THE ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS 
Room 2, Reeves Building, Beaver Falls, Pa. 

S 

Have, for over 20 years, withstood the hardest kind of service, and are no experiment. 

They will last the life of the building and do away with all roofing troubles. Outwear 

== wood shingles, lighter than slate or tile and easily and quickly laid. Fire, Lightningand [RRR Ryeree 

Stormproof. Embossed, then galvanized or painted. Ornamental. Inexpensive. biG 4 ag pe v¢ | 
If you do not know the superior value of MONTROSS METAL SHINGLES over BY Ririre me 

_ all other roofings, write for illustrated catalogue, giving testimonials, prices and full information. q¢ rd ra verge 

MONTROSS METAL SHINGLE CO., 121 ERIE STREET, CAMDEN, N. J. aaee=etre 

WHEN IN BOSTON STAY AT THE 

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL 
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STs. 

A high-class, modern house, intelligent service, moderate prices, pleasant rooms, superior cuisine, Long 
distance telephone in every room. 

Ladies traveling alone are assured of courteous attention. 

AMOS H. WHIPPLE, PROPRIETOR. 
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® The Greenhouse and the Garden 
One is as indispensable as the other—one the 

complement of the other. 
One for the few short summer months, the 

other a protected garden for every month. 
Both are beautiful —ornamental—indispen- 

sable. 
Surely, no country grounds can be complete 

without a greenhouse. Let us consider the 
question with you, Send for our illustrated 
circular. 

Hitchings & Company 
1170 Broadway New York 

«"*Za. 2 
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Proper 
Furniture 

Rooms furnished with odd 

pieces is the style of to-day, 

but perfect harmony as 

well as design and arrange- 

ment are essential 

The great popularity of 

Crex Grass Furniture 

is due to these very characteristics. It is 
unique—attractively designed—treliably built 
and the soft new Baronial brown and 
natural green shades harmonize beautifully 
with all decorations 

Dependable, Distinctive, Proper 

Carried by all best furniture shops 
Ask to see “CREX-EASE” cushions 

Send for illustrated Booklet No. 247 

PRAIRIE GRASS FURNITURE CO., 

Sole Manufacturers, 

Glendale, Long Island, - New York. 
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The Jewell CONTROLLER 
‘* Makes the Heat Behave! ’’ 

A simple device with time ock attachment, which 

can be set to govern the heatin your house automat 

leally am inewre any temperature desired at any 

hour fday, night r early moruing 

(Goives Warm rooms to dre in, even temperature 

ali day, and cool roome to sleep in Eaey to inetall 

in any house, no trouble to operate, can be applied to 
any heating systen 

The Jewell saves 20 per cent on coal bills and pre- 

vente accidental fires 

30 DAYS PREE TRIAL 

Write today for booklet The House Comfort 

alvle prices and full information regarding this free 

trial offer. Let the Jewell Heat Controller prove 
what it will do before you purchase it 

THE JEWELL MFG. CO., 20 GREEN ST., AUBURN, N. Y. 

THE “TOP NOTCH” 
LABOR. SAVING 
SASH PULLEY 

The two pieces of the 

housing as well as the two 
sides of the wheel are elec- 
trically welded together— 
making a pulley that will 
not and cannot pull apart. 

Holding spuds are cut 
in the arch, which is one 
solid piece and cannot 
come apart when the 
spuds are set up. Each 
has a recess for locating 
the “ setting up ”’ tool. 

All axle pins are shoul- 
dered. Every pulley indi- 
vidually inspected and 
guaranteed. Coated with 

a rust-proof lacquer. 

Send jor desert ptive cat- 

alog and price list 

Tue American Putrey Co. 
Mam Ornce « Wornes Purnapecema, U.S.A, 

Chicage Branch, 124 S.Clinton St. 

is not the shadows under the trees which 
meet the eye—only a very small propor- 
tion of those are seen at all—but the 
depth of shade which lies among the 
leafiness of the tree’s head. This, there- 
fore, is the shade which must be con- 
sidered with trees in their relation to a 
picture or composition. 

Elms, while casting a perfect shadow, 
do not give the impression of as dense 

shade as maples, because their leaves are 
differently shaped and smaller. The sky 
shows through an elm top here and there, 
but rarely through a maple and almost 
never through a horse-chestaut, a catalpa 
or any other large-leafed and denselv 
furnished species. 

In sharp contrast to these heavy trees 
is the white birch, so delicate in leaf and 
eolor that it is hard to associate it with 
shade or shadow. Indeed it rather seems 
as if light had been captured and now held 
among its green, instead of shade; this 
tree therefore is particularly suitable for 
positions near still water. It is lovely 
in reflection and never gloomy 

The lines of a large border planting, 
or the forms enclosed by the lines, are 
very aptly likened to the land formation 
along a coast. There are promontories 
and peninsulas, capes and isthmuses, with 
now and then a deeply receding curve 
where some great bay or gulf sweeps in 
from the sea—the lawn being the “sea’’— 
and here and there an island or a series of 
diminishing islands carried out from a 

bold headland 

Plant detached trees always in this 
relation to the mass, either as one single 
island—a tree or an irregular group of 
trees, or as a series of islands—an irregular 
group of trees, a lesser group and then 
perhaps one lone specimen. In either 
case, however, be sure that they are 
carried out from a point or “headland’”’ 
of the mass 

Where the most complete imitation of 
Nature’s planting is aimed at, set two 
or three young trees into the same hole, 
once or twice among a mass; this inef- 
fectual attempt to crowd each other out 
is very common among seedlings, in the 
woods and out. The trick lends interest 
even to those plantings which are in no 
sense intended to be wild, and though the 
idea seems very radical at first, try it. It 
will prove itself well grounded. 

Save Your Roof Shingles 

W E were obliged to renew a section of 
our shingle roof on account of the 

shingles rotting. The cause was this: 
a pipe carrying rain water from the roof 
above discharged directly upon the shin- 
gles and the water then flowed down over 
them into another gutter. After the 
expense of renewing the shingles I had 
a short piece of pipe made to connect 
with the gutter direct from the other 
pipe. This has remedied the trouble. 
We never realized that there was any- 
thing objectionable in the former way 
until our roof gave way. 

Write for Our Free Book on 

Home Refrigeration 
This book tells how to 

select the home Refrig- 
erator, how to know 
poor from the good, how 
to keep down ice bills, 
how to keep a Refriger- 
ator sanitary and sweet 
—lots of things you 
should know before buy- 
ing ANY Refrigerator. 

It also tells all about the 
“Monroe,” the Refriger- 
ator with inner walls 
made in one piece of solid, 
unbreakable, White Por- 
celain Ware an inch thick 
and highly glazed, with ’ Always sold - 
every corner rounded. No DIRECT and at Facto 
cracks or crevices any- Prices. Cash or monthly payments. 
where. The “Monroe” is as easy to keep clean as a china bowl. 

'Gb*“Monroe 
Most other Refrigerators have cracks and corners which cannot be 

cleaned. Here particles of food collect and breed countless germs. 
These germs get into your food and make it poison, and the family 
suffers—from no traceable cause. 
The “‘Monroe”’ can be sterilized and made germlessly clean in an 

instant by simply wiping out with a cloth wrung from hot water. 
It’s like “washing dishes,”’ for the “Monroe” is really a thick porce- 
lain dish inside. 
The high death rate among children in the summer months could 

be greatly reduced if the Monroe Refrigerator was used in every 
home where there are little folks. 
The “Monroe”’ is installed in the best flats and apartments, occu- 

pied by people who CARE—and is found today in a large majority 
of the VERY BEST homes in the United States. The largest and 
best hospitals use it exclusively. The health of the whole family is 
safeguarded by the use of a Monroe Refrigerator. 
When you have carefully read the book and know all about Home 

Refrigeration, you will know WHY and will realize how important 
it is to select carefully. Please write for book today. 

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Station 16, Cincinnati, O. 

OUR own individual rug, differ- 
ent from all other rugs, and ina 
high class wool fabric adapted 

to your own decorations. If the rugs 
in stock colors do not suit your re- 
quirements, we will make one that 
will, either plain, self-tone or contrast. 
All sizes up to twelve feet wide, any 
length. Seamless, wool weft, revers- 
ible, heavy and durable. Sold by best 
shops, or write for color line and price 
list to ARNOLD, ConsTaBLe & Co., 
New York. 

THREAD & THRUM WORKSHOP, 
Auburn, N. Y. 

colors, we'll make 
the rug."’ 

Ives Patent Window Stop Adjuster 

aden 

ae ave 

Prevents Drarts, Dust AND WINDOW RATTLING. 

IVES’ PATENT 

Window Stop Adjuster. 

© HC EAVY BED 

PATENTED. 

The only Stop Aujuster made from onc pi:ce of metal witb solid 
ribs and heavy bed th.t will not cup, turn or bend in tightening 
the screw. Manufactured only by The H. B. IVES CO.. New 
Haven, Conn., U. S. A. (Pifty-page Catalogue Mailed Free. ) 

THE BEST SASH CORD MADE 

EVERY FOOT IS STAMPED 

“tL ¥en LAK &* A” 
Stanley’s Ball-Bearing Hinges 

Nothing equals them for 

hanging doors either in 

Big Public Buildings or 
Private Dwellings 

Two will frequently take the place of three 
ordinary hinges, and their action is noise- 
less and perfect. YMade in Wrought 
Bronze and Steel. 

THE STANLEY WORKS 
Myrtle Street, New Britain, Conn. 

New York Oflice: 79 Chambers Street 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hovus® AND GARDEN. 
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Book Reviews 
[The Publishers of House and Garden will be glad to 

furnish any books desired by subscribers on receipt of 
publisher's price. Inquiries accompanied by stamp for 
reply will be answered immediately.) 

The School Garden Book. 
Weed and Philip Emerson. 
trations, cloth, 16mo, 320 pp. 
Charles Scribner’s Sons. $1 net. 

we Clarence M. 
ver roo illus- 
New York: 

From the point of view of this book 
the school garden is any garden in which 
a boy or girl of school age takes an active 
interest, and, surely, such an excellent 
guide as this cannot fail to inspire the 
young gardener. 

Dutch Bulbs and Gardens. By Una Silberrad 
and Sophie Lyall. Color illustrations by 
Mina Nixon. Cloth, square 8vo (9 x 6} 
inches), gilt top, 176 . London: Adam 
and Charles Black; New York: The Mac- 
millan Company. $2.18 net. 

The exceptional facilities which Miss 
Silberrad has had for studying life in 
the bulb fields in and around Haarlem, 
which has been the center of the industry 
ever since its first introduction, has en- 
abled her to produce an excellent and 
entertaining book, as well as an authori- 
tative one on the subject so intimately 
associated with our thought of garden- 
ing in Holland. Miss Nixon’s beautiful 
water colors have been admirably repro- 
duced, and altogether the volume is one 
well worth having. 

Leaves from a Madeira Garden. By Charles 
Thomas-Stanford, F. S. A. 16 full-page 
illustrations, cloth, 8vo, 290 pp. New York: 
John Lane Company. 

We hear much about Madeira but 
know little enough concerning this lovely 
island, whose gardens, especially those 
around Funchal, are scarcely to be 
matched for brilliance and charm else- 
where. It is, indeed, a paradise for the 
lover of plants and flowers, and Mr 
Thomas-Stanford’s volume is delightful 

Bind Your Trees With Strokum 
Early This Spri 

T will keep down the 
caterpillars and tus- 
sock moths. Don’t 
wait until the leaves 
have come out, and 

the crawlers are in the trees 
eating up the tender leaves. 
The way to control the pests 
and save your trees, is to 
stop them before they start. 

All banding substances 
like cotton, burlap, fly paper 
or tar do not do the work. 
Unsightly cotton is carried 
off by the birds. Fly paper 
does not fill in between 
rough spaces of bark, allow- 
ing caterpillars to crawl un- 
der it, and the stickiness 
dries up, allowing them to 
crawl over it; burlap they 

George 

ie a 
ng 
also crawl over and under. 
Tar preparations dry up be- 
sides disfiguring the trees 
for all the year. 

One banding of Sirokum lasts 
for entire season and being 
the color of the bark is 
scarcely noticeable. Cater- 
pillars or tussock moths can- 
not crawl under, over or 
through it. We guarantee 
it perfectly harmless to the 
trees. Anybody can apply it. 

Send $3.00 for 15 pounds, 
which is enough to band fif- 
teen trees averaging one 
foot in diameter. Delivered 
free anywhere east of the 
Mississippi. West of the 
Mississippi, 50 cents extra. 

Send for our illustrated booklet 

Stratford Oakum Co. 
162 Cornelison Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 

Oli English Garden Seats 
Rustic Furniture and 

Garden Accessories 

Send for Catalogue 

NORTH SHORE FERNER 

BEVERLY ° © 

other 

IES CO. 
MASS. 

may enjoy ci 
less cost than kerosene, 

be lighted the same as 

COUNTRY HOMES 
comforts and conveniences at 

with None of their dan: 

Economy Gas Machine 
Produces gas for light and kitchen fuel. May 

electricity or acetylene, 
gers, by using 

electric light, without 
or write for list 

Does Rustic Work Appeal to You? 

77. 

19g 

tteries or wires. 

customers ——4 y eatisbed ’ 

Economy Gas Machine Co., 
437 Main Street Rochester, N. Y. 

ASPARAGUS 
My stock of choice roots for 1910 is verv 

large and extrafine. Six varieties of healthy, 

thrifty one and two year-old roots. Special 

prices on large orders. Complete cultural 

directions with each shipment, 

Can you realize the beautiful effect a Rustic Umbrella would 
create on your lawn’? Let us furnish you with sketches and a 
catalog of our work. 

RUSTIC CONSTRUCTION WORKS, 
39 FULTON ST., NEW YORK CITY 

CALIFORNIA PRIVET 
Best of the Hedge Plants—an ideal hedge for lawn purposes. A 

quick grower. No thorns. Easily trained. 

generally known and universally popular. 

for private grounds. Perfectly hardy and almost evergreen. Large 

stock. Prompt shipments. Order early. 

Write to-day for Free Catalog of Trees, Strawberry Plants 

Vines, Garden Tools etc., Spray Pumps and Spraying Calendar. 

ARTHUR J. COLLINS, Sh MOORESTOWN, N. J. 

Gillett's Ferns and Flowers 
For Dark, Shady Places 

There is no corner 80 shady but that ceriain ferns and plants will thrive 
there, There is no soil so light and sandy but that some of our hardy wild 
ferns will beautify it. For 25 years we have been growing these hardy ferns 
and flowers and know what is suited to each condition, Wecan supply 
fernsfor the dark corner by the porch, or ferns and flowers, including our 
native orchids,in quantity, to make beautiful country estates, Wet and 
swampy spots, rocky hillsides, dry woods, each may be made beautiful by 
plants especially adapted to them, Nothing adds greater charm to the 
home grounds than clumps of thrifty ferns. We also grow the hardy 
fiowers which require open sunlight — primroses, campanulas, digitalis, 
violets, etc, 

Write for my descriptive catalogue. I6¢ tells about this class of plants, 

EDWARD GiLLETT,Box F ,Southwick, Mass. 

reading. 

Civics and Health. By William H. Allen, Sec- 
retary of the Bureau of Municipal Re- 
search, with an introduction by William T. 
Sedgewick. Cloth, 8vo, 411 pp. Ginn and 
Company. $1.25. 

An admirable handbook of hygiene 
in its relations to the school, the home, 
and the community, based on the thesis 
that individual health and sanitary con- 
ditions are a civic duty. Though par- 
ticularly addressed to teachers and school 
boards, it is of almost equal value to the 
parent and to the social and civic workers. 

California Privet is 

Particularly suitable 

Box 
——— 

Wedgewood and His Imitators. By N. Hudson 
Moore. 49 illustrations. Cloth, 8vo, 117 
pp. New York: Frederick A. Stokes Com- 
pany. $1 net. 

This book is the second of the series 
in which “ Delftware’’ was the first. It 
not only describes the famous pottery 
made at the factory of Josiah Wedge- 
wood, but treats of the work of his 
followers and imitators. The well chosen 
illustrations make this volume a very 
welcome hand-book of the subject. 

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN, 
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Ye Olde Shoppe 2" 
Antique Furniture « Bric-a-Brac « Paint- 
ings « Porcelains = Bronzes « QZuriocs 

Relics « 356 Fourth Avenue « near Cwenty- 
sixth Street = Pew York City + Cel. $719 Mad. $a. 

Reproductions of old New England furniture 
in the natural wood, or finished to suit the indi- 

vidual taste 

WM. LEAVENS & CO., 32 Canal Street, Boston, Mass. 

The Furniture of our Forefathers 
Never have the graceful lines of the 

tyles of by-gone days been surpassed 

temiern craftemen have added to their 

utility and refines nt f detail 

furni 

mur 

vowing of furniture of the varlous periods 

We display a large selection of period fur 

niture in French reproductions reepervodune 

ne in Colonial, Chippendale, Sheraton 

vt Hh ppl white Reprxtuctions of French 

anti ' ul PShefeld plate sm well 

a eiher aeveliin 

Mural Decorations, Fabrics, Wall Pape 

very deeeription. We ask an opportunity 

om thenit design snd estimates for the de« 

rating of yvour homes Any inquiries wil 

reewive prrestnaget attertathert 

The J, 6. Valiant Company, 224-226 Charlies Si., Baltimore, Md. 
Paris Office: Rue Taitbout 

Sun Dial Shop 

Antiques 

Interior Decoration 

Mrs. HERBERT NELSON CURTIS 

22 waer S4eru Sreeer 

TELEPHONE 8070 MADISON 

New YorgK Crry 

ANTIQUE FURNITURE 
Rare China, Pewter, 

Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc. 
NO REPRODUCTIONS 

HENRY V. WEIL 
698 Lexington Avenue 

Cor. 57th Street - - New York 

FOUR-POSTER BEDS 
True reproductions of the old Colonial **Pine Apple” 
design. Solid mahogany, finely hand carved, antique 
dull finish. A piece of great dignity and beauty. 

WILLIAM BOEHM 
MOUNT CARMEL - - - 

Write for blue prints. 

CONN. 

ANTIQUES 
er, Fireplace and cookery 

ists and descriptions 

RALPH WARREN BURNHAM, 

utensils. Books, prints, etc. 

I Ransack 1000 Attics Annually 
From the oldest and best New England homes. Furniture, China, Brass, Cop- 

Send for photos, 

HAND BRAIDED RUGS made by the housewives of Old New England, in all colors and 
from new material. Send for Rug list and photos. 

Ipswich in Massachusetts. 

In writing 

Cut shows how we grow the Rare Andromeda floribunda. 

A NEW CATALOGUE 

HARDY NATIVE PLANTS 
From the High Carolina Mountains. 

No others so Hardy —So Beautiful 

Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Leucothoes, Andromedas 

Kalmias, Ground-cover Plants, Etc. 

HARLAN P. KELSEY, Owner 
HIGHLANDS NURSERY, 

50c. to $3.00 each, 

(4000-6000 ft. elevation) 

SALEM, MASS. 

Chats On Old Earthenware. By Arthur Hay- 
den. Colored frontispiece, and 150 illustra- 
tions. Also over 200 potters’ marks. Cloth, 
8vo., 496 pp. New York: Frederick A. 
Stokes Company. $2 net. 

This is an excellent guide and hand- 
book, especially for the amateur. Mr. 
Foster is noted for his clear and well 
arranged narrative, which always lends 
value to even a technical volume in the 
eyes of the student, and there is much that 
is new to be found among the illustra- 
tions. 

Chats On Old Silver. By E. L. Lowes. Col- 
ored trontispiece, and 54 full-page and nu- 
merous other illustrations. Cloth, 8vo, 320 
pp. New York: Frederick A. Stokes Com- 
pany. $2 net. 

English Old Silver forms the basis 
of nearly all the consideration Mr. Lowes’ 
text gives the subject, although silver- 
ware in other countries is touched upon. 
The first part deals with “Marks and 
Makers,’’ the second with “Ancient and 
Medieval Gold and Silver,’’ the third 
with “English Gold and Silver,’’ and the 
final part with “ Miscellanza.”’ 

Collecting Pewter 

BY MARVIN COLE 

A® perhaps nine out of ten of the 
existing specimens of even genuine 

old pewter bear no mark at all, and those 
that do have marks that are scarcely 
intelligible, the collector of pewter has no 

By courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Old English pewter in its later period 
assumed more ornate outlines 

sure guide before nim such as the collector 
of old china may find in the marks on 
porcelain. 

Of some twelve hundred old English 
pewter-marks—touches—trecorded in the 
Pewterers’ Hall list, only forty or so give 
the makers’ names and dates, while only 
two hundred and fifty give names alone. 
It is strange that this old guild of Pew- 
terers should have taken it into their 
heads that advertising was undignified, 
and in consequence the London pew- 
terers passed a prohibition on placing a 
name and address bearing touch on their 
wares. Indeed the matter of pewter- 
marks is all confusion, hence pieces that 
can positively be identified with recorded 

to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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makes are eagerly sought by collectors 
who have had the courage to go into the 
intricacies of the subject. 

Nevertheless, of the vast amount of 
excellent and valuable pewter ware bear- 
ing no mark one cannot afford to pass it 
by in disdain. Indeed, as an English 
authority on the subject has discovered, 
out of fifty-nine pewter vessels still 
existing in twenty-nine churches in the 
Diocese of Llandaff, only fifteen are 
marked. 

Leaving out all the “ifs’’ and “ex- 

By courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

The earlier examples of English pewter are 
marked with a severe simplicity in design 

cepts’’ in the mysteries of pewter lore, 
one May assume, in a general way, that 
the older pieces are indicated by greater 
simplicity in design. Straight or slightly 
waved lines came before curves with 
swelling lines, plain flat lids preceded 
tops that were domed, knobbed or 
crested. The elaborate moldings fol- 
lowed more simple ones. 

When all is said the chief delight in 
sensible collecting after all is in an object’s 
simple beauty. Unless specimens of pew- 
ter ware make this appeal, it is unlikely 
that the amateur will bother with it. 
Still one often runs across excellent ex- 
amples of old pewter in our antique shops, 
and it is well worth the while of anyone 
interested in the arts of yesterday to 
concern himself with pewter and its 
history. 

Repairing the Window Shades 

INDOW shades that have become 
cracked and worn may be taken 

down, removed from the rollers, and 
turned with the upper part down, as good 
as new in appearance. The width of 
hem that is worn should, of course, be cut 
off and a hem of similar width turned and 
stitched on the newer portion, in which 
is put the stick to keep the edge firm and 
straight. 

The hem may be stitched on the 
machine, but a loose tension and long 
stitch are advisable, as the material of 
which curtains are made is not very 
tough nor durable, and as it is generally 

quite filled with stiffening, it is brittle, and 
liable to split and make slits if the stitch 
is short or the tension very tight. If the 
stitching is done by hand it should be 

MOST helpful book to assist you in ma- 
A king your home surroundings artistic 

and beautiful. It will save you expense 
and many disappointments. Our Landscape 
Department has used these plans with great 
success in laying out gardens, both large and 
small. With the plans we send “Landscape 
Gardening for Amateurs,” a book of instruc- 
tions and suggestions, beautifully illustrated. 
Contains principles of correct landscape garden- 

FREE—Catalog of hardy 

plants, shrubs, trees, 

etc., and our special 

offers for 1910. Be sure 

to see this book befure 

placing your spring or- 

der. Write today. 

100 Plans for Lawns and Gardens 
ing, styles of gardens, verandas and window 
boxes, public and private grounds, vines, bed- 
ding plants, hardy plants, shrubs, trees, hedges, 
etc., all fully illustrated and described so that 
you too can be sure of success. Plans and 
book mailed postpaid for 50c, which will be 
credited to you on any future order of $5 or over. 
Send today and we shall also be glad to give 
you individual advice and help. Ours isa serv- 
ice nursery. Wedo more than the mere sell- 
ing of plants and shrubs. We can tell you what 
varieties are best suited for your purpose and 
suggest the plan that will give you the effect 

desired. Let our Landscape Department 
help you. It is at our patrons’ service FREE. 

Wagner Park Conservatories 

Box 472, Sidney, O. 

Florists — Nurserymen — Landscape Gardeners 

NOVELTIES! CAL. PRIVET! 
French Asparagus, Hungarian Raspberry 
and Strawberry plants Rare Shrubs! 

Write today for artistically illustrated leaflet. 
S. L. de Fabry, Grower of Novelties, Little Silver, N. J. 

Send for our 1910 SEEDS, BULBS & PLANTS 

Catalogue of Dahlias a Specialty 

MILLS & CO. Dept. H Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

= es = <= ; 

. 
Green’s Dollar Offer 
3 Very Best Grape Vines, 1 red, 1 white, 1 black. 
3 Rose Bushes, 2 years old, 1 red, 1 pink, 1 white. 
1 White Clematis Vine, hardy and rapid grower. 
2 Peach Trees. 2 Choice Red Cross Currant Bushes. 
ll in all, delivered by mail at your door—$1.00 

‘ Vines, Shade Trees, Pear, Cherry, Peach Trees, 
oF Berry Plants for sale. 

Send to-day for New Fruit Catalogue and a copy 
of Big Fruit Instructor, alla gift to you. Estab- 
lished 30 years. Capital, $100,000,00. Send 10c for 
Green’s Book on Fruit Growing, worth, $1.00, 

GREEN'S NURSERY CO., BOX 10. ROCHESTER, N.Y. 

The Best Fertilizer for the Lawn and Garden 

arwell’s Plant Grower 
and Land Renovator 

Composed only of selected qualities of 
Rose Growers’ Bone Meal, Pure Nitrate of 
Soda, Peruvian Guano, Pure Sulphate of 
Ammonia, Pure Sulphate of Potash and 
Selected Gypsum. Chemically combined 
in the proper proportions for the best re- 

sults. Feeds all parts of the Plant. Reno- 
vates worn out and poor soils. 

The result of 25 years of experimenting 
on Lawns and Gardens. Send for folder 
that tells Why and How. Free. 

BARWELL’S AGRICULTURAL WORKS 

Madison & Sand Sts., Waukegan, IIl. 

Established at Leicester, England, in 1800. 

Importer of absolutely pure English Lawn Grass Seed. 

Find in the Iron Age Book devices of 

opening of the soil to the gathering of 
slicht idea of Iron Age methods. 

Whether you planta hill, a row ora 
self or employ others, you must kn 

return for your labor or investment. 

Read it and be a better gardener. 

SUBURBAN 
GARDENERS 

easy, economical, exact cultivation of the pleasure-profit garden. 

of one pair of easy-going handles performing every operation from the 

saving, yield-increasing implements if you want to get the full 

forwarded upon request to readers of The Garden Magazine. 

BATEMAN MFG. CO., BOX 64 G GRENLOCH, N. J. 

which they never dreamed for. the 
Think 

Nature’s reward and you have a 

n acre, whether you do it your- 
ow about these Iron Age labor 

The Iron Age book will be 

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN, 
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KEEP THINGS 
GREEN AND 
— 

Brown's Hand and 
Traction-Power 

Auto-Sprays 
Ls 

A Sas 

No 1 
THIS HAND-POWER Auto-Spray No. 1 le Just the 

thing f all euch epee ing «a mall trees, berries, potatoes 

andl ott vegetable pt “re snd for whitewashing and 

lininfecting poultry houses and stables, It has a capacity of 4 
gallons nventently carried over the shoulder, and, when 

ted with our Aute-Pop Nogsle, will do the work of three ordi 

mary epravere snd do it better with leas solution 

THIS TRACTION-POWER Auto-Spray No. & ts better 
than any other power eprayer, bot excepting any steam, gus oF 

gasoline rig lt develope and sustains power to spare for the 
sarge operation No expertenced help needed | no expense for 

power i breakdowts, Capacit i) gallons. Other aylea 

f fleld op and nevyard work All fitted with Non-Clog 

Atomic Noagsle, et 

Hook and Spraying Guide Pree 
Write to day, and let us give you the right start with the right 

rutnt An Auto Spray may be returned if not satisfactory, 

and money will ix heerfully refunded A postal brings you 

mur book, showing just th Auto-Spray for your needs A lao 

ontaings a valuable apraying guide 

THE EB. Cc. BROWN CO. 

7 Jay Street, Rochester, New York 
aes ql 

* ”~ wr 

‘ s Ng + te tee. 
& pa ha « 

ae Ee em 
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we 
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Auto-Spray No. 28 

Landscape Gardening 
A course for Home makers and Gar 

deners taught by Prof. Craig and Prof 

Batchelor, of Corne!! University 

Gardeners who understand up-to 

date methods and practice are in de 

mand for the best positions 

A knowledge of Landscape Garden 

ing is indispensable te those who 

Pror. Caaie would have the pleasantest homes 

250 page Catalogue free. Write to-day. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
Dept. 226, Springfield, Mass. 

A Substitute for Bordeaux Mixture 
10-gal. keg, making 1,500 gallons Spray, delivered at any 

R. RR. station in U. 8. for $12.50 Prompt shipments. 
Write to-day for full information 

B.G. PRATT CO., Mfg. Chemists 
50 Church St., New York City 

rather long and very even, and may be 
made just right by pricking first with the 
needle{point as wide as desired and fol- 
lowing with the thread in these measured 
Spaces 

In screwing in the ring on the lower 
stick first find the hole on the stick, and 
then make the hole through the curtain 
with the point of a penknife by working it 
around as in boring a hole. There is 

danger, here, of splitting the cloth and 
making a poor job of the whole thing. 

The clamps or tacks that hold the 
curtain to the roll should be put on firmly 
and straight before they are struck in, so 
they will hold the curtain true. An ordi- 
nary caseknife is a good thing to hammer 
them in with. A good many points are 
needed tohold the curtain firm on the 
roll. 

If the roller spring is too loose and 
rolls up too slowly, roll the cloth on the 
roll about once up tight in the hands, 
then put it on the brackets and pull the 
curtain down; if not tight enough take 
it off the brackets and roll again, pos- 
sibly half length. It is easy to get them 
too tight, when they have to be released 
by unclasping the little ratchet at the 
end of the roll. 

E. M. S. 

Chicken Wire in the Garden 

Cs EN wire is a permanent fixture 
in our garden. We use it on 

trellises for tomatoes, pole beans, cu- 
cumbers, squash and peas; also tying 
to it eggplants, peppers or other plants 
that are not climbers, so that they will 
make a flat growth, and thus save space. 
We find it useful as a covering for fruit 
and vegetables, to keep off animals, 
chickens, crows and other birds. In 
winter we use the worn pieces to cover 
mulching of leaves or similar material, 
which is easily blown away and which 
looks untidy if weighed down by stakes 
or branches 

With little care wire netting is more 
durable than common bean poles, and 
the growth is much neater and more 
compact. Anda trellis will accommodate 
more plants to a given space than will a 
row of poles. The meshes offer numerous 
supports for tendril plants and these 
sorts make a very quick and secure 
growth on the wire. Trellis culture for 
cucumbers and squash is an improvement 
on the old way of allowing them to lie on 
the ground, for the fruits are easy to find 
and cannot hide under the leaves and 
ripen seed, shortening the bearing season. 

The picking and cultivating are far less 
troublesome. Then, too, the vines are 
not killed by trampling. Dwarf peas 
grown on chicken wire are almost as 
ornamental as a hedge; the foliage is so 
even and compact, a vast improvement 
on the brush method. When tomatoes 
are trained to wire trellises the vines can 
be spread to expose the fruits to the 
sun, better than can be done on the usual 
stakes. Pole beans growing on netting 

Have 
Beautify it this way. 

In the planting above illustrated evergreens 
give a rich effect all winter. 

you an empty corner by your porch? 

Here and there 

German Iris-enlivens the bed with showy flowers 
in Spring. 

t is part of our business to improve such 
corners. 

Have 

a few trees would improve the view 

e do it inexpensively and quickly. 
you a wall to hide? A , where 

rom your 
windows? 

Send us dimensions of corner to be planted; 

exposure, length and height of wall to be screened; 
or the number of trees wanted. We will sug- 

gest varieties and costs. 
Our nurseries have the advantage of being located at a 

distance from the gases and smoke of a great city. 
over four hundred acres. 

We have 

The young trees and shrubs are 

allowed plenty of room, are transplanted frequently, and 

are cared for by men who have been in this work since 1872. 

Before you do any planting send for Moon’s Catalogue— 
Hardy Trees and Shrubs for Every Place and Purpose. 

THE WILLIAM H. MOON CO. 
Makefield Place, Morrisville, Pa. 

| SEEDS-NONE BETTER. THAN NOLLS 

Send tor our 1910 Catalogue; it’s FREE. 
It contains 112 pages, over 250 illustra- 
tions, cultural directions, etc. 

SWEET PEAS: Send 15c for } lb. of 
Noll’s Superb Mixture, postpaid, and 
our new descriptive and illustrated 
oa = a You'll be delighted. Order 
to-day. 

J. F. NOLL & CO., 

109 Mulberry Street, Newark, N. J 

App’es 6c, Peach 5c, Plum 12c, 
Cherry i5¢. Best quality,good Com- 
bearers, grafted stock,not lete line 

dli Cc d egetable, 
Grapes $2.50 Tr 100 Flower and 
Forest Tree Farm Seeds. Our 
lings 61.90 por large illustrated cat- 

Catalogue of seeds, bulbs, roses, hardy shrubs, plants, 
small fruits, trees, ete. Send for it to-day. ~ 

Famous for Tomatoes. 

alogue free. Also free 
ple packet of “New 

Coreless’’ 
of all tomatoes. 

German Nurseries, 
Box 238, Beatrice, Neb. 

omato, the best 

We will send 5 packets, 
each a distinct and beau- For 10¢ sx ssi 

Our superb seed and rose cata- 
logue rewritten and enlarged to 

130 pages, lavishly illustrated with beautiful 
photo-engravings and colored plates. A complete 

THE LIVINGSTON SEED CO. 
16 High 8t., Columbus, Ohio 

Kiln dried and pulverized. No weeds or bad 
dors. Helps nature hustle. For garden, 

ey awn, trees, shrubs, fruits and house plants. 

$4. LARGE BARREL. Cash with Order. 
Delivered to your Freight Station. 

Apply now 

The Pulverized Manure Co. 25 Union Stock Yards Chicago 

In writing to advertisers please mention HousE aND GARDEN. 
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take a firmer hold and cannot be shaken 
off by gales. 

We have found that cultivation with 
a wheel hoe is quick and simple work 
when vegetables are raised on netting 
trellises. I. M. ANGELL. 

Flower Vases 

[s selecting a vase for flowers, one 
of clear crystal, even though it be 

pressed glass, is a much better choice 
than those which show mixed color 
decoration on porcelain and are much 
more expensive. There are beautiful 
pottery jars of Japanese design — or make, 
with dull soft colors and unglazed sur- 
faces which fit readily into almost any 
room, and may hold growing plants 
or cut flowers with equal success. From 
the tall glass vase which will hold a few 
long-stemmed roses and which sells for 
so cents, the selection may extend to 
those overlaid with gold and silver show- 
ing the glass between, or the beautiful 
iridescent glass for which one may pay 
almost any sum. 

Flower Bed Soil 

S it isa common mistake when plant- 
ing flower-seeds not to have the 

bedding soil sufficiently pulverized, I 
have used a coarse sieve with great 
success when working up the soil of 
small flower beds where I am preparing 
to plant my annuals. I take a quantity 
of the earth and after breaking it up I 
scatter it evenly by means of the sieve 
on top of the bed. In this way I am 
sure to have a fine soil for such tiny seeds 
as those of the Poppy, Tobacco Plant 
or Petunia. WS. N. 

The Garden Herbarium 

AST year I made a collection of 
specimens of all the flowering 

plants in our garden, which I carefully 
pressed, arranged, and mounted on uni- 
formly sized sheets of thick white mount- 
ing board. Then I carefully labeled each 
specimen with botanical and common 
garden names in the lower left hand 
corner. In the upper left hand corner I 
mounted specimen seeds, and in the 
upper right hand corner I indicated by a 
space one inch square the color of the 
flowers as nearly as possible by a wash 
of water-color. Then in the lower right 
hand corner I put a memorandum of the 
date of planting, the date of the first 
appearance of the seedling above ground, 
the date of flowering, and the date of 
seed maturity. This was less work by 
far than the telling of it seems, and as my 
entire collection fit nicely into a library 
pamphlet case, you will see that I had 
an invaluable record of my flower-gar- 
den. Indeed my neighbors have con- 
sulted it freely in planning this winter 
for next season’s gardens, and perhaps 
some of House & GaRDEN’s subscri- 
bers would like to try something like it 
themselves. M. S. J. 

What Are Your Trees Worth? 
What is that big one worth to you in dollars and cents? In pleasure? In comfort? 

Or those trees along the street or drive-way? 

You cannot replace them in your life-time, so can you afford to neglect them? 

Have you an Orchard that does not bear as it should? This can be remedied. 

We can give you honest, intelligent and scientific work without over-charging you. 
Write for particulars and references. 

C. E. PERSONS &>» CO. 
Erie, Pa. 

LANDSCAPE GARDENERS 
TREE SURGEONS 
ORCHARD EXPERTS 

GROW ASPARAGUS 
IN FOUR TO FIVE WEEKS 

IN YOUR GARDEN 
Big, white, showy stalks can be grown in four or five weeks. Most dainty and healthy 

vegetable at a minimum cost. No trouble, no care from the time the bed is made until out. 
heliable, practical method. A bed six by three feet will produce asparagus enough for a 

famil 7 of five with some to sell to your neighbors. 
{ntensive cultivation is the most profitable method of vegetable growing. 
It produces the best crops and the earliest. Getting to market first with the earliest 

vegetables brings the advanced price. Our book is the only practical treatise in this country 
on the French method of intensive cultivation. Besides the story of asparagus forcing, the 
book tells in a simple way all the principal methods that allow the working of the smullest 
amount of land with the largest financial returns. 

Flexible cover, $1.00. Library edition $1.25, postpaid. 

ALBERT S. DIETZMAN, 658 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky. 

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE 
Don’t place your order till you have secured a copy 

Our catalogue differs from other catalogues 

just as our seeds differ from other seeds. 

Our catalogue, besides being an invaluable 

guide to the planter, is a work of art. 

J. M. THORBURN & CO. 

33 Barclay Street New York 
Not like the ordinary kind 

ASTERS Famous Aster, Lady Roosevelt, gorgeous pink, 

——_ marvelous beauty, 20 to 40 inch stems. Scien- 
SQUIER’S WEED KILLER 

Willclear your drives and walks of all vegetation quickly, more 
tifically grown and separated seed, 25¢ and 50c pkts. efficiently and enduring than by any other way. U. 8. Govern- 

postpaid. Order to-day. J. 8S. WEAVER, Gien Mawr ment uses SQUIER’S. Avoid Substitutes, Send for circulars. 
Seep Farms, Box D, Kinzers, Pa. K. HARRISON MFG. CO., Ranway, N. J. 

will soon be here. Spraying Must be Done this year more than ever to 

SEED TIM insure Good, Fruit. We wish to recommend to you the 

H. E. FISKE SEED CO. 
Their 1910 catalogue states in a very concise manner the best varieties of seed to plant for 

a profit; the most useful Spraying Implements; the most important Perennials, Ornamental 

Shrubs and Trees. Mandy Lee Incubators and Brooders. 

A catalogue will be mailed for the asking. 

 _H.E. FISKE SEED CO., Faneuil Hall Square, Boston, Mass. 
Beautify your lawn or garden with banana trees. As ornamental and stately as palms. 

Banana Bulbs Grow much quicker. Can be grown out doors after frost. $1 each, six for $5, by registered 
mail. ORO FRUIT CO., - - - - Box B, Juana Diaz, - - - - Porto Rico 

Make $3.00 a Day--or More 
Few people have any idea of the money which can be made taking magazine subscriptions. 

We want a reliable, energetic agent in every city and village in the country to secure subscrip- 

tions to House & GarpEN and are willing to pay liberally for the work. We make it very easy 
to secure subscriptions and will furnish you with sample copies, subscription blanks and every- 
thing necessary to success. i 

One of our agents secured 10 subscriptions to Housr & GarDEN in one day; another sends 
us 12 subscriptions as the result of two days’ work. Why not build up a business of your own? 
It requires no capital or experience. Write for particulars today, before someone else in your 
town gets ahead of you. 

} Circulation Department 

HOUSE @ GARDEN, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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| PUT TOGETHER YOUR 
| OWN FURNITURE AND 

SAVE 50 PER CENT 
m7 what ‘ 

“ * HOME: CRAFT FURNITURE " 

Home-Craft Corporation 
406 Caswell Block Milwaukee, Wis. 

(ase well breng thes use}ui Reichen article to you Oy return mati ) 
No kitchen outfit is complete unless it contains a Delta Mle. Best 
or sharpening kuives and scissors, Can be used for many other 

purposes about the house 

eld Ses Company 
Room 038 

346 Broadway 

New York City 

R.°C. Spencer, Jr., Arch't, Chicago 

This house is lined with 

“CABOT’S SHEATHING QUILT” 
The Warmest Sheathing 

| Quilt is not a mere felt or paper. Itisa cushion of 
dead air spaces, like a bird's feathers It is ten | 

| times warmer than the best p apers andincomparably | 
warmer than the kind com ly used Every 
penny that you spend in r akin g your house warm 
and tight wil) save you a dollar in fuel, and make 
you and your family comfortable, which is better 
$245 worth of Quilt will line an average house, and 
will save that amount in fuel in two winters 

Send for a Sample | 

SAMVEL CABOT, Inc. 
“41 Milk Si. Boston Mass. Agents at all Central Points 

| 

Planning for a Succession of 
Bloom through the Day 

AS we try to prolong the season of 
flowers, so also we may, by giving 

thought, prolong the day’s delight in 
their bloom. 

Morning Glories have blown their 
bugles long before we ourselves are awake. 

The flower lover who has them not at 
some point where they will meet the eve 
from the breakfast room, or from the 

kitchen while the morning work is being 

done, is losing a great delight—particu- 
larly when the mornings of late August 
and early September shall have come 
around. 

These flowers close as soon as the sun 
is high, but exactly then is when the 
Portulacca is wide open and a bed of 
them is very beautiful indeed near the 
scene of the morning work. I believe in 
having flowers where the occupants of 

the home may get the benefit of them. 

Make the earth fine and sow plenty of 
the Portulacca seed broadcast. I prefer 
the single to the double variety. When 
these have come up, thin the tiny plants 
to stand six inches apart. No flower, 
unless it be the Nasturtium, will stand 
drought and poor soil so well. 

Flowers for mid-day are plenty, but 
it is worth remembering that the Moon- 
flower begins to open late in the afternoon 
and continues on until some time in the 
middle of the next forenoon 

This vine will grow thirty or forty feet 
in the season. The Moonflower seen in 
the evening from the living-room or 
verandah is a lovely sight. It is better to 
get young plants from the florist, though 
they may be started from seed in the 
house early in March. 

Another plant that beautifies the 
early evening landscape is the Nicotiana. 
Its fragrant starry white varieties grow 

from two to five feet high. The seeds of 

this plant are extremely small, and need 
only to be pressed into the ground with 
the palm of the hand. 

And then, from four o’clock in the 
afternoon, when they promptly unfold 
their bright crimson, vellow, pink or white 
silken skirts, until the sun is bright, next 
das, there ere the old-fashioned, musky, 

wholesome, Four O’Clocks, which ask 
only that you will poke one of their large 

black seeds into the soil, to give you a 

season's JOY. ; 

EVELYN PRINCE CAHOON. 

Shrubs for Dry Soils 

S it often happens that the soil 
A is dry and exposed to the severity 

of the sun’s rays, the selection of shrubs 
for such places is a question that often 
brings forth queries as to the best varieties 
for planting in such places. Therefore, 
the following brief list may prove of 
service to the amateur shrub planter: 
Bladder Senna (Colutea arborescens), Sea 
Purslane (Atriplex Halimus), Common 

GALLOWAY 
Garden 

Terra Cotta 
There isn’t a country place, 

suburban home or city resi- 
dence, with lawn or garden at- 
tached, but can be made vastly 
more attractive by well chosen 
art objects of Terra Cotta. 

** Galloway” Terra Cotta— 
beautifully modeled and color- 
ed—is burned to the proper 
degree to be absolutely frost 
and weatherproof. It is per- 
fectly adapted to both indoor 
and outdoor decoration. 

Write for our catalogue. It 
shows a great variety of beauti- 
ful forms—figure pieces, sun- 
dials, fonts, ferneries and 
flower pots. 

GALLOWAY TERRA COTTA CO. 
3218 Walnut St., Phila., Pa 

~~ - ~ 

? WILSON’S OUTSIDE VENETIANS 
. * . 

Blind and Awning Combined 
T'= most practical and useful form of Venetian yet devised; they 

combine beauty, utility and durability to a degree that no other 
blind of any kind can equal; suitable alike for town and 
country houses. Slats can be opened and closed and blinds 

raised or lowered from inside without opening window. When blind 
is pulled up entire frame is folded out of sight, making a very neat 
appearance. Mention Housrt anp GARDEN for free book let 

Orders should be placed now for early summer. 

JAS. G. WILSON MFG. CO. 
3 and 5 West 29th Street, New York 

Patentee and Manufacturer of Inside Venetians, Porch Venetians, 
Piazza Venetians, Rolling Partitions, Rolling Steel Shutters, 

Burglar and Fireproof Steel Curtains. Wood Block Floors. 

Grow Vick Quality 
Asters 

In Your Garden 

The years that we have devoted 
to the aster family -—developing new 
sorts and improving old—are re- 
warded by the beautiful blooms that 
grow from Vick Quality Seed. Plant Vict: 
Astersin your garden this spring. Write for 
our book “How to Grow Asters,"’ one package of Vick’s 
Daybreak and one package of Vick's Branching Asters 
~all three sent postpaid for 10c. You should also have 

Vick’s Ga den and Floral Guide for 1910 
better, bigger and more he!pful than any previous issue of our 
sixty years. Itisfree, Write for your copy to-day, 

JAMES VICK’'S SONS, 506’ Main St., Rochester, N. Y. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House aND GARDEN. 
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—— STRONG, HEALTHY — 
CHOICE NURSERY STOCK? 
We have for spring of 1910 the largest and finest assort- 

ment of Nursery Stock we have ever offered, 
Good, clean, healthy goods of our own growing and 

guaranteed true to name 
Our prices are right and we know they cannot be sur- 

passed for the same quality of stock. 
A full line of small fruits, tree fruits, ornamental trees, 

plants, and vines. 
Don’t order elsewhere until you receive our prices. 
Write to-day for our free illustrated catalogue; it will 

show just w hat you want. 
We also do landscape gardening in al] its branches. 

T. J. DWYER & CO. 
Orange County Nurseries, Box 13, Cornwall, N. Y. 

ESalrees.Shrubs Vines, Plants 
. PN Anything, in fact, needed in the planting of the 
°3 home grounds, may be had from our Nurseries. 
e,; Gi) Our stock grows well because it is accc:imated, 

» ~ 9% Our Landscape Department 
will gladly furnish, without charge to you, 

bm Pao ew intormation, estimates, etc., covering any 

2 for our handsomely illustrated catalogue-it's free. 
planting scheme, extensive or limited. Write 

% Southworth Brothers, Nurserymen, Beverly, Mass. 

Cathe 

ae) 

“oO GYE » 

ASTERS AS BEAUTIFUL AS PRIZE CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
Sow seed now in the house in boxes or pots to 

secure young plants for early spring 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Pink Mikado, large pure white flowers, very full 

reflex petals, early and profuse bloomer. 
Pink Mikado, same as white except difference 

in color. 
Lavender Gem, same as preceding except differ- 

ence in color. Each pkt. ro cts., the three for 25 cts. 

NOVELTY ORCHID FLOWERING SPENCER SWEET PEAS 
White, rose, scarlet, blue. Each packet 1o cts. the 

our for 25 cts. With our 33d Annual 
— Spring Catalogue. Most artistic and 

interesting. Catalogue is free. Send 
for it Topay. 

H. H. BERGER & CO. 
70 Warren St., New York 

— 

~ 

BLOOMING CACTUS 
~ 

Cactus is the most fascinating and beautiful REIS 
plant you can grow. The endless variety of shapes 
and species, bearing exquisite flowers in scarlet, 
yellow, purple, ete., delight all. Weare in the heart 
of the cactus country and sell the healthiest, hardiest 
plants, guaranteed to bloom, at lowest prices. 

Special Introductory Offer. We will mail you 
a rare 75c Cactus Plant (variety E. C. Dasyacanthus) 
with beautifully colored spines; bears 
handsome yellow flowers 2 to 3 ins. wide 
for our Special Introductory Price of only 28c . 

Write Today for Free Catalogue, ‘Cacti and How to Sie 
Them.” Include with Orderthe name of two flower-growing friends 
and we will add a free sample of our delicious Cactus Candy. 

THE FRANCIS E. LESTER CO., Dept. BX3. Mesilla Park, N. Mex. 

Our pure Northern-grown Clovers will fertilize any 
soil and increase yields on New England, New York, 
Pennsylvania and Ohio farms 50 to 100 per cent. We 
are the largest growers of Clover, Timothy and Grass 
Seeds in the world. Postal gets new Seed Catalog. 
Enclose 10c in stamps for fine samples of Clover, 
Alfalfa, Oats, Barley, Wheat, Grass, etc. Address 

Barberry (Berberts vulgaris), Venetian 
Sumach (Rhus Cotinus), Spanish Broom 
(Spartium juceum), Sun Rose (Helianthe- 
mum Canadense), Pea Tree (Caragna 
arborescens); also the Cytisus, Genistas, 
and Furze. 

Concerning Soils 
EW YORK is taken as a basis for 

garden operations. and you gauge, 
as you go further north or south, accord- 
ingly. 

The soil that is most valued is an 
alluvial saline deposit, rarely found more 
than a mile inland from tide-water. It 
is a dark heavy loam mixed with decaying 
shells, and is from ten to thirty inches 
deep, overlaying a sub-soil of yellow 
sandy loam. 

The next best soil is lighter both in 
color and in depth, being about eight to 
fifteen inches deer , having a similar sub- 
soil to the above. 

Then there is still a lighter soil, one 
in which sand predominates over the 
loam, and which lies on a sub-soil of pure 
sand. It is almost useless for growing 
cabbage, onions, or celery, but well 
adapted for tomatoes, radishes, cucum- 
bers, or sweet-potatoes. 

There next comes the fourth sort of 
soil, a soil which we must place last, as it 
is the least valuable one for vegetable 
growing. This is found on the highest 
points only. It is lighter in color than 
any of the others and is what is termed 
a clayey loam, ten inches in depth, under 
which is a sub-stratum of bluish clay. 
In a stratum of this sort it is practically 
useless to attempt to grow early vege- 
tables. 

With the soil first mentioned you have 
all that you need to work with as a basis 
of culture, enriching it now and then with 
fertilizers. The other soils can be made 
to yield crops, but it is foolish to hope 
that a soil without good qualities can be 
made to yield more than weeds, as it 
stands. 

Soil can be bettered by patient atten- 
tion, fertilizing, dressing and working 
over. One of the best fertilizers to be 
had for the garden consists of dressing 
the top-soil with well rotted hop vines 
from a brewery. 

No matter how rich the soil is, never 
let it have a chance to lose its plant- 
feeding properties, rather enhance them 
and finer fruits, vegetables and flowers 
will result. 

C. B. Hornor. 

Over-rich Soil for Violets 

ITH all its fascinations Violet raising 
is often attended with many dis- 

appointments. Perhaps one reason for 
amateurs having trouble with unhealthy 
plants is an over-richness of the soil that 
is given them, for, unlike some other 
flowers, Violets are apt to have a sort of 
dyspepsia all their own from over- 
nourishment. 

Ghe Most Gorgeous Flowers I Ever Saw! 
Such is the comment of one who grew and flowered our Mallow 

Marvels for the first time last summer 
There are thousands of others just as delighted and surprised at 

their wonderful beauty 
Meehans’ Mallow Marvels are distinct from other perennials in 

many respects. 

The huge blossoms from 6 to over 10 inches in diameter come in 
four colors. Vivid, fiery crimson, ) rich blood-red, soft shades of 

pink and white. 
The display only begins in July, often the flowers continuing to 

come until frost, giving 6 to 8 weeks of brilliant display 
The plants develop each season to good sized bushes from 5 to § 

feet high, dying to the ground in late autumn. 
Any one can be successful with them in regular good, garden soil 
Here are our big two- year-old roots at one-half their original price. 
ae roots will flower abundantly this season if given good garden 

sol 

Here are our big two-year-old roots at one-half their original 
price. These roots will flower abundantly this season if given good 
garden soil. 

Crimson, Pink, Red or White Marvel . . $1.00 each 

MEEHANS'’ 
ARDEN 

BULLETIN 
New, intensely practical garden paper for the 

interested owner of home grounds. Edited by 
the House of Meehan—56 years old. 

Full of dependable articles by experienced 
horticulturists, experts—men who know of 
what they write. 

Particularly dwells on landscape gardening, 
trees, shrubs, evergreens and hardy plants. 

- : The hints and suggestions are invaluable—no 
ae : theories. 

Send 10 Cents 
for three Spring numbers. One number is well worth the price. 

We will on request include with the Garden Bulletin our new 
price list listing all our hardy plants. 

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, Inc. 
Box 40, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Pennsylvania School of Horticulture 
for Women 

A school for practical instruction in Gardening, Horti- 
culture and kindred subjects will be opened this spring 
near Ambler, Pennsylvania. For turther particulars 
address 

MISS J. B. HAINES 

Cheltenham P. O. Pennsylvania 

A PALISADE HARDY BORDER 
A rfect picture in your garden to last for years 

1 be the result if you allow us NOW to plan a 
pes oh ly whether of contrasts or of harmonies, to be 
carried out this Spring. Our “Artistic” Border, 
100 ft. by 3 ft., costs $15.00 only. 
Consider what is “saved ° by this system, 
what is gained in true beauty. 

PALISADES NURSERIES, 

and 

Sparkill, New York 

TREES 
3,000 Varieties 

of Outdoor 
Shrubs, Roses, 

Plants, 
Evergreens 
Catalogue FREE 

SPestrates, describes. 
Tells you how to plant 
—an invaluable hand- 
a. Get it _ 
placin order 
Address Dept. E 

Glen bes. 
Nursery, Rochester, N.Y. 

Peonta-Festiva 
Established 1866. G 

In writing to advertisers please mention Housms anp GARDEN. 
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MARK TWAIN'S 
WORKS 

at ONE-HALF former price 

it has been Mark Twain's ambition 

to have his books in every American 

home, and he has made a great per- 

sonal sacrifice, which brings about 

this remarkable situation for the 

first time in the history of publish- 

ing, copyrighted books are sold at 

the price of non-copyrighted books. 

AUTHOR'S NATIONAL EDITION 
25 Beautiful Volumes 

Mark Twain is the youngest man of his dav. All his books are im- 

bued with his spirit—they are new books; to own them is always to have 

new books, a fountain of youth. They never age because humor, kindliness, 

and truth never grow old, They are books for young people of all ages. 

Special Features of this Edition 
Mark Twain himself has written a preface to the edition. Brander Matthews 

has written the biographical criticism of Mark Twain and his work. There 

are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken at periods 

Ne the different books were in process of writing. This edition 

nee om his later collected writings such as “A Dog’s Tale,” “ Eve’s 

Diary,” ete. 

HARPER & IN There are beautiful pictures by such artists as Brown, Frost, 
BROTHERS , Es. ‘in ‘ 

Neweut, Bearp, Dietman, SMEDLEY, THuLstrup, CLINEDINST franklin Square S : ° : > 

New York City \ Mora, Wetpon, Kemapie, Gitrpert, Du Monn, Merrit, 
Please send me for exami ( PPI R. 

mation, carriage free, a set of _— ‘ ‘ . a 

MAKK TWAIN'S WORKS, IN [he binding is a_ beautiful dark-red vellum 
Auther’s National Balition, ; . = 

twenty-five vulumes, cloth binding. It ey cloth, with blue title labels stamped in 
erated lmay retain the set ritveday +r . : 

shal diliin aacdionshimad tenant’ » “>. gold. [The books are printed on white an- 
sur the b lw return «1 \ : » » : ane ° . > pa tami yy ea hg ee meagy Bhi yd a tique wove paper, especially made for this 

th wotil the full price, $25.00, has been paid Vo 

The size of each volume is 5 x7} 

Sienaturc aoe XQ inches. 

Bend books t eee e eee = . HARPER & BROTHERS 

The Underwood 
Standard 

Typewriter 
SAVES TIME, WORRY AND TROUBLE 

Come to our salesrooms, it will take only a few minutes to 

show you many good points of the Underwood—see where 

you can perfect your service without increasing your cost 

** The Machine You Will Eventually Buy ’’ : 

THE UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Incorporated. 

241 Broadway New York 

HISTORIC HOUSES 
AND 

THEIR GARDENS 
Edited by 

CHARLES FRANCIS OSBORNE 

| Assistant Professor of the History of Architecture 

University of Pennsylvania _ _ ow 

With an introduction by 

FRANK MILES DAY 

| Lecturer on Architecture at Harvard University 

Racket 

os C2 uretatee 

<a 

A series of Authoritative Descriptions of 
Famous Historic, European, Oriental and of 

American Houses and Gardens. 

A Handsome Quarto of some 272 Pages 
Sumptuously Illustrated with Over Three 
Hundred Full-page and Other Photographic 
Reproductions. 

$6.00 Net 
This is a volume which everyone planning 
a house and garden will truly find to be a 
veritable mine of golden suggestion. 

The art of planning and planting a garden 
in harmonious relation to the house to which 
it belongs is exemplified to the fullest extent 
in both text and illustrations of Historic 
Houses and Their Gardens, whether 
in the chapters devoted to the Alcazar in 
Spain, the Villa Danti in Italy, Castle Mira- 
mar in Austria, Blenheim Palace in England, 
Chateau de Brissac in France, or in any 
other of the thirty sections of the volume. 

The Outlook says of this Book: 
“The reader receives pleasurable impres- 

sions agreeably rendered of the beauty of the 
places and information as to their association 
and history.” 

McBRIDE, WINSTON @ CO. 

449 Fourth Avenue 

New York 

tina il, T casimmemmpmaies a. 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hovusn anp GARDEN. 
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‘ATISFACTORY results in plant- 
S ing can be obtained by using 

only the best trees. ~ a... 

THE COTTAGE GARDENS NURSERIES 
contain 100 acres of carefully grown 
specimens, ten acres of which are de- 
voted to Hybrid Rhododendvons of 
the hardiest and most desiralhe va- 
rieties. 

f”.90% of our stock sold last year was 
yersonally selected by our clients. 
Vhy not avail yourself of the same 
opportunity? We shall be pleased 
to give you the benefit of our time 
and experience in making your se- 
lection. 

We devote all our attention to the 
production of high-class stock for 
discriminating buyers. 

A visit to our NURSERIES will 
convince you. 

COTTAGE GARDENS CO., Inc., 
QUEENS, L.I., N. Y. 

256 pages of practical gardening informa- 
tion, with Special Cultural Notes by 

Experts, Up-rards of a thousand illus- 

trations, including beautiful color and 

duotone plates. 

All the information you 
need in planning, planting 

and cultivating your garden, is contained in 
Dreer’s Garden Book for 1910. 

For example, it tells how to make and care for a border of 
old-fashioned hardy plants. How to grow flowers from seed, 
both annual and perennial. How to grow Asters, Pansies, 
Sweet Peas, Dahlias, Gladioli Palms, Roses, Water Lilies. 
How and when to plant and prune shrubs. It gives clear and 
concise instructions for producing the finest vegetables. 

With Hundreds of Cultural Notes 

it describes and prices 1,200 varieties of flower seeds, 600 
varieties of vegetables and over 2,000 kinds of plants, besides 
numerous shrubs, climbers, small fruits, ferns, aquatics and 
Garden Requisites of every sort. 

Dreer’s Garden Book sent free 

(on receipt of request mentioning this maga.=n 

Henry A, Dreer, 714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 

ARDEN BOOK 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 
for the best practical journal of advertising in America. One that 
deals knowingly, and from the inside, with the thinking, planning, sell- 
ing side of business. 

is written—not by theorists—but by real workers in the actual adver- 
tising field. 

It is a journal of modern advertising news and methods—100 pages 
monthly—right off the advertising griddle and piping hot. 

! It’s the newsiest, brightest and most helpful exponent of all that 
is good in America and England in Newspaper, Magazine, Mail Order, 
Street Car and Outdoor Advertising. 

__ Every business-man in America ought to read an advertising maga- 
zine—if he doesn’t, he’s neglecting the only permanent foundation for 
any business. 

READ IN THE JANUARY NUMBER: 

—monthly jabs at the ads that are 
uncouth, inept or ill-advised. 

—by D. Herbert Moore, widely-known 
ad-smith and brilliant writer of ad- 
vertising. 

“The Battle with the Waste-baskets” —‘Honorable Mention” for the win- 
ning Commercial Booklets of the 
month, by the Editor, L. R. Moore. 

“Current Comment on Advertising” —» - New York Spectator, F. E. 
ayton. 

—by Joe Mitchell Chapple, Editor of 
the National Magazine. 

and a dozen valuable leading articles 
We'll send sample copy on request. The regular subscription 

price is 5) cents per year. Right Now we'll send it Three Years for 
One Dollar. 

AGRICULTURAL ADVERTISING 
LONG-CRITCHFIELD PUBLISHING HOUSE 

1320 Corn Exchange Bank Bld’g 

“The Harpoonist” 

“Sparks and Misfires” 

“Advertising—That’s It.” 

Chicago 

ADVERTISING 
Russwin 

Hardware 

KENILWORTH DESIGN 

ELIZABETHAN 

Booklet of designs will 

be furnished on request 

Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co. 
NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

No. 26 West Twenty-sixth Street, New York 

No. 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

No. 22 Lake Street, Chicago 

Monadnock Building, San Francisco 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hous® aND GARDEN. 
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- ) HOGGSON 

METHOD 
}JHESE residences were designed, built and deco- 

rated (the two town houses were remodeled) by 

the Hoggson Building Method, under which we 

accepted from the owners complete responsi- 
— | bility for the work from initial to final steps. 

In ez ar instance the cost was kept within the original appro- 

priation, the buildings completed without disappointing 

delays, and the undertaking made a pleasure to the owner 

instead of a care. 

Do you intend to build a residence ? 

Would you like to find it an ideally planned home, sub- 

stantially built, and artistically a unit both inside and out? 

Would you like to know with certainty how soon you 

could move into it? 

Do you wish to keep its cost within a fixed sum? 

If so, the Hoggson single contract method of building will not 
only interest you while you look into it, but it will show you one 
method at least by which to accomplish your wishes fully and with- 

out worry. 

The owners (whose names can be had on request) of the houses 
shown on these pages believe it is the only method by which they 
could have fulfilled their wishes in the satisfactory way they were. 

Let us trace briefly the procedure in building by the single 
contract method: 

First—Architectural Service: You begin with a more or less 
general idea of the type of residence you want, and the amount you 
wish to spend. Here, also, is where we begin by assisting you to 
bring your requirements and expense limit to an actual meeting 
point. We then secure the services of an architect acceptable to 
you, and particularly fitted to design the style of house decided 
upon in the best manner. As the ablest architects do not roam 
over the whole field of architecture, but specialize in their chosen 
branches, it is essential that the proper specialist be selected. 

Second—Planning: Plans and sketches are proceeded with 
and submitted to you. We plan interior first, exterior second. This 
order is followed for tuo reasons: To ensure an arrangement suit- 
able in convenience and style to your requirements and tastes, and 
to avoid needless waste of space and consequent cost of construction. 

O SOfn 

7 East 44th St: 
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The Pleasures n —— as seme” 

of Building 
Third—Building: When you are thoroughly satisfied with these 

plans, samples of all the materials—stone, wood, metal or textile to 
be used in the residence, are submitted to you for approv al. The 
actual work is then commenced. We engage the various sub-con- 
tractors for the work not done by our own workmen and supervise 
all work. ‘There will be no conflict. Plumbers will not undo the 
work of the plasterer, nor the electricians that of the decorator. 
There will be neither waste expense nor lost motion. 

Fourth—Alterations: If as the work proceeds you desire to 
change the plans originally approved, you do not become liable for 
heavy “extra” charges. Alterations are subject to the terms of the 
original contract, under which you are fully protected; but if the 
final completion is properly considered beforehand, there will be 
no alterations. 

Fifth—Decoration and Furnishing: In the decoration and 6 ahs da 7 | fy 
furnishing of the rooms, we apply a thorough mastery of the sub- or He : ir. i i si i 
ject. We seek to render each room in a style suitable to its pur- 4 eu “My os i 
pose, yet in harmony with the house as a whole; but no detail is aa ant 

executed without your approval first. 

Finally—Our Contract: You hold us wholly responsible—as 
much so for the architectural service as for the masonry and car- 
pentry. You are entirely free from the usual difficulties and dis- 
agreements due to divided responsibility. 

To satisfy yourself as to our work, you have—first, our record of twenty years of 
successful achievement; second our legally binding contract; and third, if you wish it, a bond. 
At the very outset the contract tigelanes what the limit of cost will be; it fixes the limit of 
our remuneration, and assures you that any savings effected on the original cost will be re- 
bated to you. (Such rebates frequently occur in our dealings with clients.) Lastly, you 
have the privilege of withdrawing from the contract at any time prior to the beginning of 
construction. 

Remodeling: In this field we have carried out a large number of contracts, particu- 
larly in the remodeling of town houses. In these cases the owners, usually absent in the 
country, or abroad; felt the advantages of the Hoggson single contract method with especial 
force and satisfaction. 

OWNER 
In this diagram 

}—{ENGINEERS| 

> 

|DECORATORS]| |BUILDERS| 

|FURNISHERS| 
we illustrate in a simple way our relation to you and to the other important factors in a 
a operation. 

ere are many additional points in this Hoggson single contract method of building 
which will interest you and pay you well to look into. We are about to issue a brochure 
which b by word and picture will 1 place this proposition before you in a comprehensive man- 
ner. e shall be glad to send it to you on receipt of ten cents. 

Brot en 
New York City. 
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New England Trees and Plants : EE S The 
New England Grown Means Quality 7 ‘ re 

[he vitality and hardiness of our products are due to exceptional 
svil conditions and a rigorous climate. Their high quality is due to ‘ APRIL 
a thorough knowledge of propagation and cultivation 

New England Homes and Gardens 7) NUMBER 
are the finest in America. Why? They have been laid out and 
planted by men who know how. Our concern is responsible for the - i 
treatment of hundreds of them. ala Nite S 

Our 1910 Catalog, mailed free, tells the whole story. Don’t buy 

—don't plant, until you have seen it. 

The NEW ENGLAND NURSERIES, INC., Bedford, Mass. 4 ¥ Bag House & 

—~IRISH ROSES teehee. can EVERGREENS— ae . as Garden’s 
Trees 

Extra Sizes for Immediate Effect | >) Great 
Liberal Discounts on Large Orders 

Our Catalogue is a cyclopedia of information|to the planter 

LANDSCAPE DEPT ROSEDALE NURSERIES Tarrytown, N.Y. G ARDENING 

ORCHIDS Dahlias, Roses, Cannas, Gladioli 
We are spec jialists For fifteen years we have sold guaranteed bulbs all 

in Orchid ‘ over the world. If you are looking for Up-to-Date 
mm VTCniGs, We CO Dahlias send for free Catalogue to the Eastern Dahlia 
lect, import, export, King. The largest dahlia grower in America. 

grow and set them J. K. Alexander, East Bridgewater, Mass. 
exclusively. A The Most Helpful Gardening 

lilustrated and ||}Whenin DETROIT Stop at Magazine ever Fublished 
descriptive catalog 

wad price list on HOTEL TULLER DON’T MISS IT? 
apphlcation. New and Absolutely Fireproof 

LAGER & HURRELL 
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J. 

Cor. Adams” Avenue and Park Street ; 
A superb issue of eighty pages, beauti- 

In the Centre fully illustrated, teeming with practical in- 
of the Theatre, formation and suggestion on both flower 

: and vegetable gardening and on planting the Sho d & 8 pping an . ; 
Busi - grounds. No one who reads this number usiness Dis- , 

4s a7 oe trict need fear an unsuccessful garden this year, 
fa hl * eT el * for the entire subject will be covered in a 
THE : ‘ wonderfully comprehensive way in articles 

i * i *| ‘. Has Large from which any one can work. It will tell 
PERGOLA om) ~_* ~— Convention you what to plant in various locations, and 

hel 7 defer Hall. Has what to plant for special effects. If you 
‘= Oe a Bln Grand Roof want to know the quick-growing vines for 

—— : Rg iveue a= Garden Cafe shading your veranda, or the surest hedge 
a SANDERS COMPANY t ett for immediate effect, or the hardy flowers 
= sats 12° <- Music from 6 you can grow with the surest success, or 

PO nn a . i ~ Fh le P. M. to 12.30 what fertilizers to use, or the best shade 
Sisaim En teat Geen am Games, daa fer encoteens Wt , Honea el \M trees to plant, the Gardening Number will 

_ mer tell you. In addition it will contain plant- 
HARTMANN-SANDERS CO. ing tables of vegetable and flower seeds 

: ‘ Sk ' Every Room 
Eleton and Webster Avenues, Chicago, Ill. ; : - showing when to plant, how deep, how far 
East. office, 1123 Broadway, New York City. ; - — apart, time of blooming and ripening—so 

a explicit as to make your Spring planting 
=e a revelation in simplicity. There will be 

’ —_ y . articles on landscaping and garden effects 
KOLL S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS Rat Takao o. emg 4 with many pictures of successful gardens 

Suitable for Pergolas, porches and interior use. ates. - per Vay anc up and grounds which will be an immense aid 

: L. W. TULLER, Prop. in helping you to make your place beautiful 
We sleo publish catal P.29 ) , i i i @ aloo publish catalogues P29 of sun-diale and P-40 co: wood columns from frost to frost. With this Gardening 

Guide in your hand you simply cannot fail. 
— The Gardening Guide will be on sale at all 
Lo b b H newsstands on March 26, but to be sure of 

W OS u ur an omes getting a copy send in your subscription 
now to begin with the April number. Use 

Plans, illustrations and descriptions of nearly 100 houses’ which have the appended blank. 
been built at costs ranging from $1000 to $10,000. In most cases the 
cost is given " é 

Many of the houses have been built as suburban residences—others as McBride, Winston & Co., Publishers, 
small country homes or as bungalows or mountain camps. Houses of 449 Fourth Ave., New York. 
brick, stone, frame, shingle, cement and stucco are included. 1 a 

All are distinctive and full of suggestion for anyone interested in build- Please enter my subscription to House 
ing beautiful but low cost homes anywhere. & Garden for one year, beginning with 

62 pages, beautifully illustrated and printed on coated paper with art the Gardening Guide. I enclose $3. 

‘ 
Exclusive Manufacturers of 

paper cover. Price 25 cents, postpaid. 

McBride, Winston & Co.,449 Fourth Ave., New York 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anp GARDEN. 


